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FCC Proposes Higher Fees
by John Gatski
Washington DC The NAB believes a
plan to hike FCC fine limits for broadcasters from $20,000 to approximately
$250,000, recently approved by Senate
and House committees, could pose a
hardship to small stations.
The proposed fine increases are the result of committee actions to raise more
revenue to meet FY 1990 budget targets,
based on the Gramm-RuddmanHollings deficit reduction law.
The Senate and House also approved
similar measures that would raise FCC
fees about 12%.

The fines, which cover broadcasters,
common carriers and others, would be
increased for the first time in 55 years,
according to congressional sources.
A huge increase
The maximum FCC forfeiture penalty
for broadcasters and common carriers
would increase from $2000 to $25,000
maximum for each violation and from
$20,000 to $250,000 maximum for acontinuing violation, according to the Senate measure.
The potential increases are in a proposed amendment to the general forfeiture section of the Communications Act

of 1934.
NAB Executive VP for Legislative Affairs Jim May said the fee increases are
in line with today's economic conditions,
but the fines are a different story.
"The fines, I think, are a potential
problem," he said. "That could take a
hell of abite out of alittle station."
Many fines have not increased since
the Communications Act of 1934 was
enacted, and fee increases will be in line

NAB Convention Split?
by Frank Beacham
New Orleans LA The NAB Radio
Board— faced with a split opinion of
membership on whether or not there
should be a single annual convention
devoted exclusively to radio—will "let
the marketplace decide" the muchdebated issue.
"It now appears that many group
operators, networks and station reps prefer one NAB convention a year—and
they prefer the fall all-radio event," NAB
Senior Radio VP Lynn Christian wrote
in the association's radio newsletter.
"Meanwhile, many small and medium
market owner-operators enjoy, as do
their engineers, attending the annual
convention."
Looking to members
While Christian was unavailable for
comment, an NAB spokesperson said
feedback from membership is "not overwhelming in either direction." Based on
response thus far, the board declined to
make achange. "They will continue to
evaluate the matter," she continued, "and
see what happens at the September (Radio '89) convention."
The debate over splitting TV and ra-

dio into separate conventions intensified
this year when CBS, Westwood One and
Capital Cities/ABC radio networks
decided to forego traditional hospitality
suites at the spring annual convention
and concentrate on the fall Radio '89.
The nets claimed the spring show has
taken on aTV and engineering perspective with less emphasis on radio
management.
In spite of the radio networks foregoing the usual hospitality suites—and
"many" group radio operators not encouraging stations to attend—Christian
maintained radio participation grew at
the spring show. NAB has apolicy of not
releasing abreakdown of attendance.
Supporting the position for aseparate
radio-only show is Allied National Marketing Director Dave Burns, who serves
on the NAB exhibitors advisory committee.
"In my opinion, radio has not become
asecond-class citizen at the spring NAB.
It's become Third World," he said. "Ifavor avery strong fall radio show. We now
go to both shows to see radio people. We
get engineering talent at the spring show
and we get management and, primarily,
programming people at the fall show.
(continued on page 11)

(continued on page 25)

Real Estate Values
Tempt AMs to Sell
by Charles Taylor

NAB Radio ' 89 comes to New Orleans, amid talk of split radio and television conventions.

with inflation over the years, according
to the House and Senate committees
that have jurisdiction over the FCC.
A Senate Commerce, Science and
Transportation Committee press release
said that afees/fine increase could raise
$43.6 million for the committee's budget.
The House Energy and Finance Committee plan would raise $50 million.
FCC Bar Association President Richard

Washington DC Less than ayear after paying $34 million for classical stations WGMS-AM/FM here, VerStandig
Broadcasting earned back nearly 40% of
its initial investment.
But the rapid proceeds have nothing
to do with time sales.
John VerStandig, president of the
group that already held six stations,
made the estimated $14 million by selling a51-acre plot on which the AM station's transmitter and four antennas are
located in posh Potomac, MD, to areal

estate developer.
By year's end, pending FCC approval,
the AM will transmit from a132-acre site
in aless lucrative Maryland suburb.
The developer reportedly intends to
use the Potomac site to build more than
200 detached and town houses on the
land adjacent to amajor retail mall.
Get a move on
It's not the first time an AM station's
land has been sold and the transmitting
gear moved.
When Capital Cities/ABC bought At(continued on page 24)

DYNAMAX WITH MAXTRAX'
"At K101- FM, San Francisco, we replaced
vintage Tomcats with DYNAMAX cart
machines set up for Maxtrae. The
overwhelming majority of our station
personnel preferred the sound of
DYNAMAX equipment."
Jack Kulp
Afternoon Drive Personality
For more information, contact Fidelipac Corporation.
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Fidelipac Corporation O P.O. Box 808, Moorestown, NJ 08057 0 U.S.A.
609-235-3900 oTELEX 710-897-0254 oFAX 609-235-7779
Dynamax is aregistered trademark of Fidelipac Corporation.
Maxtrax is aregistered trademark of Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corp.
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Grand Jury
Investigates Root
Washington DC A federal
grand jury is investigating
whether communications attorney Thomas Root, or amember
of his law firm, falsified an FAA
document last year to obtain a
construction permit for a new
FM station, The Washington Post
reported.
The grand jury is looking into
adocument in which the FAA
"purportedly" said abroadcast
tower proposed by one of Root's

clients would not endanger
passing aircraft, the Post said.
The FCC eventually granted a
construction permit to Northern
Missouri Christian Broadcasting
Inc., Kirksville, MO, based on
the document. ( See related
story this issue.)

Fritts: Spectrum
Management
Sun Valley ID NAB President
and CEO Eddie Fritts called on
the FCC to end regulation by
marketplace economic theory

and return to its basic mission of
responsible spectrum management and timely processing of
applications.
Fritts gave that message before
the Idaho State Broadcasters Associaton.
He said FCC regulation the
past few years has harmed the
competitiveness of AM radio,
crowded FM and AM bands and
led to harmful interference.

proximately $48 million.
The ABC Radio Networks became the exclusive marketer of
advertising time on SMN in December 1987 and subsequently
acquired 14% of its common
stock for about $5.5 million.
SMN, which will be aseparate
division of the ABC Radio Network, broadcasts live music formats via satellite on more than
1000 AM and FMs.

Cap Cities Buys
Music Network

FCC Amends
Commercial
Translator Rules

New York NY Capital Cities/ABC has completed the acquisition of Satellite Music Network with the purchase of
SMN's remaining 86% of outstanding common stock for ap-

Washington DC The FCC has
tightened opportunities for noncommercial stations to create networks, by adapting aMarch 1988
ruling affecting how stations may

use translators.
The action adopted 4August,
determined within reconsideration of MM docket 86-112, ruled
that atranslator must be within
50 miles of the 1millivolt contour
of its primary station or more
than 100 miles from any fullservice non-commercial station,
said the Commission's Scott
Roberts.
Previously, stations were allowed to feed programming to a
translator wherever afree noncommercial frequency was available.
The order, which was instituted for three years, excepts
stations that can show that implementation of a translator
would not use the last available
noncommercial channel in their
market.

NAB Institutes
Radio Telemarketing

Naturally. with ail of Vat•;:' - tone's expertit building and intensa J. consoles. it
was inevitable that we would take on the
dt•sign arid manufacture of suitable furniture
for our audio installations. First we listened
to engineers and their requests, then we went
to work. Thi• result is a significant improvement over pre V101 designs.
Consider rlii. advantages of double- sided
equiptiii•nt ,alonets with fully interchangeable
door paned-, wit lu each side able to accommodate 19 incite> of rackmount equipment.
(*otisider the convenience of hinged twin dropdown punchblock panels for easy installation
ari d ina dd r.
rianee , trnisider the advantage of
hard chrome plated steel mounting rails that
eliminate thi stripping problems associated
with les.-er aluminum designs. Simply consider the strength we've achieved with full
inch arid a hall t
hick side panels and hybrid
inch and ahalf thick countertops.
WW1.

We have re- invented cabinet technology.
‘Ve've wedded the latest precision NC metal
componentry to hybrid plywood high density.
high resin pressure- laminated substrates.
Our construction and bonding techniques have
been optimized to eliminate stress related
laminate problems. We've handled wire management:
there are generous pathways
between each enclosure, as well as an integral
channel punchblock housing under the console
counter to keep everything neat, concealed
and away from unauthorized hands.
And,
since cabinet faces can accept either
equipment or door panels, systems can easily
be configured to fit virtually any room. Doors
can even be placed on cabinets intended for
future electronics installation.
This cabinetry is very clever, unbelievably
strong, and ( of course) square—precisely.
It
has that Wheatstone major market look. So
contact Wheatstone for furniture, consoles, or
prewires.

Washington DC The NAB effective 1November will establish
aradio membership telemarketing program, eliminating its five
regional offices.
NAB said that atelemarketing
program, rather than regional
managers, will allow the organization to more efficiently target
sales efforts, and allow it to be
more responsive.
"A centrally based telemarketing service is the most effective
answer to (members') needs
and (association) objectives and
represents the most efficient use
of our resources," said Senior
Radio VP Lynn Christian in a
statement.
The regional managers will
receive a severance package,
NAB said, and an offer of outplacement counseling.
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FCC Grants Ownership Waiver
policies for common ownership of TV
and radio stations in the same market.

by Charles Taylor
Washington DC Two days after denying apetition of reconsideration by Great
American Broadcasting to modify the
FCC's one-to-a-market ownership rules,
the Commission granted awaiver to the
company, allowing it to maintain control
of TV-radio combinations in two cities.
Passed 4August, the waiver will allow
Great American, owner of five TV stations, six AMs and 10 FMs, to continue
ownership of WKRC-TV/AM and WKRQFM in Cincinnati and WDAF-AM/TV and
KYYS-FM in Kansas City, MO.

Cautious approach best
Great American questioned the merit
of atop 25 market cut-off, instead preferring the single requirement of 30 separate O&Os within a market.
Chairman Dennis Patrick, in standing

by the top 25 cut-off, said, "A cautious
approach limiting the ruling to the
largest markets will allow the FCC to best
monitor the new rule."
The second petition, from Holston Valley Broadcasting Corp., asked for a
waiver of radio-TV cross ownership rules
where common ownership of aUHF station and more than one radio station in

Abuse Probe Widens

Normally prohibit
The Commission's rules normally prohibit common ownership of TV and radio stations in the same market, though
aDecember ruling determined that requests for waivers would be considered
on acase-by-case basis, with favor given
to combinations in the top 25 markets
where there exist at least 30 separately
owned licensees.
While neither Cincinnati nor Kansas
City are top 25 market stations, the Commission said that Great American justified "with great specificity the substantial efficiencies derived from joint operation" of the common market stations.
The decision passed just two days after the Commission rejected two reconsideration petitions—one of them from
Great American—that questioned waiver

by Charles Taylor
Washington DC As he was vacating
office, FCC Chairman Dennis Patrick
called upon the Justice Department to
determine whether ayear-long Commission investigation into abuses of its application processes by aNew York broadcast applicant warrants action.
Patrick said in aletter dated 4August
to the Justice Department that sufficient
evidence exists to place Dr. Barnard
Boozer of Central Square, NY, in violation of the Commission's rules and the
Federal Criminal Code.
Fictitious persons
Boozer is alleged to have filed or assisted in filing with the FCC up to 100
applications in 73 communities containing fictitious names and forged signatures.

Digital Today
Now you have no
excuse for analog
field recordings.
Weighing less than five
pounds, the Sony TCD-D10
PRO boasts both the incredible
audio performance of DAT and a
remarkably rugged transport. Mic/line
inputs are balanced XLR and features include amulti-function LCD
display, monitor speaker, mic limiter, and digital inputs and outputs.
Bradley and Sony pack the TCD-D10 PRO with two rechargable battery

"In at least several instances, multiple
applications appeared to have been filed
using fictitious persons as principals
and/or as consultants/advisors and that
in several instances applications appeared to have been filed for the same
community of license by applicants
linked with each other," Patrick said in
the letter to Assistant Attorney General
Edward S.G. Dennis, Jr.
When the investigation began last August, the Commission said that most of
Boozer's applications were filed to obtain
settlement agreements, rather than actual construction permits.
Boozer was assisted in the filing of his
applications by legal counsel, the FCC
charged, and in some instances, the attorney was a principal in applications

the same service is involved.
The FCC responded with a slight
modification of rules, noting that aflat
prohibition of ownership combinations
of aTV station and more than one radio
station in amarket prevented the Commission from evaluating case-by-case
combinations that might serve the public interest.
It emphasized, however, that it did not
foresee approving any such combinations.
For information from the FCC, contact
Tatsu Kondo at 202-632-6302.
that were apparently related to Boozer.
He first gained attention at the FCC as
the sole stockholder and president of
Paradise, which was the only remaining
applicant for an FM construction permit
in Illion, NY.
During the proceeding, the presiding
judge determined that Paradise had misrepresented its financial qualifications to
the FCC and denied the application.
Friends and relatives
According to the FCC, Boozer then began filing applications using pseudonyms and the names of various friends
and relatives.
In addition to FCC sanctions such as
losing licenses, comparative renewal
abuses are punishable with fines up to
$100,000 and five years in prison for each
violation.
For more information, contact the FCC
at 202-632-5050.

Stop worrying about
strange
noises &
things
•
that •
SI 90
SPLICE TRAK.
$1050.•

Start prepping carts the right
way. Get worry-free deep erasure
and splice detection with any NAB
standard cart. No more noises lurking on improperly
erased tape. No more thumps left by bulk erasers. No
more bumps from mislocated tape splices. Just perfect
carts every time, with our new ST-90 Splice Irak.

packs and arecharger, an AC power supply, apistol-grip type remote
control, and ahost of other accessories.

• Handles tape smoothly and safely at a fast 27 1/2 ips.

For less than the price of open reel analog, your Bradley professional can

• Same reliable Phase Lok V head block, longlife lowvoltage solenoid and positive cart guidance system as
used in BE cart machines.

deliver digital to you today.
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• Dual heads erase to a depth of 85 dB.

What you get out of your cart machines depends on
what you put into them. Call us at (
217) 224-9600 or
ask your Broadcast Electronics distributor for info on the
advanced ST90 Splice Irak cart preparation system.
• F.O B. Quincy, IL: Exclusive of sales or use fox.
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Up A Lazy River To Radio '89
by Judith Gross

more and parent NBC is out of the radio business.
Falls Church VA Radio, radio, radio.
Then there are awards for personality
We never get tired of talking about it,
of the year, station of the year, etc. Arlistening to it, finding out everything we
en't we forgetting something? How 'bout
can about it.
an award for engineer or technical
Iliken it to avampire . . . once you've
achievement of the year?
gotten bit by the radio bug it has ahold
See where the network/syndicated
on you forever.
personality of the year boasts some big
Even TV has the "bug"—with new
names: Paul Harshows such as FM and Knight & Daye,
vey, Larry King,
both on NBC this summer.
Sally Jesse Raphael
and Charles Osgood. Sorry, but for
my money the other
three are outclassed
by Osgood. The
poet laureate of CBS
has got to be in a
class all by himself.
Then there's the
entertainment. Paul
Shaffer and the
World's Most DanAt least some of us will get our requigerous Band (
can't
site dose of radio fever in N'Awlins next
wait to see what's so
week.
dangerous about
Three years ago the show was held
them) will be perthere and Iremember the view of the
forming, approprimighty Mississipi from aroom in the
ately, their hit When
French Quarter. The first thing you saw
the Radio Is On.
over the purple river in a pink sky at
But they won't be
dawn was the friendly blinking red light
the final word. Just
of aradio station tower.
added to the gala
Don't know if it was AM or FM, but
show closing is
there it was, greeting the brand new
singer Donna Summer. No one can
Louisiana day.
outdo her when it comes to radio songs.
In between the jambalaya and crawfish
On the Radio was her 1979 disco hit and
pies and filet gumbo there will be a no other radio song comes close.
whole lot of interesting equipment exLookin' forward to the show and all
hibits. Now's your chance to actually
that jazz on Bourbon Street. As NAB Rastroll the aisles of the convention and
dio VP Lynn Christian said, "If you're
take agood look at the products—unlike
in radio, Babe, this is where you have to
the spring convention where time is at be!'
a premium.
So here's avery original "chorus line"
The NAB's new Marconi Awards, to be
bopping to the sounds of some New
presented at the show, are an interestOrlean's jazz. Ten points if you can figing phenomenon. Isee that New York's
ure out what piece of radio gear they
WNBC is up for the award for legendary
really are.
station even though it doesn't exist anyAnd if you aren't going to be at the

show in person, Babe, not to worry. Let
RW be your eyes and ears. Stay tuned
for all the particulars ...

ford the high cost of apreliminary visit
to Atlanta and tour of the Georgia World
Congress Center in anticipation of next
year's NAB spring convention.
**I>
The trip is scheduled for November
New FCC Chairman Al Sikes decided
13th and NAB has booked rooms in the
to introduce himself to Commission staff nearby Omni hotel. A tad too steep, some
en masse, so the staff trekked to the
exhibitors are saying. But there's still
nearby K-B Fine Arts theater on 19th
hope. Seems the nearby Comfort Inn and
Street. The film on
American Hotel can offer cheaper sleep.
1 the marquee? The
Check with them or your trusty travel
Abyss. Hmmmm.
agent for the visit and the show ...
Sikes told the staff
Well it had to happen. WCVG-AM in
he was surprised to
Milford, OH, the first station to go with
see that except for a an all-Elvis format, has pulled the plug
few offices, they were
on the King. Seems all the King's fans
still using rotary couldn't generate the necessary advertisphones—and this, at
ing revenue.
an agency dealing
But, gee, you could have chosen abetwith HDTV and digiter date, WCVG. The station abandoned
tal STLs.
Elvis on 16 August, the 12th anniversary
Sikes
promised
of his death. Elvis fans could have told
Touch-Tone phones by
them Don't Be Cruel but Iguess they felt
the end of the year
it was Now or Never.
and was greeted by a
Heard something interesting? Spill your
loud cheer.
guts to Earwaves. Write PO Box 1214, Falls
Some NAB exhibiChurch VA 22041, or call me at 703-998tors are wondering
7600. Best tidbit of the month wins acoveted
how the heck to af1989 edition Radio World mug.

/:

;
'
Who's that dancing to Bourbon St. jazz?

Remote Control You Can See and Hear
Want to know what's happening at your transmitter all the time? There's no better way than
the ARC- 16 Remote Control System from Burk
Technology.
When something happens, your studio operator
will know instantly. You can take prompt corrective action, observing the results on the front
panel display. Alarms, meter readings and status
are displayed in clear text, with labels you define.
When you're away from the station, let the
ARC- 16 call you. The DSU option will dial up
to nine numbers, announcing readings and
alarm conditions. You enter commands from
your Touch-Tone® phone, then listen to the
highly intelligible digitized voice.

Burk Technology, Inc.
7 Lomar Drive
Pepperell, MA

01463

(508) 433-8877

Need to control two transmitter sites? No
problem with the ARC- 16 Multi-Site option.
Connect up to three ARC- 16's for simple,
unified control of your entire operation. All
units in the system can be used as control terminals for the other sites.
Imagine switching the studio audio processor
from the transmitter or resetting the automation
by telephone. The Studio I/O option puts control of studio equipment at your fingertips even
when you're not there. EBS equipment, tape
decks, security systems and STL transmitters are
just afew of the many possibilities.
Break away from telephone lines with subcarrier
generators available at no extra charge.

BuRK
TECHNOLOGY
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ARC- 16 Remote Control System
Burk Technology is finding solutions to today's
remote control challenges. Our systems are built
to last and are backed by a2-year warranty.
Want to know more? Call us TOLL FREE at
1-800-255-8090. We'll help you find the best
remote control solution.
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OPINION

READERS FORUM
If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send aletter to Readers' Forum
(Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Loudness does not equal ratings
Dear RW:
Ienjoy reading Radio World (
whenever Ican get it away from our station's
engineering department), and as Program Director of acontemporary music
FM I'm sensitive to the loudness vs.
quality struggle that often exists between
PDs and engineers.
Perhaps your readers would like to
know alittle secret: After programming
FM stations for fifteen years, I'm not
aware of any correlation between modulation, loudness and ratings!
Last August, Ibecame PD of WHQT
in the Miami-Ft. Lauderdale market. We
implemented anew contemporary music format shortly thereafter. From the
beginning, we made the decision not to
participate in aloudness battle. We set
the
processing
for
competitive
loudness—loud enough to be in the
same general ballpark with everybody
else—but (we) had no interest in sharing the pursuit of ultimate loudness.
Instead, we strove for the most listenable sound possible within competitive
realities, a sound distinguished by its
relative quality, dynamics and absence
of distortion and artifacts. While the stations surrounding us constantly fiddle
with their processing, we haven't
touched our audio chain since the original setup.
You know what happened? In only six
months, WHQT soared from #14 to #1in
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the Arbitron ratings, with acommanding four-point lead over our closest contemporary competitor (in amajor market where each point translates into $1.1
million in annual revenue)—number one
among teens and 18-34 and 25-54 adults.
We also delivered the market's largest
weekly cume, which should dispel the
notion that the loudest station attracts
the biggest cume.
Ratings success involves numerous
factors, and processing is but one of
them. Excellence in audio quality will
not compensate for intrinsic deficiencies
in product and marketing. Ifirmly believe, though, that we could not have attained our present level of success with
asignal that's squished, squashed and
clipped.
Ican't think of any intelligent reason
for the compulsion for loudness at any
expense. It's amyth, and it strikes me as
loony that the same PDs who are agonizing over the new Arbitron "soft" diary
(which places a premium on longer
listening spans) are the ones who are
satisfied only by processing that is unlistenable by people with normal hearing. WHQT's time spent listening figure
in the last book was nearly double that
of our most heavily crunched competitor.
Successful stations give the listeners
what they want. I've yet to see aresearch
study that shows an audience preference
for lower quality. Audio consumers don't
buy home compressors and limiters to
give their CDs and cassettes that grungy
"radio sound."
To reverse the overprocessing/excessive clipping trend, more PDs must take
leadership positions in favor of quality.
If you're the only station in town programming music from CDs while everyone else plays scratchy, cue-burned 45s
on belt-driven turntables with worn needles, then you have adramatic competitive edge that the rest of the market will
eventually be forced to duplicate. The
same scenario applies to the loudness
vs. quality compromise.
On second thought, maybe there is a
correlation between loudness and ratings. In Miami, at least, two of the
"quietest" stations on FM own the biggest shares (WHQT and WLYF)
while the others rank roughly in inverse
order to average modulation!
Keith Isley, PD
WHQT-FM
Miami, FL
Answer on super- power FMs
Dear RW:
The letter from Sheldon Daitch of San
Franciso, CA (26 July RW) asks about
super-power FMs. At this time Iam unable to lay my hands on a book that
listed all the FM stations in the United
States and Canada by frequency and
power (vintage 1970) put out by Sherwood, areceiver manufacturer.
It listed WMTW-FM as asuper-power
station. It broadcasts from the top of
Mount Washington, NH. the station has
now changed its call to WHOM-FM.
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The NAB's fall radio convention is enjoying unprecedented interest, thanks
in part to the support of the radio networks and others who are feeling the
squeeze at the NAB's spring convention.
The success of the spring show, especially in attracting video and nonbroadcast interests, has made it more important than ever for radio to have
a show of its own.
This year, the momentum of Radio '89 appears to parallel the growth of
the radio industry in general.
Equipment vendors are reporting steady growth and station financial activity is still strong. Many stations which have been adopting await-and-see
attitude toward new technologies are poised to begin buying.
At the same time, managements which have put off purchases because
of heavy debt service now seem
ready to recommit resources
toward a strong technical plant.
And recent regulatory actions are
expected to fuel station upgrades
and further industry growth.
Within the radio industry itself,
there has continued to be a crossover between the lines of management, programming and engineering.
Equipment vendors are finding ways to redirect their messages toward nontechnical staffs attending the radio show even as GMs and PDs have come
to realize the importance of the integrity of their technical plants.
And while it's satisfying for engineers to have ashow of their own in the
SBE national convention, the interests of radio and TV continue to diverge
and CEs are becoming aware that they can no longer afford the luxury of
self-imposed isolation within their stations.
A seminar such as "Management for Engineers" being offered at Radio
'89 give engineers achance to assert themselves as an integral part of their
companies at the same time they learn about state-of-the art technologies
in the other technical seminars being offered at the show.
But finally, Radio '89 offers attendees from all parts of the industry achance
to celebrate radio. In so doing, it's asure sign of amedium which, although
it's been around for more than six decades, is still going strong.
—RW

A Toast
To Radio

Mt. Washington is over 6000 feet in elevation. Its height above average terrain
is 3760 feet with 48 kW H/V. The station
can be heard in Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Massachusetts and Quebec
with avery strong signal. The frequency
is 94.9 MHz.
The station has had a number of
owners including lack Paar. That's about
all Iknow from memory. Hope this is of
help.
David R. Crosby, Sales/Engineer
WSKI
Montpelier, VT
PS—We are AM stereo (C-QUAM) and
NRSC-1.

antenna height there is for a station's
given power.
The classic case of that is KLOS Los
Angeles. Face it: anybody running 72 kW
ERP at 3000 feet is running super coverage, if not super power.
And isn't that really what the game is
about?
Art Reis, CE
Satellite Music Network
Chicago, IL
In defense of FMX

Dear RW:
Ijust wandered through the latest
FMX articles (9August, 1989) and read
through the Bose "three-test method"
More on super-power FM
three times, to make sure Ihadn't missed
something.
Dear RW:
Seems to me that some of the "distorYour letter from Sheldon Daitch
tion" the Bosemen predict might really
regarding super-power FMs (26 July RW)
be due to the basic presence of incidenstruck abig nerve with me. Iresearched
tal Amplitude Modulation in the FM sigthis when Iwas a kid, and the list of
nal, which can certainly exacerbate the
about 25 or so FM stations is still in my
"multipath" effect in most receivers. A
head.
lot of folks believe that, when such synHere goes, in no particular order:
WJFM, Grand Rapids, MI 500 kW (cur- chronous AM is present, the amount of
baseband loading will affect receiver disrently operating at 320 kW, I'm told);
tortion. So Isuppose that, to the extent
WOOD Grand Rapids, MI 265 kW;
an FMX signal in the baseband increases
WOMC, Detroit 214 kW; WCZY, Detroit
loading, FMX can be shown to add to the
165 kW, 50 kW vertical; WMC, Memphis,
"multipath" problem.
300 kW; WKAR, East Lansing, MI, 125
But I believe that FMX is wellkW; WRAL, Raleigh, NC, 250 kW;
engineered, and it certainly makes theWRVQ Richmond, VA, 200 kW; WSLQ
oretical sense. If FMX falls down in pracRoanoke, VA 202 kW.
tical application, the problem may lie in
Some stations which formerly operthe transfer function between exciter and
ated at super power include:
receiver—i.e., anon-linear FM transmisWUOM, Ann Arbor, MI 230 kW; KQUE,
Houston, 280 kW; WILL, Urbana, IL 300
sion system. I'll bet that FMX, properly
installed, riding asignal with minimal
kW; WFMT, Chicago, 135 kW; WEAW,
incidental AM, plays very well on agood
Evanston, IL, 180 kW.
radio.
Of course, all of this is relative to how
Mark Durenberger
you define super- power. This will vary
with whether the station is located in a
WCCO Radio Sports Network
Minneapolis, MN
Class B or Class C area, or how much

When this one was put together...
411P

the plan was features, "broadcast-ability" and price.

THEY DID IT!
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The SL- P999 with auto cue, indexing and digital as well as
analog outputs, features two D-A converters per channel and
20-bit resolution. The price? Technics lists all of this at only
$549.00. Allied's price is even better.

ATLANTA, GA
CHICAGO, IL
DALLAS, TX
LOS ANGELES, CA
RICHMOND, IN

800-622-0022
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EPA Enacts Tank Testing Rules
by John Gatski
Washington DC

Radio stations with

underground fuel tanks that are 25 years

old or older must implement mandatory

and possibly expensive leak-testing
methods by 31 December, according to
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
rules.
This and other EPA regulations were

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?

Minimum Requirements

You must have Leak Detection, Corrosion Protection, and Spill/Overfill Prevention.
LEAK DETECTION
NEW TANKS

• Monthly Monitoring•
• Monthly Inventory Control and Tank Tightness Testing Every 5
Years
(You can only use this choice for 10 years after installation.)

2 Choices

EXISTING TANKS
3 Choices
The chart at the bottom
of the next page displays
these choices.

NEW A EXISTING
PRESSURIZED PIPING

• Monthly Monitoring
• Monthly Inventory Control and Annual Tank Tightness Testing
(This choice can only be used until December 1998.)
• Monthly Inventory Control and Tank Tightness Testing Every 5
Years
(This choice can only be used for 10 years after adding corrosion protec.
lion and spill/overfill prevention or until December 1998. whichever date is
later.)
• Automatic Flow Restrictor • Annual Line Testing
• Automatic Shutoff Device -and- • Monthly Monitoring•
• Continuous Alarm System (except automatic tank gauging)

Choice of one from
each set
NEW & EXISTING
SUCTION PIPING

• Monthly Monitoring•
(except automatic tank gauging)
• Line Testing Every 3 Years
• No Requirements
(if system has the characteristics described on page 11)

3 Choices

CORROSION PROTECTION
NEW TANKS

•Coated and Cathodically Protected
• Fiberglass
• Steel Tank clad with Fiberglass

3 Cho,ces

EXISTING TANKS

•
•
•
•

4 Choices

NEW PIPING

Steel

Same Options as for New Tanks
Add Cathodic Protection System
Interior Lining
Interior Lining and Cathodic Protection

approved last year to prevent underground storage tank leaks from contaminating the environment, afrequent
problem with bare steel tanks, the
agency said.
The EPA said individual states have
enacted as stringent or even tougher
regulations regarding underground storage tanks.
Across the board
Hundreds of radio stations nationwide
have underground tanks for their generators, which are used to keep stations on

1979. ( See chart.)- Tanks less than ten y
é
ars old are not
required to meet leak detection requirements until 31 December, 1993.
Some expense
"There will certainly be some expense NAB Deputy General Counsel
Barry Umansky said. 'Although it (leak
detection regulation) does impose a
monetary burden ... the burden is not
that much. It is far less costly than
(cleaning up) aspill."
Like other stations, many Emergency
Broadcast System (EBS) stations use gas
powered generators for auxiliary backup
power, according to the FCC.
EBS stations that have governmentloaned tanks and generators will be paid

The EPA said individual states have
enacted as stringent or even tougher
regulations regarding underground
storage tanks.
the air during power outages.
Based on the regulations, station
owners will have to meet the requirements and keep appropriate records,
subject to EPA inspections.
According to the EPA, the 31 December deadline for implementation of leak
detection measures and record keeping
applies only to tanks made in 1965 or
earlier. There are varying leak detection
deadlines for tanks between 1965 and

by the government to meet the EPA requirements, but stations that do not have
government tanks will have to pick up
the expense themselves, according to
FCC EBS Engineer Frank Lucia.
Three options
In order to comply with leak detection
requirements, a station owner must
choose at least one of three options:
(continued on page 26)

• Coated and Cathodically Protected Steel
• Fiberglass

2 Choices
EXISTING PIPING
2 Choices

e
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• Same Options as for New Piping
• Cathodically Protected Steel
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• Catchment Basins -and- • Automatic Shutoff Devices -or• Overfill Alarms -or• Ball Float Valves

•Monthly Monitoring includes.

Automatic Tank Gauging
Vapor Monitoring
Interstitial Monitoring
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SPILL/OVERFILL PREVENTION
A_L TANKS
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Ground-Water Monitoring
Other Approved Methods

A small price to pay
(for real protection)

Poeotte Sete

DISTRIBUTION
AMPlIFIERS
Isolate, balance and
set levels precisely

Protect against dangerous paralleled
feeds, noisy unbalanced loops, poorly
isolated splitters and inaccurate
attenuators.
• 8 or 16 Balanced + 18dBm outputs
• Individual smooth log taper controls
e LED output overdrive indicators
• Parallel inputs for 1x8, 2x8 or 1x16 use
o Short proof outputs
• Triple RFI protection

DA208 Dual 1x4 $ 329
DA416 Quad 1x4 $ 469

_,LU1

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 Maple Avenue, Horsham, PA 19044 • ( 215)443 0330
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SEE IT IN BOOTH 419, RADIO ' 89 - NEW ORLEANS and
BOOTH 648, SBE - KANSAS CITY

Today's AM- FM boom boxes don't provide
remote jacks. So, we had an integrated unit
designed.
Squeeze Play® by Indy Audio is ahigh quality
radio/cassette unit with an easy-to- use custom
panel which permits skimmer or regular use.
Skim time can be varied from 2to 30 seconds.
Pause between takes can be varied from 30
seconds to 3.5 minutes.
Call your favorite
Allied salesperson for
complete information
on Squeeze Play.
Circle 83 On Reader Service Card.

ALLIED
BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

A HARRIS COMPANY

800-622-0022

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0419
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FCC Candidates Under the Lens
by Benn Kobb
Washington DC

The road to Senate

confirmation was not an easy one for

new FCC Chairman Alfred Sikes and fellow commissioners Sherrie Marshall and
Andrew Barrett.
Yet, despite an often confrontational
hearing before the Senate Commerce
Committee, the Senate unanimously approved President Bush's nominees in
August as Congress adjourned for a
summer recess.
Former NTIA chief Sikes joined Marshall, a communications attorney, and
Illinois Commerce Commissioner Barrett, a former Illinois commerce commissioner before the Senate committee
July 31.
Indecent broadcasts
In oral and written statements, the
nominees addressed subjects ranging
from telephone regulation to HDTV to
amateur radio. The leading topic of the
hearing, however, was indecency, obscenity and violence on radio and
television—and what, if anything, the
three commissionerstobe were going to
do about it.
Barrett said that although he is personally offended by indecent and obscene programming, such programming
is broadcast because "there is amarket
for it. We always have to keep that in
mind."

Barrett's statement infuriated some
members of the committee, notably Sen.
Albert Gore (D-Tenn.). In an intense oration, Gore described the recent radio
broadcast of atape containing sounds of
the murder of amother and daughter.
Gore said it was broadcast as entertainment

Newly confirmed FCC Chairman Al Sikes
(left) takes oath of office.

Gore told Barrett that the FCC has the
power to destroy unauthorized stations:
"If somebody else tries to broadcast on
the frequency used by that businessman, you will, if necessary, dynamite
the tower. And there's amarket for what
that broadcaster's putting on.
"I'm telling you straight from my heart
as the parent of four children: I'm sick

N

eCi

o

e

•

and tired of it, and Ibelieve that parents
all across this country are tired of it. They
know that there's a way to ( regulate
broadcasting) that's consistent with our
values and traditions!'
No "vulgar" radio
Sikes replied that as the owner of a
rock radio station, he had instructed his
manager to remove "vulgar lyrics" from
the station's programming. He said he
declined to subscribe to MTV or HBO cable channels because he didn't want to
expose his teen-age daughters to the
channels.
Sikes preferred that broadcasters
voluntarily discontinue indecent and
violent material through industry-wide
efforts such as the NAB Code. He noted
that Supreme Court decisions pre-empt
much broadcast content regulation.
Barrett said he thought that anyone us-

ing the public airwaves should be held
to high standards, but that he didn't
know what standards the FCC had for
programs.
Marshall said she believed that the
FCC should find some way to regulate
"parts of this area" but that the courts
keep striking down such regulations.
On the proposed lottery system for station allocations, Sikes said that he supports President Bush's proposal to award
licenses for some uses of the spectrum
by means of auctions.
The FCC has proposed to resolve
some spectrum disputes through aprocess of private interference negotiations.
Sikes was asked if he believes such an
approach is in the public interest, and
whether the negotiations would conflict
with the Communications Act statement
that licensees do not have avested property right in the spectrum.
Sikes replied that with FCC review of
the terms and conditions of the arrangements, interference negotiations "should
be considered" but that he will look carefully at the legality of the process.

Saying Goodbye to Patrick
by Benn Kobb
Washington DC After Dennis
Patrick presided over his final FCC
meeting on 2August, he was treated
to agoing-away party that featured
a video satire of the outgoing chairman and his FCC career.
The program made fun of his high
school report cards, trademark hairstyle and his penchant for surfing
and rock music. Colleagues praised
Patrick as the only FCC member who
could "credibly lip-sync (rock band)
Guns 'N Roses!'
TV celebrities appearing on the
video included Night Court's Harry
Anderson, who instructed Patrick in
how to use the gavel as amacho symbol; Mary Hart of Entertainment Tonight, who urged Patrick to replace
co-host John Tesh and to teach her
"all about cellular telephones"; and
Pat Sajak of Wheel of Fortune.
Sajak claimed responsibility for
thinking up most of the important
objectives of the FCC such as aboli-

tion of the Fairness Doctrine and development of HDTV. He said Patrick's
pet projects were "getting free cable
TV for commissioners, getting someone to teach him to use aVCR and
appointing ablue ribbon committee
to investigate why the little dot in the
middle of the TV screen stays on after you turn off the set."
Much was made of Patrick's often
rocky relationship with a Congress
upset over the FCC's broadcasting,
telephone and spectrum policies. In
one skit, an angry Congress cuts the
FCC's electric power, forcing the
agency to operate by lantern light.
News of Patrick's resignation
prompts Congress to turn the lights
back on.
On another note, Patrick's adversaries held another party and gave
him the 'Tm Toaster Award" for what
they considered bad moves of
deregulation. The award's name was
areference to former chairman Mark
Fowler calling TV a "toaster with picture!'
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Preview the NEW Model 706
FM/EMETM Digital Stereo Generator
at Radio '89!
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See the upgraded version of our popular 705 Generator with
features like athree channel RDS/SCA combiner, remote MONO/
FMX switching, adjustable composite clipping and a high resolution bargraph display for easy setup and performance verification.

Visit us at Booth 951, 953.

Inovonics Inc.

1305 Fair Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

CALL 1-800-733-0552
FAX. ( 408) 458-0554

Yet another reason
we sell more
cart machines
than anyone else.

The OMEGA series. High quality performance at an affordable price.

And here are three more.
Our Authorized 3M Dealers

Allied Broadcast
Equipment
800/622-0022

Broadcast
Services Company
919/934-6869

Broadcast
Supply West
800/426-8434

3M International Tapetronics — The World Leader In Cart Machines.

1989. 3M Company

Circle 12 On Reader Service Card.

3M
See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0519.

he Rem PR99 -M1(111 Pnfessional Reorder

this machine means
business. Put the PR99
up against the obvious
competition.
Not the cheaper MX50. And certainly not the
Tascam 3030. Put it up against the much higher
priced 5050 MI. Compare the superior
construction quality of ours with theirs. And
let them try to match our reputation for service
and technical support...With the PR99, you've
got more than atough machine that's tough to
beat. At $2495, it's impossible to beat.
Take note of these PR99 features: • asolid
die-cast aluminum transport chassis and head
block • record and playback heads built

Ast2495

to the same tolerances as the heads for Studer
multitracks • easily accessible modular electronics
for tough, reliable broadcast performance • an
Autolocator with digital counter in hours, minutes
and seconds • rack mounts standard.
This is ano-nonsense machine that takes you
over radioland's toughest terrain Taping news call-ins,
downlinking or uplinking satellite feeds, producing
commercial spots-wherever you need to go, it's
radio's all-terrain vehicle that gets you there.
For value and performance over the long haul,
Playa Pro.
The one
built for
business.

STUDER REVCIX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville,TN 37210 ( 615)254-5651
New York ( 212) 255-4462 • Los Angeles ( 818)780-4234
Studer Revox Ltd., Toronto ( 416)423-2831
*Price subject to change without notice.

Call your Studer Revox Professional Products Dealer for more information about the complete :: ne of Studer Revox Professional Products
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NAB's Fall Show Sizzles with
More Exhibits and Sessions
Radio Conclave Boasts a
Sold- Out Trade Floor,
Increased Registration
by Judith Gross
New Orleans LA The National Association of Broadcasters is telling stations that "Everyone who's anyone in radio" will be at Radio '89, the fall management, programming, sales and engineering convention to be held here 13-16 September.
NAB is backing up that claim with a
full lineup of big name industry personalities as the show returns to this city
at the mouth of the mighty Mississippi.
Encouraged by support from the major radio networks, who pulled their
support from the spring convention and
opted to make their mark at the fall conc_lave, the NAB also is fielding growing
sentiment toward asplitting off of radio
from the spring convention.
The association, however, has decided
to let the industry answer that question

for itself (see related story, this issue).
In the meantime, talk about apossible merging of the NAB's fall radio show
with the SBE national convention, which
is usually held several weeks later, appears to be at a standstill.
The SBE show is aimed at both radio
and TV engineers and there is concern
on the part of SBE members about relinquishing what to date has been a
modestly successful show to another organization.

Numerous considerations
"I think the NAB has alot of trepidation about splitting the shows up because of revenues and Idon't blame
them for that," Burns said. "But Iwould
contend there would be more revenue if
they split them up. Everybody wants
more, more, more space every year. The
spring show would be sold out anyway
and the fall show would probably grow
by 20 to 30 percent!'
On the other side of the issue is Mitchell Self, chairman of the NAB small market radio committee and president and
GM of WLAY-AM/FM in Muscle Shoals,
AL. "Idon't see the reason to destroy
something that is successful," he said.
"As aradio broadcaster, Ienjoy going
to the spring convention when there are
alot of things and people there. Ithink
there are cross interests in radio and television," he added.
Self said he attended at least two
days of radio sessions "and every session was standing room only. There
were good sessions and people were

nearly athird of them vendors of station
hardware. A few product introductions
also are planned.
NAB said that advance registration for
attendees to the convention was running
about 8% over last year's at the same
time.

Show sold out
The radio show has continued to see
strong growth this year, with exhibit
space in the New Orleans convention
center completely sold out at more than
40,000 square feet.
In mid-August, NAB rushed to open
between 2000 and 3000 square feet more
space for exhibitors due to "high demand," according to the association's exhibits department.
NAB also has reported that hospitality suites are completely sold out as well.
More than 180 companies have taken
booths for the exhibit showcase, with

NAB Takes Marketplace
Stand on Split Shows
(continued from page 1)
"The television people don't have to go
to the fall show because there is no reason whatsoever for them to go," Burns
said. "I'd like to see the NAB make it just
as unimportant for the radio people to
go to the spring show as they make it for
the TV people to go to the fall show!'
Burns suggested the NAB team up
with the SBE, which holds afall convention for engineers in order to create asingle annual "super" radio show. He
predicted such a show would increase
NAB revenues well above current levels.

RADIO 89

learning from them."
Self agreed with the NAB position that
the marketplace should decide. "If people quit going in the spring maybe the
NAB will be forced to change. But Idon't
think that's the trend right now. The radio part of this year's spring convention
was stronger than it has been in the last
10 to 15 years I've been attending!'

The sights and sounds of the French Quarter await conventioneers attending Radio '89.

NAB Senior VP for Radio, Lynn Christian, said that advance response to Radio '89 and the success of the association's spring show run counter to the national trend, which has reported slower
than usual convention activity.
Christian said the radio show in particular seems to be generating more interest this year. "Ijust think the radio
show has always had amomentum. But

KINTRONIC

this year in particular, maybe there
wasn't as much preconvention excitement for the spring show as there is for
the radio show!'
Christian attributed the excitement, at
least in part, to the general success of radio as agrowth industry, with financial
institutions becoming increasingly involved in radio transactions.
"The radio business is going through
an exciting time overall;' Christian said.
"They called the '40s the Golden Age,
but maybe the '80s are the Platinum
Age.'
Something for engineers
Christian also stressed the importance
to the show of engineering sessions,
paralleling the importance to the industry of engineering talent itself.
"As often is the case in this wonderful
world of show business, the people on
the air get the headlines, but that should
not detract from the importance of the
people behind the scenes," Christian
said.
The Radio '89 engineering conference
has been expanded to include three special seminars plus four special sessions.
In addition to the 21st Directional Antenna Workshop, which will run two
days, Thursday and Friday, 14 and 15
September, NAB Science & Technology
is presenting an updated version of its
Digital Workshop, which was popular
last year at Radio '88.
The Digital Workshop will be held the
day before the exhibits open, on Wednesday, 13 September. In addition to
presentations on the state-of-the-art, digitally, the workshop will hear aluncheon address from Steve Lyman of the
Canadian Broadcasting Company, who
is active in the efforts toward astandard
(continued on page 12)
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YOUR SOURCE FOR ALL CUSTOM ANTENNA SYSTEMS AND
COMPONENTS FOR AM — MEDIUM WAVE AND SHORTWAVE!
__. Directional Antenna Systems for AM Stereo
Broadband Antenna Coupling Units El Dummy Loads
High Power Dipole Curtain Antennas for HF El Aluminum knockdown Towers
Broadband Baluns
Isocouplers (35 MHZ-1 GHZ)
Fixed and Variable Inductors fl RF Contactors
Rigid and Open Wire Transmission Line and Components
II Multiplexers
Transmitter Combiners

(.,WE OFFER COMPLETE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES
AS WELL AS INSTALLATION SERVICES FOR ALL THE ABOVE

P.O. BOX 845 BRISTOL, TN 37621 USA
Phone: 615-878-3141 FAX: 615-878-4224
Circle 38 On Reader Service Card
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Meeting on the Mississippi
IO '09
(continued from page 11)

digital interface.
Also on the agenda this year is anew
workshop to be held on Tuesday, 12 September. "Technical Aspects of Shortwave" will feature the how and why of
commercial shortwave, a growing interest among broadcasters.
The shortwave seminar will cover
transmission, antennas and listener response, and include alook at some stations which are making a success of
commercial shortwave.
Two separate sessions will cover AM
and FM engineering. The AM session
will present an update of the NAB's antenna project and cover topics relating to
the NRSC standard.
The session on FM engineering will
feature presentations on FM directional
antennas, Class A upgrades and multipath testing, among other topics.
In addition, the NAB has scheduled
four sessions of special interest. Transmitter remote control, a technology
which has seen changes including new
FCC rule interpretations over the past
few years, will be the focus of asession
on Thrusday, 14 September.
A session to be held on Saturday, 16

September will concentrate on
PCs for engineering applications. It will include a "tour" of
the CompuServe BPFORUM
and a look at programs in the
public domain.
There will be a session on management for engineers called "Key to Successful Communications" on Saturday,
16 September. Judith Sheets Perkinson
from the Calumet Group will be the
presenter.
And asession looking at interference,
its causes and cures, will be held on Friday, 15 September and include presentations by Wilson LaFollette of Cohen &
Dippell (formerly with the FCC) and Jim
Hawkins with the FCC, among others.
Something for everyone
Marketing and promotion sessions
also have been increased this year, including special presentations on contests
and a session called "AM Rebound."
Management sessions of note include
"Dealing With Difficult Talent" with
guest speaker Patricia Zagarmi and
"Building aWinning Team" with former
Boston Celtics coach Arnold "Red"
Auerbach.
At the radio management luncheon on
Friday, 15 September, PepsiCo board
chairman and CEO Wayne Calloway will
share management strategies that
shaped the success of one of the country's largest corporations as he delivers
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By Hit Design
A ten- band, VCA
controlled, dynamic
series equalizer — not
a conventional parallel,
multiband processor.
Achieve true loudness control (
TLC)TM
without conventional processing artifacts.
Full dynamic range! Clean, warm, smooth and musical.
No more listener fatigue. The loudness war
really is over ... and everyone wins.

(continued on next page)

HOME OFFICE
2480 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala, FL 32671
(904) 622-9058

or over 25 years, CCA Electronics, Inc. has provided
simplicity. Specializing in simple
circuitry and rugged construction, CCA manufactures
dependable, longlife AM, FM, Shortwave and Longwave
Transmitters.
CC tt
A transmitters
deliver durability
and reliability to satisfied
customers throughout the
world. The high quality
standards and design
simplicity produces the
best value of broadcast
transmitters in the world.

FEATURES:
• Time Proven Long Life
Design
• Rugged Construction with
HighiQuality Components
• Zero bias Triode in DC
Grounded Grid Circuit
• Conventional Plate
Modulation
• Longest Documented Tube
Life
• Designed for FCC, DOC
and CCIR Requirements
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coffee breaks, acarnival, aparty, and a
programming and production showcase
on Friday, 15 September.
A "walk-around luncheon" on Satur-

Freliability through

The Tailor Dynamic Equalizer"
o •
5. J;

and technical reform.
Congressional bills calling for radioonly license renewal reforms, and also
seeking to encourage the marketing of
radios with both AM as well as FM ste-

25 Years of Reliable Broadcast Transmitters

Meet the Peace Maker
—
41

reo will be discussed at the session.
Convention planners have in past
years included a number of events to
lure attendees into the exhibit hall. This
year such events will include exhibit hall

CCA ELECTRONICS, INC.

14AKie
Lem mu

the keynote address. ,
Of interest to across-section of attendees will be asession featuring an update on the prospects for radio-only
egislation, including license renewal

REGIONAL OFFICES
Illinois ( 312) 231-7120
Georgia (404) 425-0630
Texas (817) 275-1380
See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0956.
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Radio '89 and All That Jazz
(continued from previous page)
day, 16 September will feature Cajun
cookin' as attendees browse the exhibits.
Awards and entertainment
A full slate of awards ceremonies are
planned for the show as well.
The Crystal Radio Awards Luncheon,
on Thursday, 14 September will recognize 10 stations for their efforts to improve the quality of life in their individual communities. The 10 award
winners will be narrowed down from 45
finalists.
Radio personality John A. Gambling of
the Gambling radio family dynasty, and

ality of the year, newcomer station of the
year and legendary station.
The nominees include such wellknown names as Scott Shannon (KQLZ,
Los Angeles) for large market personality of the year; Paul Harvey, Larry King,
Charles Osgood and Sally Jesse Raphael
for network/syndicated personality; and
WLS, Chicago and WNBC, New York for
legendary station.
The ceremony will be hosted by broadcast industry veteran Dick Clark and
guest presenters include Casey Kasem,
Larry King, (Cousin) Bruce Morrow and
Gary Owens, among others.
A full lineup of entertainment also is

planned for the awards
ceremony. In the comedy category are comedians Mack &
Jamie, Jeff Altman and John
Candy. Paul Shaffer and "The
World's Most Dangerous Band,"
of The David Letterman Show fame will
provide the music and Shaffer will help
Clark emcee the awards presentation.
And in mid-August, NAB also announced that the ceremony's producer,
Tony Quin, of the Film House had
signed up singer Donna Summer to provide entertainment at the gala event.
And if all of the star-studded gaiety
isn't enough to keep attendees in-

RADIO '839
terested, there's always the fast-moving
nightlife of New Orleans.
The convention center is conveniently
close to the paddlewheel tour boats
cruising the Mississippi, to the city's
Riverwalk promenade and shopping
plaza, and to the food, drink and jazz
of the city's famous French Quarter.
For more information, contact NAB at
202-429-5350.

e

The newly named
Marconi Awards will
be presented . . .
host of Rambling with Gambling on New
York City's WOR, will emcee the awards
along with AP White House Correspondent Wendell Goler.
The recipient of this year's National
Radio Award, to be presented during the
convention as well, is Ray Livesay, chairman of the board of the J.R. Livesay
Broadcast Group based in Mattoon, IL.
Livesay, one of the founders of the
Daytime Broadcasters' Association, was
instrumental in leading the successful
drive to persuade the FCC to adopt presunrise rules allowing a6:00 AM signon for stations.
Livesay will receive the award for his
"long-term involvement and continuing
contribution to the radio industry."
The final, grand awards ceremony
with be at the close of the radio show.
The newly named Marconi Awards will
be presented for outstanding station, station of the year, air personality (or team)
of the year, network/syndicated person-

Where Does Your Signal
REALLY GO?
CDS Propagation maps are based
on extensive REAL WORLD measurements. CDS combines field
research, detailed 3ARC second
terrain data and vegetation/urban
attenuation data to produce the
most accurate depiction of service
available today.

Not just Terrain Shielding

PROPAGATION STUDIES
•3Color graphics
•Finished product—with base map,
ready for display
•Calibrated with actual measurements
•1:100k, 1:250k or 1:500k scale
maps
•1week delivery
•FM, TV & LM services
For more information or to receive
a sample map, call Rich Biby at

(703) 534-0034
Communications Data Services
6105E Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, Virginia 22044
Circle 41 On Reader Service Card

The mic mixer you would have designed
yourself the Shure M267.
The Shure M267 has become one of the
most well-known and widely used mixers in the broadcast industry. One look
at it will tell you why.
The M267 gives you the features
you've told us were most important.
Every channel has amie line level switch
for maximum flexibility. There's also
abuilt-in limiter to keep the M267 from
overloading at critical moments. The
unit contains abuilt-in battery pack
that utilizes three standard 9-volt batteries. Phantom power
and apeak LED are
standard, too.

The M267 oscillator provides aclean
1kHz tone, and is locate(' on the front
of the ,unit for simple access. The headphone output is also on the front and
includes alevel control. IC design,
along with active gain controls, provides
greater headroom and quieter operation.
For location work or even studio
post- production, the M267 carries
on Shure's reputation for reliability
and ruggedness.
For more information, call or
write Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey
Avenue, Evanston, IL
60202, (312) 866-2553.

SHURE®

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS.. WORLDWIDE
Circle 59 On Reader Service Card
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RADIO 119
Falls Church VA The fall radio show
has traditionally attracted more general
management and programming attendees than engineers, but the trend is
shifting.
Declining numbers of full time station
engineers, and the general "crossover"
in station management has meant that
more engineers show up for the NAB's
radio show at the same time that more
managers and program directors have a
say in station hardware purchases.
Most companies exhibiting alter their
marketing approaches to reach the nontechnical staffs at ashow such as Radio
'89, but even RF related companies find
enough of an interest in their products
to make trekking to the convention
worth their while.
This year, the recent compromise
reached on consumer DAT technology
shows every sign of boosting the digital
products found at the show.
And an increasing emphasis on AM
improvement, FM upgrades and better
coverage overall should propel antennas
and transmitters into the limelight as
well.

New and Improved Gear
Takes NAB Show Spotlight
Arrakis Systems Booth 0330, 0332
Will feature the new 12,000 series audio console with totally modular input,
output and monitor modules in three
mainframe sizes: 10, 20 or 30 channels.
The consoles have VCA controlled fades,
feature a comprehensive logic system
and three stereo ouput busses among
other features.

Radio '89 Exhibitors
AccuWeather
Booth 0756
Complete line of weather services for
radio stations.
Aircraft Music Library
Booth 0152, 0154
Music library and related services, including formats on CD.
Allied Broadcast
(see Harris-Allied)

Associated Production Music
Booth 0936
Music library services in avariety of
formats.

Booth 0419

AKG Acoustics
Booth 0455
Will feature the pre-production version
of the DSE 7000 Digital Sound Editor, introduced in prototype at the spring NAB
show. Producer/editor Jay Rose will give
hourly demonstrations of the RAMbased workstation.

It's Not Just APhase
We're Going Thtough.
The tremendous success of the
Tannoy PBM series of reference
monitors is by no means coincidental. Since the introduction of the
world renowned NFM-8 nearfield
monitor, much time and effort has
been spent on discerning the needs
of the mixing engineer and the applied requirements of "playback
monitors'. The PBM Line exemplifies this commitment to excellence in reference studio
monitoring. These compact loudspeakers sport robust poly cone
mid- bass transducers utilizing efficient long- throw, high power voice
coils. The low frequencies are
carefully controlled by optimumlv
tuned ports located on the rear of
the loudspeakers. Hi frequencies
are provided by Hi Power ferro
fluid cooled polyamide
dome tweeters which extend H.F. bandwidth beyond 20KHZ. The driver accompaniment is knitted

by potentiometer or two models of adig
ital wall-mount unit that displays attenuation by LED or digital counter.

What follows is aselect listing of Radio '89 exhibitors with afocus on hardware and technical equipment vendors,
as well as music syndicators who have
been increasingly offering music libraries
in newer digital formats.

Aphex Systems Ltd.
Booth 0233, 0235
Will introduce the new remote control
VCA model 150, featuring two-self contained channels of VCA with servobalanced in and out. It can be controlled

ATI—Audio Technologies Inc.
Booth 0418, 0420
Will feature the full "Problem Solver"
product line and introduce the restyled
and improved Vanguard Series 8and 12
mixer dual stereo audio consoles. Also
new are the M100 Ultimike Mic Amplifier, the MLA400 and 800 line-to-line
amps and the MMA400 and 800 mic-toline amps.
(continued on page 19'

Arrakis Authority

together by means 01 . 1 precision
hardwired crossover unit, utilizing
robust low loss components. and
heavy-duty input terminals which
will accept standard 3/4" spaced
banana plugs and the majority of
high quality, specialist audio
cables. Transducers and crossover
assemblies are neatly housed in a
stylish, high density. partical wrap
cabinet, specially designed to
minimize unwanted cabinet resonance. and high frequency reflection. In summarizing, we have left
the best feature of all for last " price
versus performance. •'

TAMMY

Prof essionol Products

Northeast Broadcast Lab proudly presents the
new Arrakis 12,000 Series. We'll help you choose
the proper configuration to meet your present
need and provide room for future expansion.
Get accurate advice, superior service and apaltry
price from the Arrakis Authority. Call us today!
WS ma e
• OM M. MU

rat r
i
,
a:

NORTHEAST BROADCAST LAB, INC.

tame grm e

MAIN OFFICE

MID-ATLANTIC

P.O. Box 1179

P.O. Box 565

S. GLENS FALLS, NY 12803
Tannoy North America. Inc. 300 Gage Ave.. Unit 1, Kitchener. Ont., Canada, N2312
Telephone ( 519) 745-1158
Telex 069-55328
Fax ( 519) 745-2364 •
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SOUTHAMPTON, PA 18966

NEW ENGLAND
P.O. Box 406
AUBURN, NH 03032

Tel: 518-793-2181

Tel: 215-322-2227

Tel: 603-483-1002

Fax: 518-793-7423

Fax: 215-953-0523

Fax: 603-483-2352
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nce you install a Dura
Trak 90 cart machine, you
can forget it. Our engineers
have made these new BE
cart machines the simplest,
most reliable and best- performing decks in their class.
First, they built wide frequency
response, low wow and flutter and high S/N into both
record/ playback and playback Dura Trak 90s. With their
accurate cart guidance systems, Phase Lok V head
blocks and rugged direct drive
motors, Dura Trak 90s deliver
the clean audio performance
your listeners demand.

Next, they made Dura Trak
90s simple to operate and
virtually bullet-proof: After all,
talent uses your cartridge
machines, not just technicians.
Cart- not- cued and Cart- previously- played lockouts are
designed to eliminate mistakes on air. Fast Forward
and three tone cue sensing
are standard, too.
Above al, they engineered
Dura Trak 90s for outstanding
durability, because radio never stops. The ultra- rugged
mechanical design is derived
from the most advanced cart
machine ever made: our

1E.

Phase Trak 90"". It includes a
1/2" thick aluminum deck
plate, gold-to- gold contacts,
a solid cast front panel, a
toroidal power transformer,
and a cool running low voltage solenoid.
Simple operation, exceptional
reliability, superior audio quality, affordable price: Dura Trak
90 has them all. So you really
will be able to forget it: Just
remember to get in touch
with your Broadcast Electronics
distributor or call Bob Arnold
at (217) 224-9600.

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC

4100 North 24th Street • P.O. Box 3606 • Quincy, IL 62305
Tel: (217) 224-9600 • Fax: (217) 224-9607 • Tlx: 250142

DURA IRAK 90
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DURA IRAK 90 STEREO PLAYBACK & DURA TRACK 90 STEREO RECORD/PLAYBACK
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See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0701.
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DAT was invented
for your home.
Rs DAT is for your studio.
Other DAT machines only take you halfway.
You need more in your studio than just aDAT machine. You need aDAT
machine that can interface to your console and automation equipment. You
need amachine with remote control and status information. And you need it to
perform like acart machine - - reliably and quickly.
Meet the RS- 1000 from Radio Systems.
The RS- 1000 is an integration of the Sony DTC-1000 and aspecial
microprocessor-based controller from Radio Systems. Its features include:
Li Full broadcast remote control ( not ahard-wired remote, like most other machines).
CI Rear-panel ports for automation and serial interface. CI Thirty cut, random
access memory. CI EOM signals and relay closures. CI Automatic cue-to-cut.
III Cart machine style buttons and dubbing. El Sampling rates for recording at
44.1 aral 48 kHz. Li Balanced audio inputs and outputs. CI "
Next" and "Last"
functions for quick cut re-cue. Li Industrial-grade head life. Li 16-bit linear D/A
conversion. CI Logging data. CI Total harmonic distortion <. 0055%. CI Optional
rack mount.
Imagine recordable digital audio in your automation system or as alive
source in your air studio. And with DAT archiving, your entire music library
can fit into abriefcase.
Call today for more information on radio's hottest DAT machine, the
RS- 1000 from Radio Systems.

Rama sYSTEMS INC.
110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458
609/467-8000 • 800/523-2133 • FAX 609/467-3044
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Panels, Seminars, Exhibits
And Festivities At A Glance
Tuesday, Sept. 12
1:00-6:00 PM • Technical Aspects of
Shortwave Broadcasting

Wednesday, Sept. 13
8:30 AM-4:00 PM • Digital Radio Seminar
12:00-3:00 PM • Radio Station Tours
6:00-8:00 PM • Opening Reception

Thursday, Sept. 14
8:00 AM-5:30 PM • AM Directional Antenna Seminar
9:00-10:15 AM • Competitive Counterprogramming • Investing in a Promotion Director • Five Factors in Buying a
Station • MegaSales • Radio License
Renewal/EEO
10:30 AM-6:00 PM • Exhibit Hall Open
10:30-11:45 AM • Morals vs. Mornings
• Minority Managers Make Their Mark
• "Breakthrough" TV • SRA: Managing
Sales for the '90s • Creating New Stations and Improving Existing Ones
12:00-1:30 PM • Crystal Radio Awards
Luncheon
1:45-3:00 PM • Know Where You're Going: Developing a Marketing Plan
• Dealing with Difficult Talent • Talk to
the GM Chair • Games, Contests and
Lotteries:
New
Opportunities
• Qualitative Study of the DiaryKeeping Process
3:15-4:30 PM • Remote Control Technical Panel • Dealing With Difficult Talent
• Through the Merchant's Eyes
• Format Forums: Oldies, Dance, AOR,
News/Talk, Religious
4:00-6:00 PM • Exhibit Hall Carnival

Friday, Sept. 15
8:00 AM-2:00 PM • AM Directional Antenna Seminar
9:00-10:15
AM • AM
Rebound
• Bottom-Up Marketing • Group Goals,
Guides and Growth • Powerful On-Air
Promotions • Developing a Win/Win
Sales/Programming Relationship
10:00 AM-6:00 PM • Exhibit Hall Open
10:30-11:45 AM • Bottom-Up Marketing
• Spanish Language Local Sales
• Selling Your Congressman: How
Grassroots Lobbying Affects Your Bottom Line • Format Forums: Full Service
CHR, EZ Listening, New AC
12:00-1:45 PM • Radio Management
Luncheon
2:00-3:15 PM • Interference: Its Causes
and Cures • Making the Splash: Events
Marketing • Women Managers: Attitudes, Actions and Achievements
• America's Best Personality Radio
• Why IDon't Buy Your Radio Station
• Into the '90s: Research Strategies for
the Next Decade
3:30-4:45 PM • FM Engineering (ends at
5:30) • Music and Radio Hot Seat
• Service Strategies • To Contest or Not
to Contest • Be a Big Fish in a Small
Pond
4:00-6:00 PM • Programming & Production Showcase • Exhibit Hall Party

Saturday, Sept. 16
9:00AM-1:00 PM • Exhibit Hall Open
9:00-10:15 AM • AM Engineering (ends
at 11:30) • Radio Only: Prospects for
License and Technical Reform in the

101st Congress • Effective Reach: Effective Frequency • Promotions: Selling
Your Soul? • On-the-Air: Recruiting and
Training • Vying for Vendors
10:30-11:30 AM • Building a Winning
Team (Guest Speaker: Red Auerbach)
11:30 AM-12:30 PM • Exhibit Hall
Lunch
12:45-2:00 PM • Using Ratings and Research to Increase Revenue • Protecting

17

the Pitch • New Concepts in
Station Financing • Format Forums: Soft AC, Classical, Urban, Classic Rock, Non-Commercial
2:15-3:30 PM • PCs for Engineering Applications • Breaking Ground: New Radio Revenue Sources • The Diary Debate • Substance or Scam: Emerging
Marketing Techniques • Innovative
Ideas=Winning Formats • 35+ Power

RAM '09
Marketing
3:45-5:00 PM • Management for Engineers • RAB Sales Session • Format
Forums: Spanish AC Nostalgia Country
6:00 PM • Cash Bar Reception
7:00 PM • Closing Dinner
8:00 PM • Grand Finale Awards Show
Schedules are subject to last minute changes— check with NAB

Be prepared.
For the

first real
improvement
in AM sound
in more than
adecade.

The future offers real promise for AM radio.
NRSC AM radios are almost here, factory-installed
in new cars. Soon, home stereos and portable
sets will also be NRSC-equipped.
NRSC ( National Radio Systems Committee)
has created avoluntary national transmission
standard that makes wideband high-fidelity AM
radios practical. As broadcasters adopt the NRSC
standard, receiver manufacturers can extend and
flatten their frequency response without risk of
increasing the audibility of interference.
Is your station prepared?
The 9100B NRSC-standard OPTIMOD-AM®
is the first choice of AM stations concerned
about improving their sound to compete with
FM. OPTIMOD-AM sounds great on both the
new NRSC receivers and on the millions of
narrow-band receivers already in the field that
will be in use for years to come.
When replacing older-style processors with
OPTIMOD-AM, stations experience a significant
increase in coverage area. And when replacing
any processor, stations experience adramatic
improvement in sound quality, on both voice and
music, with no sacrifice of loudness.
Superior sound is an important part of an
overall strategy to increase ratings and profits.
With OPTIMOD-AM, your announcers' voices
will have presence and impact, while still
sounding very clean. Music will have real bass,
with punch and warmth, not boom. The highs
will seem to open up. And loudness and tonal
balance will be consistent from source to source.
OPTIMOD-AM can be configured to operate
optimally in mono, C-QUAM® stereo, or Kahn
stereo. Mono units can he field-upgraded later to
stereo by simply plugging in additional cards.
Be prepared. Call your Orban Broadcast
Products Dealer for more information on
OPTIMOD-AM 9100B, or call us direct.

otbon
a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc.

645 Bryant St., San Francisco, California 94107 USA
Telex 17-1480
FAX ( 415) 957-1070
Telephone (415) 957-1067 or (800) 227-4498
8 OPTIMOD-AM is a registered trademark of

AKG Acoustics.

Inc.

C-QUAM is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
Circle
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"Auditronics' 400
gives medium-market KZZP®
amajor-market sound,"
says Jim Kunowsky, Chief Engineer of Phoenix' number
one hit station. "Our 400 lets us do alot of fancy promos
and commercial production that most stations can't do
in-house. And it's eight-track record capability with full
EQ on every input channel gives us the creative latitude
of arecording studio."
"Yet the Auditronics 400 console is simple
enough that the people who use it every day for dubbing
from CD to cart for our on-air music find it very easy to
use. A big value of the 400 for us is that it can be configured to do everything from simple dubbing to complex
original productions with equal ease. Thus, it gives KZZP
awhole level of performance above what you normally
see in radio production."
"When the 400 isn't booked with our own work,
we rent the room for anationally-syndicated high-energy
six-hour dance party called Hot Mix. The Hot Mix

producers love the 400 console because even though
they don't use it every day they can be up and running
in about ten minutes, which is very time-efficient".
"While we're willing to spend money, Nationwide Communications Inc.'s philosophy is that what
we spend the money on has to do its job. So far, the
Auditronics 400 console is doing its job admirably."
If you'd like to know more about why Jim
Kunowsky likes Auditronics consoles for both on-air and
production, call today toll free 1-800-638-0977, or circle
reader service number for complete information.

aucJitronicf. inc.

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis. Tennessee 38118 • 901-362-1350
Circle 45 On Reader Service Card
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RADIO '89 EXHIBITORS
(continued from page 14)

Audio Broadcast Group, Inc.
Booth 0905
Will feature its complete line of broadcast products and services.

Central Tower
Booth 0857
Will highlight the company's tower
services for the radio broadcaster.

Audiopak
Booth 0449
Will exhibit its line of broadcast audio
cartridges for all uses and station needs.

Century 21 Programming
Booth 0309, 0311
Will feature afull line of music library
and format services.

Broadcast Audio Corp.
Booth 0225
Will show the full line of modular consoles, the rack-mountable RM-6 mixer and
the new system 24-IV 24-mixer console.

Circuit Research Labs
Booth 0650 0652
Featured will be AM stereo products
including the stereo gain controller, spec-

FM ModMinder Tm

from Modulation Sciences

Broadcast Electronics
Booth 0701
Will feature the new FX50 FM exciter,
the MO cart machine, the ST90 cart
eraser/splice finder, the PhaseTrak 90 cart
machine, MixTrak 90 on-air console, FM
transmitters, AM stereo EQ and the
DV2A solid state digital record/player.
Broadcast Supply West
Booth 0830, 0832
A variety of products will be featured,
including the Amber test set model 3501
for audio tests, the new Arrakis 12,000 series console, new CRL mic processor and
the Aphex model 250 audio processor.
Broadcast Technology Partners

tral energy compressor and AM stereo
matrix processor, the DX-1noise reduction system, the SPF-300 NRSC filter,
and the PMC-450 triband peak modulation controller.
Convex Corporation
Booth 0745
Will show the new 3-line frequency extender system, also frequency extender
for cellular telephones plus the full range
of frequency extenders and telephone
hybrids and couplers.
Concept Productions Booth 0917 0919
Will show automation systems for
broadcasters, including DAT-based systems.

Booth 0951, 0953

Will be highlighting the FMX stereo extension system for FM and give an update of the technology's acceptance
among broadcasters and receiver
manufacturers.
Bdcters General Store
Booth 0956
Will feature the company's full lint' of
radio station and audio products.
Cablewave Systems
Booth 0400
Will show the company's line of RF
related gear including coaxial cable and
connectors.

Continental Electronics
Booth 0350 0352
Will highlight equipment for the Class
A FM broadcaster, many of whom were
recently approved for apower increase
by the FCC.
On exhibit will be the 3.8 kW solid state
FM transmitter and the 5kW transmitter, as well as exciter and transmitter
switches.
Dataworld
Booth 0720
Will feature afull line of station coverage and database services.

Great Sounds From
Great Cartridges
-

1 •

Fidelipac
Booth 0509
Will feature its complete line
of Dynamax broadcast audio
cartridges, recorders, reproducers and accessories
Fine Tuning Associates
Booth 0409
Features complete studio design and construction and audio consulting services.
FirstCom
Booth 0911 0913
A complete line ot music formats including digital libraries on CD and DAT.
FM Construction Company
Booth 0950
Features studio design and construction services including pre-fab studios
for stations.
Gentner Electronics Corp. Booth 0245
Will have twice as much exhibit space
as before, with active displays of the EFT
3000 frequency extender, with three lines
back to the company's headquarters.
The company will also feature its Audio Prism and Phoenix AM NRSC
processors, the VRC-2000 remote control
system and telephone hybrids and interfaces.
Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipme nt
Booth 0419
Harris will show its complete line
of AM and FM transmitters including
the DX line of digitally-modulated AM
transmitters.
Allied Broadcast will introduce the
Time Squeeze, a skimmer which telescopes programming for astation or its
competition, the Henry Dub Center
mixer from Henry Engineering with
brand new furniture and the new
Modulation Sciences FM ModMinder
modulation monitor.
Harrison by GLW Ent. Inc.
Booth 0853
Will highlight its (formerly Harrison's)
audio console line.

RF Specialties of Florida
PO Box 397
Niceville, FL 32478
Bill Tumey
(904) 678-8943

RF Specialties of Texas
PO Box 8316
Amarillo, TX 79114
Don Jones/Tim Hawks
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IGM Communications
Booth 0228
Will be showing updated versions of
automation systems, introducing new
software for the IGM-EC and IGM-SC.
International Tapetronics
Booth 0519 0521
Will feature its full product line of audio cartridge machines and afully operational version of the Audio Switcher,
as well as the ScotchCart II broadcast
audio cartridge.

Jampro Antennas
Booth 0961
Will feature the company's line of radio station antennas.
Kalamusic
Booth 0100
Complete music library services for
the broadcaster.
LDL Communications
Booth 0410 0412
Will feature its tower services for radio broadcasters.
LPB Inc.
Booth 0819
Will feature two studios with furniture; one will have the Signature console line and the other the company's
brand new Citation-II console. Also featured will be the company's low-power
transmission equipment with music
feeding into a 30 W transmitter.
Media Touch Systems
Booth 0545
The company will feature its Touchscreen systems and show the OPLog
control and automation system, the
OMNIPlay smaller version automation
system and the DAMS (digital audio
mass storage) system.
(continued on page 21)

OFF THE AIR?
ANDREW AND CABLEWAVE
CONNECTORS IN STOCK!

Get back on the air fast! These

(806) 372-4518

tag

RF Specialties offices now

C ART

stock afull assortment of Andrew
RF Specialties of
Washington, Inc.
11721 15th Avenue NE
Seattle, WA 98125
John Schneider
(206) 363-7730

Superb in Quality
Supreme in Economy
SPACE SAVER UNITS
Aristocart's compact racks
are simple, lightweight,
rugged and ready to
wall mount.
Model AVV-20,

and Cablewave
connectors for
immediate
delivery. For
connectors or
any other RF

t

needs, call

'""i••à•ia„

RF Specialties!

holds 20 cartridges
Model CD- 40.
holds 40 discs
Place your order today
or

Call. Write or Telex
for descriptive
literature

Aristocarti

crown

Twe
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Western International Communications Ltd.
17 - 825 McBride Boulevard, New Westminster, B.C. V3L 5B5
TELEPHONE ( 604) 526-3214
TELEX: 04-34639..1
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)) RF Spezialtiecx
Group

•System Design •
•Competitive Pricing •
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MOMENT OF TRUTH
DYNAMAX®
COBALT TAPE CARTRIDGES BY FIDELIPAC'

It's Time to Test the Metal. .
Every cartridge you play means air time won or lost. Fidelipac's cobalt-formula Dynamax
removes the doubt— you can count on Dynamax for a stand-out performance every time.
Want proof? Let Allied send you three FREE Fidelipac cobalt- formula Dynamax cartridges
for your own evaluation. To get your free 70- second, 2.5- minute and 3.5- minute Dynamax
carts, just send your request on your station's letterhead to: Allied Dynamax Offer, Dept. db,
P.O. Box 1487, Richmond, IN 47375. Offer subject to change without notice.

Test Dynamax off the air. Learn why they're the best on the air.
ATLANTA, GA
CHICAGO, IL
DALLAS, TX
LOS ANGELES, CA
RICHMOND, I \J

ALLIED

Broadcast Equipment
Circle 57 On Reader Service Card.
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RADIO '89 EXHIBITORS
(continued from page 19)

Modulation Sciences
Booth 0256
Will introduce the FM ModMinder, a
brand new modulation monitor for FM
which measures shorter peaks and allows stations to use less processing, increase average modulation and still stay
within FCC limits.

Shively Labs
Booth 0614 0616
Will feature its line of antennas, multistation combiners and antenna pattern
services, also full-blown samples of pattern studies for stations' coverage. Also,
Bob Surette is scheduled to present apaper on FM directional antennas during
the engineering conference.

WE'VE MADE
DEAD AIR
ADEAD ISSUE.

Exciting News
The synchronous FM
exciter from TFT
will be on display.

Motorola Inc./AM Stereo
Booth 0901 0903
Complete line of AM stereo exciters
and related products.

Music Director Programming Service

Studer Revox America
Booth 0244
Will feature the A723 active studio
monitor, the A779 professional compact
mixing console, the Revox C270-TC pro
two-channel recorder w/SMPTE time
code and the C270 autolocator/channel
remote/transport remote control.

Booth 0909

Music services for the broadcast industry.

Otani Corp.
Booth 0452 0456
Will feature the MK- III-2, the MK- I11-4
and the MK-III-8recorders as well as the
MX-50, the MX-55N and MX-55NM, the
MTR- 10, MX-70, 5050-II and S050-BQII

Target Tuning Inc.
Booth 0360
Will show its frequency-locked personal AM stereo radios and introduce its
SCA receivers.
Tennaplex Systems Inc.
Booth 0544, 0546

Will feature antenna and antenna
related services for radio stations.

A Sound Choice
The SP-6 stereo
production console
from Wheatstone also
will be featured.

recorders, the CTM-10 cart machine and
the ARS-1000.
Pacific Recorders & Engineering Inc.
Booth 0239
Will feature the new Radiomixer console introduced at the spring NAB show.
Radio Systems Inc.
Booth 0753
Will feature its RS series consoles, the
RS-1000 DAT system, standard and custom pre-wired studios, custom studio
furniture and RS studio products.

There are worse things in radio than
dead air. But not many.
And if your CD players aren't built to
resist tracking errors, you could find yourself
listening to some very embarrassing silence.
Not with the new CD-701 from
Tascam. Its unique disc clamping system is
atechnological triumph that virtually eliminates disc vibration. So you never hear the
awful hush that means atracking error has
occurred.
What you do hear is the finest sounding CD unit you can buy, with the same
proprietary "ZD Circuitry" praised by two of
Japan's top audio magazines* for eliminating
low-level digital distortion.
Then there's the optional RC-701
Remote Control with Auto Cue so you can
cue to the music instead of the track (for
even less dead air). Or you can add the Ram
Buffer for true, instantaneous startup.
And with four times oversampling and
16-bit D/A converters in an extra-rugged
chassis, the CD-701 is superbly designed for
the broadcast environment.
Can aCD player really deliver this kind
of performance, track after track, disc after
disc? Only if it's aTascam.
Contact us or visit your Tascam dealer
for more information about the CD-701. And
take the sounds of silence off your playlist.

TASCAM

TV!' Inc.
Booth 0408
Will feature the new synchronous FM
exciter and the new complete EBS system, both introduced at the spring NAB
show, as well as the user-friendly RPU
unit and the 2-channel FM mod monitor.

O

•
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RIM!

TriTech
Booth 0419
(
with Allied)
Will feature the RBS 801 introduced at
the spring NAB show. It's a portable,
compact unit designed for remote broadcasts in areas served by cellular phone,
with built-in mic mixer, cellular telephone and standard phone interface,
also built-in battery.
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Schafer Digital
Booth 0139
1N ill show the DAPS 8000 Digital Audio Programming Sequencer featuring
random access digital audio and complete live assist.

Wheatstone Corp.
Booth 0305
Will show the A-500AS on-air console
introduced at the spring NAB show, the
SP-6 production console and the new
line of studio furniture.

'Rack, Technatgy Component Grand Prix 88, CD Dmsion, Stereo Sound Component of the Year ( 1988) & Best Buy ( 1988)
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DC Plays Host to Annual IEEE
by John Gatski
Washington DC The 1989 IEEE symposium, scheduled here 21-22 September, will cover such radio topics as FM
tube powered transmitters, improved
nighttime performance for AM antennas
and an update on RF radiation regulations.
Newly appointed FCC Chairman
Alfred Sikes also is scheduled to address
the IEEE conference.
For 39 years, IEEE symposiums have
concentrated heavily on engineering and
technically detailed presentations of the
latest equipment technology, theories
and practical methods pertaining to radio and TV broadcasting.
The radio session begins 9:15 AM,
Thursday, 21 September. Mukunda
Shrestha of Broadcast Electronics Inc.
will present acomputer analysis of FM
transmitters using tube power amplifiers.
A tube power amplifier can offer optimum transmitter performance while
maintaining awideband signal, according to the company.
Also in that session, Shively Labs' Bob
Surette is scheduled to discuss conditions under which to use a five-band
pass filter or afour-band pass filter in an
FM combiner system.
Following that, consulting engineer
Tom Osenkowsky will address factors

that affect FM directional antenna performance.
Hatfield and Dawson Consulting Engineers' James Hatfield will discuss use
of MININEC to calculate antenna monitor parameters from field parameters on
AM directional antennas.
The final radio-only session will deal
with improved nighttime performance of
AM antennas. The session will be
presented by Valentin Trainotti, an engineer for the Argentinian company,
CITEFA.

Among topics of interest to radio
broadcasters in the TV session, 2 PM,
Thursday, is apresentation by Dr. Ali R.
Mahmad on an "improved" version of
Jampro's spiral antenna that was created
in the late 1970s for low VHF and FM.
(A morning session Thursday will address advanced television.)
Other radio-related technical sessions
will be held on Friday during the general
engineering session, beginning at 2PM
and include an update on RF radiation
standards by Jules Cohen of Jules Cohen

and Associates. Herman Hurts, Jr. also
is scheduled to address the recently revised FCC Part 15 interference rules.
Associated with the conference is the
IEEE/Association of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers (AFCCE)
joint luncheon, during which Sikes will
speak. It is set for noon to 2 PM on
Thursday and abanquet is scheduled for
6 PM.
For more information about the IEEE
conference, contact Secretary-Treasurer
Robert Denny, Jr. at 202-659-3707.

Station Lottery Plan Opposed
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC Negative sentiments
toward an FCC proposed implementation of alottery system to assign new station allocations predominated reply
comments filed in mid-July.
The Commission presented the lottery
idea, contained in docket MM 89-15, as
a possible way to reform current comparative renewal abuses, most involving
allegations of payoff scams by applicants.
Best, not luckiest
In initial comments filed in June, most
commenters reiterated that reforms in
the comparative hearing process would

be more constructive than the proposed
lottery.
"The Commission should select the
best applicant and not the luckiest,"
wrote the NAB, which was joined in reply comments by National Public Radio,
the National Federation of Community
Broadcasters and the National Association of Public Television Stations.
"The lottery process sets only one standard, that of minimal basic qualifications. Chance should not replace reasoned decision making," NAB said.
The Federal Communications Bar Association ( FCBA) restated its view that
reforming the current process would
eliminate many of the problems that first

AM
Now Avail able
\m
STEREO
ET TUNERS

prompted the Commission to search for
a new method of license allocation
through the lottery.
The organization took issue with commenters that supported the lottery, arguing that their concerns could be dealt
with in areformed comparative hearing
process.
Form advisory group
FCBA also supported the formation of
an advisory group to consider ways to
reform the process, incorporating the
suggestions of those displeased with the
current system.
The National Association of Black
(continued on page 26)
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See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0360.

Northeast Broadcast Lab knows RF. And we
know you'll agree that there's never been an
Exciter with performance like this: THD and
IMD 0.003% max. 93 dB typical S/N. Solid
50 watt MOSFET power output even under
mismatch conditions.
Move up to state-of-the-art RF. Call Northeast Broadcast Lab for complete details!
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Diversity vs. Localism:
Translator Battle Lines
by Charles Taylor
Frederick MD Almost since their debut in the early 1970s, Lee Smith has
built acareer on the planning and installation of FM translators and boosters in
low power and small market radio stations.
In late 198Z the radio engineer anticipated funneling his expertise into anew
company specializing in establishing and
leasing translators to stations interested
in extending their service area via the
satellite link that translators allow.
Smith's business plans, however, now
are on hold amid an FCC-initiated freeze
on FM translator applications for commercial stations.
As aresult of the March 1988 freeze,
no commercial FM may install the equipment to extend its signal, pending action
on a sweeping ruling (contained in
docket MM 88-140) intended to cite
proper applications of a translator vs.
abuses.
No signs of a lift
Now 17 months running, the freeze
shows no signs of being lifted in the near
future and certainly not before a new
FCC chairman is in place, said Marcia
Glauberman, acting branch chief of the
FCC's policy and analysis division.
"We could either close off the whole
business and lift the freeze or we could
go to a notice of proposed rulemaking
and make new rules. It could take any
direction;' she said.
According to Smith, the lack of agency
action has led to the unnecessary stalling of his company's startup, while, he
maintained, creating adisservice to the
public interest concept that is supposed
to guide the Commission.
"Legitimate radio broadcasters have a
need and adesire to expand their signals
into places on aderegulated basis," he
said. "The point Iwish to make with the
FCC is that it really is in the free market
interest to allow everybody to put in
translators wherever they see fit, as long
as technical guidelines are followed."
Amid competition with TV, VCRs
and other media, radio is fighting for
survival, Smith stressed. "I'm saying
let's make radio more competitive by
allowing it to be spread around by
translators."
Amiss on diversity
John La Tour, owner of Power Du Pree
Broadcasting in Fayetteville, AR, which
owns and services translators used by 55
radio stations nationwide, added that
many markets are being cheated out of
programming diversity because of the
freeze.
"In most large markets in the South,
if you don't like country or rock, you're
out of luck. That's all there is," he said.
"Allowing narrow appeal programming
will mean alot of variety out there for
the American people to choose from."
He compared those limitations to TV
before satellite-fed cable systems: "You
had three choices—ABC, NBC and CBS.
If you didn't like what they were playing you were out of luck. Now you've got
a great variety of narrow appeal pro-

gramming that we otherwise wouldn't
have."
The NAB, in turn, has consistently
supported the freeze on commercial
translators. In April, the organization
urged in an FCC filing to limit the use
of translators until "general and consistent technical standards and overall
policy decisions" are reached in docket
MM 88-140.
Ralph Justus, NAB's director of engineering regulations and international
affairs, stood by the view.
"The reason that this proceeding came
up was to eliminate abuses of translator
service as it was originally intended," he
said. "It makes no sense to lift the freeze
at this time if the FCC is poised to adopt
some new regulations that further define
the translator service itself, including interference protection and permissible
service."
"We are firm believers in local program
service added Barry Umansky, deputy
general counsel for the NAB. "If there's
one thing that translators are not, it's local program service. A translator's basic
nature is to bring in material from outside of the market.
"We have no problem in bringing service where there is none or to fill in adead
spot in broadcasters service area. Our
only beef is translators operating outside
of that scheme he said.
Limiting competition
But according to La Tour, NAB's motives are more self gratifying: "NAB is
run by the big market guys. They don't
care about variety, they just want to limit
their competition.
'They don't want us to cycle off some
of their revenuer he continued. "We're
not talking about putting (major market
stations) out of business. We're talking
about the difference between them making $2.3 million and $2.2 million."
Said Smith, "I understand NAB.
They're saying, 'Our members are concerned.' But this is small business and
NAB is supposed to be representing
everybody. The small markets are not a
threat to anybody if it (translator use) is
deregulated so that any station, any
broadcaster, can do what they want."
Justus replied, "It's unfortunate that
small market stations and their legitimate concerns to provide improved service to their communities are being
thwarted by this delay, but we would
hope that people would understand the
long-term benefits for all broadcasters,
regardless of their market, by correcting
these loopholes that created these
abuses in the first place."
For now, Smith and La Tour have no
choice but to wait and hope that the FCC
sees fit to lift the freeze and more freely
allow the employment of translator technology.
"If they'd just take the shackles off of
them and let them go;' Smith said.
"Within the context of open competition,
more is better—not necessarily more
original radio stations, but awider divergence of existing stations."
For information, contact Lee Smith at
301-662-0040; John La Tour at 501-4437878; or Barry Umansky at 202-429-5456.

THIS
PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT
WILL NEVER ASK
FOR TIME OFE
Twenty-four hours aday, seven days a
week. That's the kind of dedicated service you
can expect from the new 3030 quarter inch
recorder from Tascam.
The 3030 is areal studio workaholic,
designed to do alittle of everything, and do
it well. At only $2299,* one of the things it does
best is save your budget.
From its proprietary heads, offering
extended headroom and quieter recording, to its
built-in dbx type I
professional noise reduction,
the 3030 delivers sound you can count on, time
after time.
Whether you're fine-tuning for aparticular
kind of tape, or just matching previous recordings, you'll appreciate the 3030's choice of on-air
or production-quality tape speeds, and the
switchable print levels.
Split second cueing decisions are no problem, thanks to micro-touch pushbuttons, while
Auto Cue Mark, Duplesync, and Tape-Run-Time
counter simplify your spot production. Mic inputs
make direct voice-overs abreeze.
And with balanced and unbalanced
inputs/outputs, the rack-mountable 3030 slips
easily into any existing system.
Contact us or visit your Tascam dealer for
more information about the 3030 It turns out,
good help isn't hard to find after all.

TASCAM
***

©1989 TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640, 213/726-0303
*Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price
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Land Values Lure AMs to Sell
bought in 1948 are worth hundreds of better stations may suffer this fate be(continued from page 1)
cause they'll be in the areas where land
lanta's WPLO-AM—now WKHX-AM—
thousands of dollars an acre.
is going up in value."
"Somebody looks at the bottom line
in 1985, the transaction included astipuThe concept of selling astation for its
and says, 'Gee, we can sell all this (land)
lation that the station's facilities and anfor $12.5 million, spend $2million for a land value is sound, added Larry Wood,
tenna would have to be moved to anpresident of Wood and Co., aCincinnati
new (antenna location) and still have $10
other site.
broadcasting broker.
million to put in the bank; " Cole comThe former owner then tore down the
"Every buyer, every seller, every owner
original antennas and sold the land for
mented.
Sometimes the move occurs when a has to weigh the costs of putting up a
aprofit that reportedly rivaled the stanew facility against the current costs of
station is sold, with the seller stipulattion sale.
ing that the new owner must build a the land the tower sits on. If it turns out
These two cases show that AM owners
new antenna on an alternative site.
and investors are giving as much conBut there is adown side to this trend.
sideration to the value of astation's site
as its signal, atrend has that developed
The negatives
over the past several years, according to
An AM owner may succumb to the
industry consultants and brokers.
realization that areal estate developer is
In markets ranging from Philadelphia
willing to pay more for the station's land
to Greensboro, NC, AM facilities are bethat the land is worth more to a dethan its profits ever might hope to genering moved or shut down so landowners
ate and the owner will then surrender veloper (than the broadcaster), it does
can cash in on acres of land that have
his license.
make sense (to sell)."
greatly appreciated in value since the staThe negative side in going for the cash,
"Land values are going up, and AM rations' antenna farms were built years ago.
Cole maintained, would be if astation
"The time has come when AM radio
dio station values are stable or going
down;' said Radiotechniques Engineersold the land and turned the license in
owners must recognize that they can no
longer define their businesses as radio
ing Corp. President Ted Schober, "so you
and abandoned AM. "If it sold the land
have two curves: one where real estate
and built anew site and is still serving
time sales only, but that they have tranvalues in certain areas—the areas where
scended the line into real estate sales,"
acommunity, Idon't see that as anegative impact," he continued.
you'd like to have aradio station—keep
said John VerStandig, owner of WGMS
escalating, and one where the value of
But, as the brokers pointed out, it
in Washington.
David Cole, VP for tax appraisal at
AMs has not been escalating as time has
takes alot more for an AM broadcaster
to move sites or to sell out than just an
Broadcast Investment Analysis, a gone on."
offer from aprospective real estate de"The good part is that it will make the
Washington communications financial
AM band alittle less crowded;' Schober veloper.
consultant, said AM owners are disThe AM owner first must be fortunate
covering that those 20 acres of land they
said. "The bad part is that some of the
enough to locate an alternative antenna
site offering acompatible signal pattern.
He also must see to demolishing the
original antenna, oversee intricate and
sensitive filings for construction with the
FCC and FAA and manage consulting
and attorney fees.

in all, you could spend ahalf million dollars. Plus, it may take you ayear or so
to do it."
According to Leon Van Bellingham, a
VP at media broker H.B. LaRue in New
York, the problems can be endless. "It
becomes such a horrendous ordeal,
many just stay where they are."
Schober explained that a station he
represents (which he would not identify) was offered abid from adeveloper

. . . brokers see the practice
of land selling gaining momentum . . .

*******
ULTRALIFE

BROADCAST CART
AND REEL-2- REEL HEADS

County and local boards
"In this day of the consumer being
very conscious of RF radiation, getting
state, county and local boards to approve
the construction can take more time than
the federal government," Cole said. 'All

for more than the AM's value. Because
of its lack of success in locating an alternative site, the station may end up turning in its license.
"They started out earnestly looking
for anywhere to place a new antenna
and realized that zoning was so difficult it wasn't worth it. Towns aren't going to open .their doors to let you in,"
he said.
Still, brokers see the practice of land
selling gaining momentum among more
AM owners in the coming years, particularly in metropolitan areas where
desirable acreage is increasingly difficult
to obtain.
"Cities continue to grow out to where
radio stations have their towers, and
more and more, that land will become
more valuable for apartments and commercial usage said Charles Giddons, a
partner with Media Venture Partners in
Washington, DC.
Cole, however, said he doesn't think
too many broadcasters are in danger of
"selling out."
"While we may see more of it, there
are still broadcasters in this business
who are wholeheartedly interested in
more than just dollars and cents."

Bi-directional RPU for $250
with The Cellular Production Unir
by The Davis Communications Group

GUARANTEED!

*******

By connecting our $250.00 Cellular Production Unit to your cellular telephone, you
get afully bi-directional RPU system capable of interfacing with any audio gear you
own, including frequency extenders. The CPU" features aseparate output for return
audio, and provides
you with instant
mobile remote
capability from any
cellular service
location, without
FCC licensing or RF
problems.

BEST RESPONSE IN THE INDUSTRY
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION!

EMC

5160 MERCURY POINT, SUITE C, SAN DIEGO, CA 92111

•Sports Events
•Live News
Coverage
•On-Site Promotions
•Boom Boxes
•Roving Interviews
•TV IFB/CUE

LI SERVICES CO.
U

1•619•279•9110

Neal Davis, Four Oaks, NC, 919 934-6869 • Keith Arnett, Front Royal, VA, 703 635-1413
FAX 919 934-1537
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Fee Hike Sparks Protest
(continued from page 1)
Zaragoza said the Capitol Hill
action to increase fees and fines
is two-sided.
He said the action is commendable in that any action to
get the FCC more money can
only improve the efficiency of
the agency, which has been burdened with apersonnel shortage and abacklog of work.
However, Zaragoza called the
proposed fines "asubstantial increase."

CHANGES IN SOME FCC FILING FEES
New or Major Change CP: AM
FM
Minor Change:

AM
FM

Hearing ( Major/Minor Change,
Comparative New or Renewal)
License:

Old

$2255
$2030

$2000
$ 1800

$565
$565

$ 500
$ 500

$6760

$6000

AM
$370
FM
$ 115
AM ( DA)
$424
FM ( DA)
$355
AM ( Remote control) $35

$325
$100
$375

Assignment or Transfer: Long Form (314/315) $565
Short Form (316) $80
Renewal

High fees
Some of the fee increases
for broadcasters are substantial,
such as hearings, which would
jump from $6000 to $6760.
Hearings include major/minor
changes, new or comparative
hearings.
Fees such as shortform transfers would go up slightly, from
$70 to $80 under the committees' plans.
House Telecommunications
and Finance subcommittee
spokesman Mike Connolly said
the two budget reconciliation
plans will go to their respective
floors and then to aconference

New

Type of Filing

$100

$500
$ 70
$30

committee to work out the
differences before being sent to
the President.
May said there could be some
slight variations in the fee and
fine increases from the
committee-approved forms because the House version contains the controversial anti-diala-porn and Fairness Doctrine
resurrection.
Those volatile issues could
spark debate that could end up
altering acompromise reconciliation budget slightly, May
added.
On the plus side, May said
the industry can breathe asigh
of relief over the committees' exclusion of spectrum fees as a
revenue source.

A partial list of fees that
would be raised if the reconciliations are passed include:
AM construction permit, $2000
to $2255; FM construction permit, $1800 to $2030; hearing
(major/minor change, comparative new or renewal), $6000 to
$6760; AM license, $325 to
$370; FM license, $100 to $115;
AM directional license, $375 to
$425; FM directional license,
$355; and AM remote control,
$55.
For information about the
possible fine/fee increases, contact the FCC Legislative Liaison office at 202-632-6405, Jim
May at 202-429-5301, Richard
Zaragoza at 202-659-3494 and
Mike Connolly at 202-226-2424.

FINALLY,
8TRACKS IN THE PALM
OF YOUR HAND.

Staffers
Join FMX

Others have tried. But 8-track capability
on astandard audio cassette remained elusive. Until now.
Introducing the remarkable new 238
Syncaset® from Tascam, the company that
invented portable, multi-track recording.
If you've been working with a4-track for
pre-production composing or demos, the 238
doubles your capacity right now. Running at
33/4 ips, and taking advantage of Tascam's
proprietary head technology the rackmountable 238 gives you sound you won't
believe was recorded on astandard
audio cassette.
But the 238 doesn't stop there. It's fully
synchronizable with MIDI/SMFTE time codes,
it's got aserial port for computer interfacing
and it's designed with open architecture for
software upgrades.
Add to that the advantages of fullfunction remote control, auto punch in/out,
shuttling capability and dbx II noise reduction,
and you've got amachine that just about
does it all.
If this all seems alittle too good to be
true, talk to your Tascam dealer To understand how good the 238 Syncaset really is,
you'll just have to try your hand at it

by John Gatski
Bloomfield Hills Ail Broadcast Technology Partners (BTP)
has added three positions to its
staff in an attempt to bolster
marketing and support of FMX,
the controversial stereo enhancing technology.
After a recent move of its
headquarters from Connecticut
to Michigan, BTP followed up
by hiring Louis Raymo, former
engineering director at ABC
OezO WRIF-FM in Detroit, as
the company's broadcast and
industry relations director.
13TP also hired Dr. Takeo
Sawatari, who was principal
physicist at Bendix's advanced
technology center, as research
director and Katie Mullen as assistant marketing director.
BTP Marketing Director Ben
Mic_znik said the positions are
not replacements for any employees, but they were added to
enhance the transition from a
technology to amarketing emphasis.
Not all of the approximately
30 people on staff in Greenwich, CT, have yet agreed to
relocated to Bloomfield Hills,
Micznik said.
13TP President Emil Torick will
remain in Connecticut, while
technician Jim
Monahan
decided to leave the company.
Tom Rucktenwald, VP en(continued on page 27)
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New Underground Tank Rules
(continued from page 7)
monthly monitoring, monthly inventory
control and annual tank tightness testing, or monthly inventory control and
tank testing every five years.
EPA specialist Kim Green said that
monthly monitoring and five-year tank
tightness testing is the cheapest way to
comply with the regulations, but stations
only would be allowed to use that option until 31 December, 1998.
Under that option, astick or ruler can
be used to measure the fuel each month.
Tank tightness testing has to be performed by a tank expert and involves
pressurizing the tank, Green explained.
The monthly monitoring option in-

dudes either the use of atank gauge, vapor monitoring, or ground water
monitoring methods (digging a test
well), which are more expensive because
of needed required measuring devices
and installation costs.
More expense
The most expensive requirements will
be corrosion and spill overflow/protection requirements, which all tanks must
meet by 31 December, 1998.
"It is going to be expensive, especially
in urban areas," Lucia said.
He said some tanks built under paved
parking lots will have to be dug up to
make mandated improvements either by

Lottery Draws Fire
(continued from page 22)
Owned Broadcasters cautioned against
a "hasty retreat" from the comparative
hearing process.
Instead, the association supported the
amendment of Form 301, which it said
should help shorten the length of time
between the closing of afiling window
and the award of alicense to an applicant.
The group also backed the restriction
of incentives for law firms to use contingent fee arrangements to prosecute ap-

plications on behalf of financially unqualified applicants.
Finally, in its discussion, Cohen and
Berfield, PC, attorneys for eight broadcasting parterships, stated, "What is
clear is that the lottery proposal ... has
engendered little enthusiasm and substantial recognition of the serious legal
difficulties that would arise from its
adoption. It should be rejected!'
For information on the proceeding,
contact Andrew Rhodes at the FCC,
202-632-7792.

FROM THE ALLIED
TECHNICAL NOTEBOOK
HENRY PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THEIR NEW U.S.D.A.
U.S.D.A. stands for "Utility Summing & Distribution
Amplifier." It's a 'Mini DA' that has the unique ability to
combine as well as split audio signals for distribution.
U.S.D.A. can be used as amono ( 1x4) or stereo (2x4) DA.
It has two inputs ( one stereo pair) and four outputs ( two
stereo pairs).
Bid here's «
what makes U.S.D.A .• uffique: mono-stereo
mode switching for each stereo output pair! You can feed
astereo input into U.S.D.A., and get your choice of stereo
--or morterotttputerer-botiel
Use U.S.D.A. to add amono output to aconsole ... use •
U.S.D.A. to combine the output of astereo tuner to feed
eraolul2A.system
use U.S.D.A—to create isolated stereo
and mono outputs simultaneously from asingle stereo input
...all without sacrificing the separation of the stereo source
signal.
—1CTS.D.
.A. eslb-has gain adetthents for eaeh-tilitplit: Pad— ,
any input between -20 and + 8...use U.S.D.A. to boost
levels of a -10 unbalanced source ( CD player, etc.) to a + 4
balanced output, The specs are excellent, the cost is
and the versatility is high!
SPECIFICATIONS:
Input range: -20 to + 8dBm
Input imped: 20K balanced
Gain: -6 to + 20dB
Output level: + 25dBm max.
Output load: 60,--ohme-yr 4
EIN: -95dBm
U.S.D.A. is another " whydidn't-they-think-of-thisyears-ago?" product from
Henry Engineering.
U.S.D.A. is in stock NOW for immediate shipment.

800-622-0022
ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
RICHMOND
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Broadcast Equipment

addition of corrosion resistance to the
tank or installation of a new tank and
piping.
In an upcoming info packet, the NAB
will alert stations to the EPA underground tank requirements and the appropriate timetables, according to NAB

Engineering, Regulatory and International Affairs Director Ralph Justus.
For information contact, the EPA Office of Underground Storage Tanks at
202-382-3000, Barry Umansky at 202-4295456, Frank Lucia at 202-632-3906 or
Ralph Justus at 202-429-5341.

WHEN DO YOU HAVE TO ACT?

Important Deadlines

TANK & PIPING

LEAK
DETECTION

CORROSION
PROTECTION

SPILL/OVERFILL
PREVENTION

New Tanks and Piping •

At installation

At installation

At installation

TYPE OF

Existing Tanks"
Installed

By No Later Than:

Before 1965 or unknown
1965-1969
1970-1974

December
December
December
December

1975-1979
1980-December 1988

1989
1990
1991
1992

December 1998

December 1993

Existing Piping
Pressurized

December 1990
Same as existing
tanks

Suction

Does not apply

December 1998
December 1998

Does not apply

•New tanks and piping are those installed after December 1988
• • Existing tanks and piping are those installed before Decmeber 1988

IF YOU CHOOSE TANK TIGHTNESS TESTING AT EXISTING USTs ...
If you don't use monthly monitoring at existing USTs, you must use a combination of
periodic tank tightness tests and monthly inventory control. This combined method
can only be used for a few years, as the chart below displays.

Was the UST
"upgraded." which
means does it have
corrosion protection and
spill/overfill prevention
devices?

YES

Y.

NO

it " upgraded"
before
December 1988?

Was

YES
ie.

Do monthly inventory
control and a tank
tightness test every 5
years until 1998; then do
monthly monitoring.

NO

Do monthly inventory
control and a tank
tightness test every year
until 1998: then
"upgrade." For
"upgraded" USTs. use
the box on the right

Do monthly inventory
control and a tank
tightness test every 5
years for 10 years alter
"upgrading," then do
monthly monitoring.

Sine Systems presents another

DIAL- UP REMOTE CONTROL
Price/Performance Breakthrough!
Introducing the RFC- 1/B! All the features of our popular RFC-1/A
... plus call origination!
Adial-up remote control not only allows flexible operation but it can actually pay for
itself in cost savings. Thanks to our ingeniously simple "no frills" design and the very
latest in microprocessor technology, you can now achieve "cost savings" at avery low
cost The RFC-1can be configured with as few as 8channels of telemetry and control
(total cost $1398 includinq relay panel with screw-terminal interface) or can be
expanded all the way up to 64 channels. Installation and programming is asnap. Call or
write and we'll mail or fax information which describes our innovative system and tells
how you can operate our demo "transmitter" facility from your own telephone.
Whether you need aprimary remote control, aback-up for your existing RC, or you
simply want your own private "back door" to the transmitter, our system may be your
best choice. The RFC-1/B is in stock and just aphone call away!

See the RFC- 1/B at Radio '89 at the Broadcasters General Store booth!
To order
or for more information
call: (615) 228-3500

IMIrl( 1)YSTEM
3704 Inglewood Cir. S', Nashville, TN

- A HARRIS COMPA,

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0419.

December 1998
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Sonrise Dealings Investigated
by Charles Taylor
Washington DC After making national news connected with the mysterious deep sea plane crash of its former
attorney Thomas Root, the FCC has
directed an investigation into Sonrise
Management Services for alleged application abuses.
The Commission asked an administrative law judge to examine the Columbus,
GA, company that specializes in assembling investment partnerships to apply
for FM station licenses.
The investigation, ordered in MM
docket 89-358, is based on information
alleging that Sonrise, its applicants, and
their attorneys, consultants and advisors, "have engaged in apattern of conduct that constitutes an abuse of the
Commission's processes and may also
violate the Criminal Code," the Commission said.
Questions surrounding Sonrise arose
in July when Root, who represented
most of the company's organized partnerships before the FCC, was rescued
from the Caribbean with a mysterious
gunshot wound after aplane he was flying crashed.
Since then information has surfaced
regarding the legality of Sonrise's business
dealings. Since 1985, the company has organized 161 investor groups that applied
for 165 station licenses, according to The
Washington Post.

Investors normally were recruited to
front about $89,000 to have Sonrise oversee an application with the FCC for an FM
license. The company would keep close to
$20,000 in fees and the rest would go to the
FCC for filing fees and engineering consultants, the Post said.
Sonrise was not listed as apartner on
the Commission applications.
While the company has argued that it
provides a valuable public service by

"a record fully considering all aspects of
(Sonrise's) activities with respect to any
and all applications that have been dismissed and that are no longer the subject of a pending or proposed hearing
proceeding!'
A final report is to be submitted to the
Department of Justice's Criminal Division for prosecution consideration.
For more information, contact the FCC
at 202-632-5050.

Now Class A's can
go First Class!
I
fyour Class A is planning to move up
in power, Harris' new HT 7Flttl transmitter
is ready to take you there, first class.
With up to 8 kW output, it's the perfect
choice to upgrade Class A facilities. And
the new HT 7FM represents some of Harris
engineers' most advanced thinking on the
subject of FM transmitter design:

FMX Adds to
Staff Roster

•55W THE- 1 Exciter, with ultra- linear VCO,
sounds as good as it specs
• Broadband solid state RF driver for the
utmost in reliability

(continued from page 25)

gineering, left 13TP before the move.
Some stations using FMX worry that
the hiring of new people signals ashift
toward heavier sales rather than technical support, ascenario BTP has denied.
"Everything is the same Micznik
said.
He said Raymo will increase market
visibility and service to stations, networks and manufacturers, not deemphasize it.
"What we are looking to do is establish amuch more complete relationship
with the broadcast industry," he said.
Marketing FMX has become aprimary
effort by BTP, which developed FMX
with CBS and the NAB.
The technology has been under a
cloud of uncertainty since January when
Bose Corp. President and MIT Professor
Amar Bose and Bose engineer William
Short released a sharply critical report
of FMX, claiming tests proved the technology did not perform as advertised.
13TP denied the allegations, but the
market at this point has been stagnant,
according to industry analysts.
Only one company manufactures the
FMX generator, but there are few receiver manufacturers that have put consumer units on the market, although
two companies now produce the FMX
chip.
Slightly more than 100 stations broadcast in FMX stereo, based on BTP estimates.
For information from 13TP, contact Ben
Micznik at 313-540-4380.

helping investors and minorities get into
broadcasting, FCC Administrative Law
Judge Walter Miller claimed the applications filed by Sonrise "bear all the indicia
of the classic sham!'
In fact, Sonrise has filed suit against
Root, claiming breach of contract, misuse of escrow funds and double billing.
The Commission said it will investigate only applications by the company
that have been settled, thus developing

• High efficiency single tube in a wideband
1/4 wave PA output cavity for superior performance
•Automatic AC restart, VSWR foldback and
power control functions
•FLEXPatch' RF patching keeps you on
the air in an emergency
•Single phase power standard, three phase
power available
• Full remote interface standard
• Unsurpassed factory support

e
o
a

J.

î
o

Need a replacement for an older transmitter? Need more power? Don't just step up.
Step forward, with a Harris HT 7FM.
For more information on Harris RF products, call toll-free (800) 4- HARRIS, Ext.
3021. And for the widest selection of studio
products, call Allied Broadcast Equipment
at (800) 622-0022.

1
1.3

HARRIS

Harris Broadcast Division • Marketing Department
P.O. Box 4290 • Quincy. IL USA 62305-4290
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Recording Tips for
Multitimbral Synths
How to Get That FullyArranged Sound with
Only One Keyboard
by Bruce Bartlett
Elkhart IN Recent columns in this series have covered ways to record your
own musical compositions for spots,
weather music, news intros, etc. So far
we've explained recording techniques for
apolyphonic synthesizer and for asynth
synchronized to adrum machine. This
month we'll focus on recording amultitimbral synthesizer.

OUT
A multitimbral synthesizer is an electronic keyboard instrument that can play
several patches at once. A patch—also
called program or preset—is asound or
timbre, such as piano, bass, drum kit, or
flute.
With this method, you play the parts
for several different instruments
(patches) on the same multitimbral keyboard and record each performance on
a separate track of a sequencer. (Basically, a sequencer is a computer that
records note data (note on/off, key number, and so on).
During playback, the sequencer plays
the desired patches (instruments) in
your synthesizer. It sounds like aband
playing. You record the synth's output
and that recording is the final product.
Assigning MIDI channels
Each track and patch are set to corresponding MIDI channels. For example,
suppose both track 1and the bass patch

are set to channel I. Then track 1will
play the bass patch. Track 2will play another patch, and so on.
Figure 1shows the connections. First,
plug aMIDI interface into the user port
of apersonal computer. The computer
will be used to run asequencer program.
(Two alternatives to apersonal computer
are a standalone sequencer or a sequencer built into akeyboard).
Connect aMIDI cable from the MIDI
OUT port of the synth to the MIDI IN
connector of the interface. Connect another MIDI cable from the MIDI OUT
connector of the interface to the MIDI IN
port of the synth. Finally, connect the
synth's audio output(s) to a monitor
power amp and speakers.
Begin the recording process with the
first synthesizer track. Select your first
desired patch on your synthesizer. You
might want to adjust the timbre of the

You can make more
tracks available by
bouncing tracks.
patch with the sound controls on the
synthesizer in order to create unusual
sounds. Set the synthesizer patch to
MIDI channel I.
Setting the tempo
Adjust the metronome tempo on your
sequencer as desired. Then assign sequencer track 1to MIDI channel 1and
set the sequencer to record on track 1.
Hit the record key(s) on your computer
keyboard.
Listen to the sequencer's metronome
and play along with its beat. The sequencer will keep track of the measures,

beats and pulses. When you press the
stop key on your computer keyboard,
the sequencer will stop recording and
will go to the beginning of the sequence
(the top of the tune).
If the part is difficult to play rapidly,
you can adjust the sequencer to avery
slow tempo. Record while playing the
synth at that tempo, then play back the
Figure 1.

AUDIO OUT

;
MIDI OUT

MIDI IN

Configurable circuitry. . . to fit your needs.
Call or write for free detailed brochure.
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sequence at a faster tempo.
Another way to record your performance is in step-time, one note at atime.
This procedure was discussed in last
month's column.
On your computer keyboard, hit the
play key (designated in the sequencerprogram instructions). You'll hear the sequence playing through your synthesizer.
You can correct mistakes by punching
into record mode before the mistake,
recording anew performance and then
punching out of record mode.
Overdubbing on other tracks
With your first track recorded and corrected, you're ready to record other
tracks. Set sequencer track 2 to MIDI
channel 2and set the sequencer to record on track 2. On your synthesizer, select the next patch (instrument voice) you
want to use and set it to MIDI channel 2.
Then hit the record key(s) on your computer keyboard. Play the new part on the
synthesizer while listening to your prerecorded track 1. This track is played by
the synthesizer.

Multiple Amplifier Arrays

Four or eight channels for YOU to easily configure as
Microphone, Line Buffer, Distribution and Level Matching Amplifiers. Form sum and difference networks,
Interface phone lines, Drive headphones, Make a

Here's an example. Let's say you've just
recorded adrum part into the sequencer
on track 1. Then you can go back to the
start of the sequence, play the drum part
and add abass line on track 2 in sync
with the drums. Then you can go back
to the top and add apiano on track 3.
In short, you record adifferent patch
on each track in the sequencer and play

simple Mixer or Press Box... just by changing jumpers.
Gains to 82dB, Low noise balanced inputs. Clean
+24dBm active or transformer balanced outputs.

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

328 W. Maple Ave., Horsham, PA 19044
(215) 443-0330 • FAX (215) 443-0394

.A.r1

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0418.

back the recording through the multitimbral synthesizer, which plays all the
patches simultaneously. Or use several
synths, one for each part, if necessary. Set
each track to a different MIDI channel
and set each instrument or patch to the
same channel that its track is set to.
Bouncing tracks
What if your sequencer records eight
tracks, but you want to play ten patches
at once with several synths? You can
make more tracks available by bouncing
tracks. This is the process of mixing
(merging) two tracks into one, thus freeing one of those tracks. If you bounce,
say, track 5onto track 4, you can record
anew instrument on track 5.
To do it, hit the bounce key(s) on your
computer keyboard. Type in the source
track and destination track (indicate the
track to which you want to bounce). In
a few seconds, the bounce is accomplished.
You can only bounce one track at a
time. You can bounce a track into a
prerecorded track, however, without erasing the prerecorded track. The
prerecorded track and bounced track will
merge. Unlike bouncing with atape deck,
there is no generation loss (no loss of
sound quality) when you bounce with a
sequencer.
You can record program changes on a
separate track and later bounce that track
to aperformance track. The performance
track and program-change track will
merge into one.
Editing the composition
Now your sequenced performance is
perfect, so you can put together your
composition. As described last month,
you can rearrange song sections, and append one section to another, by pressing
afew keys on the computer. You also can
have any section replayed wherever
desired in the song. Thus, you might
build asong by having the computer play
sections A, B, B, C, B, D, B.
With your song recorded and arranged,
you'll want to adjust the relative volumes
of the tracks to achieve a pleasing balance.
If your multitimbral synthesizer doesn't
have separate outputs for each patch, you
have to adjust the mix at the sequencer.
To do this, adjust the volume (keyvelocity scaling) of each track by hitting
the appropriate computer keys. This
(conlinued on page 44)
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DAT: After the Compromise
by Mel Lambert
Studio City CA The recent announcement by the Japanese and European
makers of consumer DAT machines is
one of those examples of Good
News/Bad News.
The Good News is that, finally, US
consumer interest in things digital can
be satisfied with aflow of affordable DAT
product from the mass merchandisers.
Which in turn will mean that the makers
of professional hardware can, at long
last, make use of that good ol"'Economy
of Scale" and offer DAT decks with the

out of record mode. Easy when you
know how.
So far so good. The current generation
of DAT machines—some of which are
entering the US via grey- market
sources—will not record digitally at 44.1
kHz, the idea being to prevent digital
copying from CDs and other DAT
players. All of which made eminent
sense and, Iwould have thought, would
have satisfied the RIAMs "anti-copy brigade!'
(And let's not forget that professional

decks equipped with AES/EBU digital
in/out would totally ignore any copyinhibit bits placed into the consumerstyle S/P-DIF/CP-340 Type II interfaces;
so radio stations can transfer between
any and all digital sources to and from
DAT.)
Well, let's just agree that at long last we
have an agreement between the record
industry and DAT manufacturers, even
if it doesn't make alot of sense in terms
of preventing digital taping of CDs, etc.
(Odd, huh? Only DAT tapes that you

make yourself will be copy inhibited.)
Now, of course, the makers of DAT
hardware will have to develop the appropriate chips and encoding schemes
to ensure that DAT tapes are encrypted
with the correct information; that the
digital bitstream contains the necessary
copy-inhibit bits; and that slave decks respond appropriately.
Ihave heard rumors that "correctly attired," or RIAA-approved DAT machines
won't be hitting these shores until late
(continued on page 45)

MISSING

DOMAIN
kinds of features needed to withstand
the rigors of day-to-day life in abroadcast facility.
The Bad News is that inevitable delays
in bringing product to market might very
well put asevere crimp in the long-term
expectations for DAT hardware.
Cutting to the chase: Will DAT for both
consumers and professionals alike survive the coming impact from erasable
compact disc and related random-access
technologies?
History of a compromise
fo backtrack for amoment. In late July,
it was announced that representatives
from the record industry and the major
consumer electronics manufacturers (or
at least those with an interest in offer-

Only DAT tapes that
you make yourself
will be copy
inhibited.
ing DAT units) had agreed on an "anticopying" modification for Digital Audio
Tape recorders.
Recalling that all of these "DAT is Bad"
discussions during the past two years—
stemming from initial worries by the
Recording Industry Association of
America (RIAA) that DAT meant even
more loss of record sales through home
taping—have involved the development
of techniques for discouraging and/or
preventing the digital copying of record
product, the resultant solution leaves the
situation somewhat confused.
Not, Ihasten to add, about the actual
ramifications of the agreement; more exactly why the RIAA and the IFPI (International Federation of Phonographic Industries) accepted such a weird compromise.
In a nutshell, what the DAT makers
have agreed to implement is ascheme
for ensuring that a DAT tape of
copyrighted material cannot be copied
digitally. It's OK, we now discover, to
dub compact discs and similar sources
to DAT via digital ports.
But, during that recording—on consumer decks only—acopy-inhibit code
will be printed to tape which, upon
replay, will cause asecond DAT machine
connected digitally to mute and/or drop

The evolution of remote broadcasting has long been plagued
with a missing link, the link
between site and studio. liying to
get high fidelity audio over a
standard telephone line has been
a little like nailing jello to a tree.
But now the missing link is history.
Digital Frequency Extension,
the New Generation.
Relying on the predictable quality
of advanced signal processing
technology, our EFT-3000 3-Line
Digital Frequency Extender will
give you the great remote sound
you want. In fact, frequency
response of 50Hz to 7.5kHz over
three standard (dial-up) telephone lines.

listeners the audio quality you
deserve, the EFT-3000 can be
set-up quickly by just one person.
Once you've plugged-in and
established the lines, all you do
is punch a single button. In about
ten seconds the EFT-3000 takes
care of line equalization, group
time delay and line level
adjustments.
With auto-dialing, automatic
answer and automatic encode/

A Giant Leap
for Broadcasting.
In addition to
giving you and your

decode, set-up and operation
are...you guessed it- automatic.
And built-in microphone and
headset amplifiers and front
panel Touch-Tone ® pad eliminate
the need to drag extra gear to
the remote site.
Survival of the Fittest.
To survive the rigors of field
production and get high fidelity
sound back to the studio, you
need the EFT-3000. But, hearing
is believing, so we have a demo
tape you've got to hear. To get
your copy and find out more
about the EFT-3000 and our entire
line of frequency extenders, just
contact your local Gentner distributor or give us
a call. Remember,
we're the ones who
made the missing
link a shadow of
the past

GENTNER
TELEPHONE PRODUCTS
1825 Research Way • Salt Lake City, UT 84119 • (
801) 975-7200 • FAX (801) 977-0087
01989-Gentner Electronics Corporation
Circle 10 On Reader Service Card.

We said so last year . . . and the year before . . . and the year
before. And it's still true! C-QUAM is setting the AM Stereo
standard the hard way — in the marketplace.
We can prove it. Just count the number of C-QUAM
stations, receivers, IC's, plus equipment manufacturers and
countries committed to C-QUAM. The numbers tell the story.

We Are. With C-QUAM • AM Stereo!

letters

of

Some people will think we're pretty bold making that
claim You bet we are. Because were confident And
here's why, when you modesnise with C-QUAM AM
Stereo, you can be confident too

D-hurn __f or

• MORE STATIONS— Nearly 9 tunes more C.QUAM
stations worldwide than any other AM Stereo
system over 600' And still growing

?reo can

, edeiv•RS...0

QUAM

gnal.
ties

nIteady in
O

You be the iudge Here's proof that CQUAM AM
Stereo is 'Setting the Industry Standard' with more
U MORE STATIONS. — Over 700 C.QUA14
stations worldwide' More than 20 banive
any other AM Stereo system and growing'
• MORE RECOVERS...Over 17 Million
C-QUAMICs shopped to date' And
C Of/AM
already in more than 50
models marketed by over
30 manufacturers
U MORE IC h and NEW FEATURES. . .
Automatic band width control. notch
faltering. /ow or medium voltage
operation Plus. a whole CQUAM
lsmile AM
of !C
Stereo
s to offer
performance'
enhanced

maioatEcouirnes...3
Mahon.
already have named CQUAM

then official AM Stereo standard
many mote are curren4 reefing.
• M OTOROLA COMARTM
From etude, tt ttetene r we re ENT...
rotellY
committed to AM Stereo /C technology.
international sob:riled:Sifte' rZulicpar'naZinvinudrpii?irnt.
Your verdict' Right
evrn
C OUAM • S..n.
the AM Slew, Ste nflertiS r,ut Ste & welt' rfl tf, work at yetC
station Cat Sane Krardla fotillect) an Me Masorete C-OUAM Menge
312 /
575-055e

For more information, call Steve Kravitz (collect) at 312-576-0554. FAX 312-576-5479.

MOTOROLA

C-QUAAI ® SETTING THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
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C-OUAM. IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF MOTOROLA. INC

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0903.
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Manual Muffs and Misprints
by Barry Mishkind
Tucson AZ A couple of months ago,
we looked at some of the interesting
items that find their way into print as
manufacturers go through the difficulty
of preparing documentation for those of
us in the field.
It has been gratifying to receive the
various examples sent in by RW readers.
And Istand ready to share more of them
if you'll take the time to send me acopy
of any curious language, strange instructions or interesting misprints. The address is listed later on.

someone asked to translate from another
language without really knowing English very well. Hence this same manual
discusses the "amplifire" section, which
is presumably quite "hot!'
Other interesting words found in
this one manual include "mecanical,"
"fasilitate," and the melodious "configulation."
A few years ago, at the NAB convention, amajor overseas corporation was
proudly showing off its new multiple CD
player, programmable for "up 0musical
serections."
One last example, from the "can't see

the forest for the trees" school of spelling: amanual for amotion sensor inscribed "INSTPUCTION MANUAL." I
think Ihave to pull up my spelling
checker on this one ...
Moment of silence
And finally, since everyone else has
had his or her say on the effectiveness
or not of the NAB sponsored 30 seconds
of silence, Iwanted to point out arelated
issue.
It seems that in a number of locations, station clocks were not exactly
synchronized. Thus, the 30-second

silence did not match from station to
station.
On the other hand, Irecall with pride
my being at the SBE luncheon when
several hundred digital watches all
"beeped" in unison on the hour. We engineer types got it right!
Have agood month.
u. .
Barry Mishkind, aka RW's "Eclectic Engineer," is aconsultant and contract engineer
in Tucson. He can be reached at 602-2963797. Send examples of humorous instruction
manual language to 2033 S. Augusta Place,
Tucson, AZ 85710.

ECLECTIC
ENGINEER
Among my long-standing favorite examples are the strange instructions
found in acollege text used while Iwas
in school.
While operation in control rooms has
changed since the late '60s, Ido remember combo operation as being common.
In fact, Idid combo announcing at that
time.
So imagine my surprise to be taught
that for stations playing music, "Two tables equipped with 33 1/3 and 78 rpm
speed settings are necessary. A 45 rpm
setting can also be useful at times."
I do remember chuckling a bit at
that "at times" while cueing up the
latest Beatles 45, or some other 45 rpm
hit record.
Another comment from the same text
provides the answer for any of your
newer jocks when they ask why they
shouldn't pin the needle on the VU meter: "If the needle is slammed abruptly
to the top of the dial, the action is called
bending the needle." Really!
The text claimed to be teaching asolid
understanding of what goes on in our
medium, but you will probably agree
that most of these college texts we had
in the '60s and '70s actually taught the
technology and operations of the '40s,
right?
Are there any other examples out there
from these texts?
Manual mania
Joe Sands of KMZQ in Las Vegas, like
many adiligent engineer, tries to set up
and check out new transmitters using
the step by step procedure found in the
instruction manual.
Thus it is with some agitation that Joe
reports several occasions as he moved on
from, say, instruction "g" to "h" in the
manual, that instruction "h" would begin with, "However, before you do
'g' " and then go on to offer such
possibly important advice as "remove
primary AC power!"
Joe says he has seen these kinds of instructions all too often. He is alive at last
report. Apparently he has developed the
habit of reading two instructions ahead
most of the time.
Moving on to less hazardous manuals,
amajor tape deck—used in hundreds, if
not thousands, of stations—advises the
user to tune the "equalizer adjustment
controler finely," and never, never "use
collophane tape!'
Such problems often are generated by

INTRODUCING
1
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Pro Studio Design totters top quality for tight budgets.
WHERE TOP
QUALITY STARTS
AT ONLY $ 2,500

The new Pro Studio
Series from Audio
is designed to meet
the needs of the
discriminating, but
budget- minded audio
professional. The Pro
Studio Series includes

such sophisticated
details as drilled and
tapped rack rails,
leveling feet, pre-cut
access doors, and
simple set-up and
installation.
TEN DAY DELIVERY

Plus with our quick
ship program your
Pro Studio will be
shipped within ten
days from receipt of
your credit approved
order.

SEE US AT RADIO 89.

This series is the latest
addition to Audio's
expanded line of high
quality studio furniture, to give you more
choices than ever
before. Visit our booth
at RADIO 89 for a
demonstration of the
highest quality, most
advanced and reasonably priced studio
furniture in the industry. .. featuring our
exclusive Executive
Plus Series.

For more information
or aFREE Studio
Furniture catalog write
to: Audio Broadcast
Group, Inc. Studio
Furniture, 2342
S. Division Avenue,
Grand Rapids, MI
49507-3087 or call
(616) 452-1596 for
information or
1-800-999-9281 to
order.

CI
The

AUDIO

broadcast group inc.
SEE US
AT RADIO 89
BOOTH 905
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NEW NEW NEW

z

12,000
MODULAR
6 CHANNELS $3,999/ 12 CHANNEL

z
z

2619 Midpoint Drive • Fort Collins, CO 80525 • ( 303)

AA3N A/13N AA3N
See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0332.

NEW NEW NEW
SERIES
CONSOLES
S

$5,999

/18 CHANNELS $7,999

FEATURES
• Totally Modular Console- Input modules, Output modules, Option modules
Ease of Service
Ease of Installation
Ease of Expansion
• Three Mainframe Sizes-8channels, 18 channels, 28 channels
Full Metering
Timer on All models
Talkback to "2" studios
• Ultrahigh Quality Construction and design
Penny and Giles 3000 Series slide faders
VCA's
ITT Schadow switchs
Gold connectors— IC's socketed—regulated power supply
mi 3Stereo Output Buses
• 2 Internal Mix- minus Buses for 'Telephone'
• Option Modules-D.A.'s, Mono Mixes, Remote Selectors, Etc.
• Comprehensive Logic system
Start and stop sources by isolated internal reed relays
Remote channel On and Off control with Tally lamps for turrets
Flashing OFF switchs for cart machine status
Three muting buses for Control room and two studios
Timer reset selectable on each module
Monitor DIM function during cue and talkback

224-2248
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SYSTEMS, INC.

AA3N AKAN AA3N
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It Pays to Review the DCO Log
by Harold Hallikainen

By observing the sample from this
transformer, the operator must be able
San Luis Obispo CA This month we'll
to detect the loss of any lamp (including
continue to look back over the violation
the relatively low power, steady burning,
notices the FCC issued in 1988.
side lights).
Most of the violations found by the
I'd suggest stations add asteady burnFCC could have been detected and fixed
ing light (116 watts) and alight switch
by the station prior to an inspection, if
after the current sensing transformer, eithe required designated chief operator
ther in the transmitter building or the
(DCO) log review was complete.
antenna coupling unit.
Part 17.47(a) requires adaily tower light
On atypical short tower, the current
inspection, unless an automatic alarm
transformer would then sense the curthat detects the failure of any lamp is inrent going to two flashing 620 watt lamps
stalled. In many stations, a current- and three steady 116 watt lamps. Your
sensing transformer is used to remotely
quarterly inspection of the tower light incheck the lights.
dicator would be to turn off this non-

Quality.

required light and insure the operator
can detect the loss of this lamp.
If the operator can detect the loss of
this 116 watt lamp, she/he can detect the
loss of one of the side lights, the beacon
lamps, or the flasher.

on the reading. As part of the weekly log
review, insure this reading is within
tolerance.
While at the transmitter some night,
turn off your test lamp (described above)
and see if the operator properly discovers the improper lamp operation.

Frequencies, remote meters
Although the current Rules do not require stations to have afrequency monitor, stations are required to be on frequency. Many stations still have frequency monitors (from when they were
required).
If you still have frequency monitors, I'd
suggest adaily log of all carrier and subIf you are giving the operator an anacarrier frequencies, or deviations from
log sample of tower light current, put a what is licensed.
space on the log for the operator to log
The DCO can then review these log
that reading. Put alower and upper limit entries, insuring on-frequency operation. Several AM stations have been
cited for off frequency carriers.
As for remote meter calibration, remote base current ammeters must agree
within 2% of the local meter (73.57(d)(2)).
Part 73.1410(c) requires other remote
meters to be calibrated as often as necessary to insure proper operation.
Although the Commission has not
used the "tightened window" concept in
enforcement, Ibelieve it is the safest way
to ensure compliance.
Determine the worst case error in a
reading due to the rated or demonstrated
stability of the indicating instrument and

Maffl 0
RULES

Make sure operators
log EBS tests sent
and received.

The world's finest modular studio furniture.

The Express Group offers several lines of affordable, high-quality,
modular studio furniture. In addition, we specialize in fine,
custom-designed furniture for any special application.
Quality: In the long run it's the only true bargain.

The Express Group • 3518 3rd Ave., San Diego, CA 92103
Call or write for our free color brochure ( 619) 298-2834
Circle 80 On Reader Service Card

the remote indicating instrument (the remote control).
Based on this possible error, determine
atightened window of authorized operation. For example, assume your antenna monitor is accurate within 0.5°,
your remote control agrees within 0.5%,
your licensed phase is 100° and your
authorized phase deviation is 3°.
You should keep the antenna monitor
indication within ± 2.5° to insure the actual phase is within 3°.
The remote control might be off by up
to 0.5% of 100° or another 0.5°. You
should keep the remote indication
within 2° of that licensed.
Most recent remote controls use an
analog multiplexer driving either adual
slope or successive approximation analog to digital converter. Calibration scaling factors are held in EEPROM or battery backed RAM.
The most likely cause of inaccuracy in
such systems is drift in the reference
voltage circuit. You may want to connect
astandard alkaline battery to one of your
metering sample inputs.
We've found that the indicated battery
voltage is generally within 0.1%. If you
have your operators log the battery voltage at least once aday, you'll quickly discover any drift in the A/D reference circuitry, which would then cause inaccurate meter readings.
Operating parameters
It is true that the FCC removed the
specified schedule of when transmitter
parameters are to be logged (except DAs
with non- approved sampling systems).
Based on this, many stations have
stopped logging readings.
(continued on page 44)
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A Pressurized Line
Saves Down-Time
by Don Henderson
Pendleton OR As engineers, we all
have our troubles during the winter
weather. However, arecent event during
the month of February really brought to
mind the age-old expression, "An ounce
of prevention is worth apound of cure."
Ireceived acall from astation which
complained that the transmitter was
kicking off for no apparent reason. The
unit looked fine and all of the meter
readings were normal.

TIP
Also, none of the tally lights were on,
so the technical staff would bring it back
up on high power and watch it for a
while. The transmitter would run for a
day or two and then—"Bang!"—off it
would go.
This continued for several days but
they were always able to bring it up on
high power and keep it there.
Finally, after doing this for aweek or
two it started not wanting to stay on high
power when they brought it up. They
were able, however, to get it to run on
low power.
After inspecting the transmitter site I
still couldn't get a solid handle on the
problem, until Ireceived acall one night
following a drastic temperature drop.
Fighting the cold
'.V hen we arrived at the transmitter site
it was four degrees below zero outside.
Inside the building it was 32° and this
caused the exciter to fail while we were
there.
After getting new heaters in the building and warming things up to atoasty
65°, Ithought we might have the problem licked.
Of course things are not always as they
seem. Two days later the station called
again and said the signal ws so weak it
couldn't be heard in their city of license!
This time Iknew we had a serious
problem, but what? Antenna heaters? Ice
on the antenna? All kinds of questions
went through my mind.
As soon as it warmed up a little, I
decided to climb the tower and check the
heaters as well as the antenna. On my
way up the tower, we found the problem.
The answer hit me when Iwas on the
tower and the fellow on the ground
heard something strange as Imoved the
transmission line. You guessed it—arcing
in the line!
This particular installation had not had
any pressure in the transmission line for
quite some time. Idrilled asmall hole
into the outer HyperIon jacket and
found water.
Idon't mean asmall amount—we removed about a pint or more from the
outer jacket.
We got all of the water out that we
could, but the transmitter was still unable to put out enough power to cover the
city.
Listening to the cable as we moved it
back and forth, Ifound the area where

the line was arcing. Iknew that we
would have to cut that section out and
ordered asplice kit to repair the line.
Reviving the signal
When 1received the splice kit we spent
most of aday getting the rig back on the
air. Ifound athree foot section of the line
had arced; this had melted the inside
Teflon spacer, allowing the inner conductor to come into contact with the outer
conductor.
This arc was caused by the water that
had gotten into the line. Where did the
water come from? Normal condensation.
This line had not been pressurized for
some time; air had gotten in and condensed with the heating and cooling of
the line.

The RPU
Of
The Future

. . . it looked like
we had water in the
transmission line.
After getting the splice in 1did some
calculations and figured that transmission line was absorbing approximately
3400 watts of power!
Needless to say, this whole affair was
rather expensive. Besides the lost air
time, the station had the expense of the
splice kit, next day air service to get it
and the time that it took to find the problem and repair it.
All of this could have been avoided by
following what most, if not all, of the
transmission line manufacturers
suggest—pressurize the line. Yes, simply
keeping atank of nitrogen or using adehydrated air pump could have prevented
alot of frustration and expense.
Here we go again
A couple of days after getting the station back on the air Ihad acall from another station. As this one explained the
symptoms to me—high VSWR, low
power output, etc.— I immediately
figured out what the problem was.
The folks there told me that the line
had never been pressurized. Again it
looked like we had water in the transmission line.
Sure enough, after taking the line
apart from the isocoupler, that is what
was found. Idon't know what steps they
have taken since that time to keep the
water out. It could be that they will have
had to replace atwo hundred foot run
of transmission line.
If you haven't checked your "pressure
on the line" for awhile, now is agood
time to do it. Also, if you have leaks in
the line due to an open bleeder valve or
whatever, fix them so that the line will
hold agood three pounds at all times.
There will always be asmall amount
of pressure that will leak out, but if you
keep the pressurization system in good
working order you might avoid the expense of arepair job and lost air time.
Don Henderson is president of Henderson
Electronics. He can be reached at
503-278-2175.

Available Today
TFT has responded to the needs of today's broadcasters by introducing the Model 8888 RPU System that
offers outstanding flexibility, versatility and reliability.
The transmitter and receiver are frequency synthesized
for maximum versatility in the N1, N2 and S bands. Two
operating frequencies are programmed by internal DIP
switches and are front panel selectable. In addition,
frequency deviation and receiver bandwidth are selectable. DTMF control is provided for receiver activation,
bandwidth and deviation selection. The 8888 enables
you to change the RF power output via a rear panel
switch to suit your needs. Maximum output power is
25 watts. Model 8888 Transmitter, Mfg. list $2,260.00
Model 8889 Receiver ( not pictured), Mfg. list $ 1,710.00
Call for BSW Price.

11131S
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BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full-Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSW . 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114
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An Integrated Circuit Primer
Regardless of the Type,
ICs are Now Standard
In Today's Electronics

higher input impedances.
Bipolar chips do have some advantages over MOSFETS, though. Bipolar
circuits are faster and can operate at
higher frequencies.

Figure 1.

This is the eleventh installment in a 12part series called An Introduction to
Active Devices. Readers who have registered with Northern Virginia Community
College can receive continuing education
credits from the college upon successful completion of an examination at the end of this
series. To register, contact the Director of
Continuing Education, Annandale Campus,
8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, VA
22003, or call 703-323-3159. The fee for
the course is $20.
by Ed Montgomery

Figure 2.

Classification

Part XI of XII
Annandale VA Integrated circuits
have become a standard in the electronics industry today. ICs consists of
small solid- state components formed together, interconnected and sealed in a
container. The only access one has to
these components are the pins extending out from the case.
There are four different ways integrated
circuits are constructed. Often one hears
the terms "monolithic thin- film," "thickfilm" and "hybrid" devices without
knowing what the differences are.
Monolithic ICs
Monolithic ICs are constructed in a
manner similar to bipolar transistors.
The active devices consist of some arrangement of PN junctions grown in a
crystal to form transistors and diodes at
specific locations.
Passive devices such as capacitors are
added between the active components
through the application of small strips
of aluminum or gold metallized film.
Specific resistances are arrived at by

200 to 1,000
Over 1,000

16 15

Figure 3.

or MOSFETS. They can be either Por N
channel devices.
MOSFETS are much smaller than
bipolar chips. The PET components can
be made in amuch smaller area. MOSFET technology permits amuch higher
degree of isolation from other components. They also use less power and have
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NRSC Conversion Special

I

Why just convert
when you can upgrade...for less
MIC-MAZE —

Model 272

TRI MAZE —

Stereo Audio D.A.
•3Stereo outputs
• +/- . 05 dB 20 - 60 KHz
•Channel isolation >85 dB

ZH-1 —
•Tracking <01 dB
• +24 dBu output
• - 12 to +30 dB gain adj.

Moderately Priced
Model 270 • 1x6 mono D.A. available!
_
tech

Te4
1
8
:( J
5e
1
f
6
rv66Boulevard,

Deer Park, NY 11729
7-6300 • Fax (516) 595-1012
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Thin-film ICs use a
technology of applying
a film to the surface of
an insulating material.
formed during the silk screening are
usually greater than .0001 inch thick.
Thick film ICs are usually larger than
thin-film chips. They often look more
like circuits containing discrete devices.

10,

A small indentation
may also indicate
location of PIN 1

with
our
precision
distribution
amplifier!

cl"

Less than 200

growing aPN junction with its dimensions controlling the magnitude of resistance. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
ICs do not have to be bipolar in construction; field effect transistor (FET)
technology can also be applied. Insulated gate technology is employed, and
these chips are often known as IGFETs

GET YOUR
STEREO
AUDIO
IN

im

Number of Components

SS'
MSI
LSI

The thick and thin of it
Thin-film ICs use atechnology of applying afilm to the surface of an insulating material. Resistors and capacitors
consist of layers of metal and oxide
usually less than .0001 inch thick applied
to an insulating substrate material
usually made of glass or ceramic material. Active devices are grown and attached to the substrate with thin wires
connecting them to other components.
ICs are produced using asilk screen
process. A metallized ink is applied to
an insulated substrate material. Where
ink is applied a chemical action takes
place. When the chip is heated, the ink
hardens and takes on specific resistance
and capacitance values.
Active devices are formed separately
and applied to the substrate. Thick films

STL or Telco Preprocessor

Eliminates headroom problems

Complete NRSC processing
Including tunable cutoff frequency

Main and Auxiliary transmitter
peak control

l'or precise modulation control on both your old
and new transmitter

No other NRSC processing package offers so
much performance and control for so little money.

ihnot

fl

hindai) Inc

42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277
(203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
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Hybrids and classifications
Hybrid ICs are acombination of the
previously described forms of chip construction. Hybrid construction permits
greater flexibility and circuit complexity.
Here one has the ability to include a
great deal of circuitry (monolithic technology) combined with high accuracy of
components and larger power output
(associated with thick- and thin-film
technology).
Chips are often classified as smallscale integration ( SSI), medium-scale integration (MSI) and large-scale integration (LSI). A description of these classifications is illustrated in Figure 2.
ICs are often constructed in adual inline package, known as aDIP. Shown in
Figure 3, this type of construction permits easy identification of leads and is
convenient for replacement.
ICs are found everywhere in electronics. Modern transmitters use them
throughout their systems. They consume very little power and generate little heat. Yet ICs do have limitations.
They can not handle high voltage and
current. They can be damaged by power
surges and lightning strikes. Once defective, they can not be repaired. Troubleshooting often comes down to replacing
the entire circuit board the chip is attached to rather than just acomponent.
Ed Montgomery currently is an electronics
teacher at Thomas A. Edison High School
in Fairfax County, VA. He has taught broadcast engineering at Northern Virginia Community College and worked as abroadcast engineer for several radio stations.

Adhere to Broadcast Standards.

Every day, all over the world, Delta's full line of products make sure the most important broadcasting standard of all is met—
your total satisfaction.

AM Splatter Monitor— Spectrum analyzer
performance at asignificantly reduced price! An
inexpensive means of verifying FCC and NRSC
spectral compliance. This frequency agile instrument
tunes from 1700 kHz down to 450 kHz, with 9or
10 kHz channel spacing. The monitor also measures
incidental phase modulation ( IPM). Designed to be
rack-mounted or operated from avehicle's 12 volt
supply using an optional antenna.

Coaxial Transfer Switches— These

1)13' .
and 34" motorized four port switches are designed
to switch between antennas, transmitters, or dummy
loads both quickly and efficiently. The switches can
also be operated manually and are fully interlocked.

High Power Pulse Reflectometer—strong

C-QUAM® AM Stereo— The Above
Standard Industry Standard is easy to install and
maintain with its modular design and construction.
Offers standard features other manufacturers charge
as options. A sound value, built to last.

RF Ammeters and Sampling Toroids —
Precision toroidal current transformers ( TCTs)
provide stable antenna monitor sampling while
eliminating the problems associated with loops.
TCTs also work well in supplying additional modulation monitor or test sample RF outputs. The transformer coupled ammeter ( TCA) offers stable base or
common point current readings, independent of
modulation. The dual and single scale meters also
provide remote DC outputs.

interfering fields that would destroy time domain
reflectometers are virtually ignored by the PRH-1.
This instrument can handle up to 1,000 watts of
induced power on an intermittent basis as it locates
faults on transmission lines. Provides avisual representation of the transmission or sample line, STL
coax, or antenna, using your oscilloscope.

Low Power RF Ammeters— When every
milliamp of current counts, depend on the accuracy of
the TCA-Jr. This portable RF ammeter is designed to
plug into either aDelta Mi50 Meter Jack ( pictured
above), or astandard J-plug jack. Two current ranges
are available: 0.2 to 1.0 Ampere, or 0.4 to 2.0
Amperes.
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Transmitter Power Controller— Your
-;*mui ":"
e
r

Rotary Variable Inductor— where long
life and high reliability are required, specify the RVI.
Designed to provide long life, even under continuous
rotation, the RVI is available in either 12 µH or 10 µH
versions ( maximum inductance). Other values by
special order.

I
-

4

e

•

•

insurance against over- and under-power citations.
Continuously monitors transmitter power levels,
compensating for AC power line sag by adjusting
the transmitter to 100% power.

tifiseireie
RF Receiver/Generator—A rugged, high
output ( 2watts) generator and correlation detector
receiver virtually eliminate false nulls caused by interfering signals. The RG-3A operates from 0.5 to 1.65
MHz, and the expanded range of the RG-4 generates
signals from 100 kHz to 30 MHz.

Digital Controlled Processor— This inexpensive, stereo triband processor boasts user-friendly
controls and an aggressive sound. Mono stations
can take astep toward AM Stereo, at aprice that
won't break the budget.

The Above Standard
Industry Standards.
DELTA ELECTRONICS
Impedance Bridges— At last, ameans of
measuring your impedance under fuli power Both
portable and in-line bridges are available, with a
variety of features, for both AM broadcast and HF
applications. The in-line Common Point Bridge can be
supplied with aTCA RF Ammeter to permit precise
current and impedance measurements.

Delta Electronics, Inc. • 5730 General Washington Dr.
P.O.Box 11268 * Alexandria, VA 22312 * U.S.A.
Telephone: 703-354-3350
FAX: 703-354-0216 • Telex: 90-1963
D1988 — Delta Electronics, Inc. C-QUAM is aregistered
trademark of Motorola, Inc. Manufactured under license from
Motorola, Inc.
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AM Antenna Monitors— These are true
ratio monitors which deliver aratio reading without
the need to continually reset the reference tower to
1.000. This simple operation reduces errors by nontechnical personnel and makes tuning an array easier.

SIMPLE SOLUTION

TO A

BIG PROBLEM

(Appearance subject to change)

The Dedicated, Single- channel, Stereo DUBBING CENTER Mixer
Tying up the money room to dub records, CDs, agency tapes and R-DAT to another format
is wasteful of time and money. If you've tried to solve this problem by hanging components
together, you've discovered that available mixers make this adifficult task. Packaging and
assembly is no picnic, either. We know that dubs are made for convenience. For that reason,
your dub must be as clean as possible.
These are reasons why we came up with the DUBBING CENTER dedicated mixer. The DUBBING
CENTER mixer uses design techniques and circuit components which result in the highest
quality method of transfer from one format to the other. For the price, the DUBBING CENTER
mixer gives even an intern all the facility necessary to make flawless dubs.

>FEATURES and BENEFITS •
Built-in oscillator. . . 40, 1k and 10 kHz
• Bias tweak . . . slate tones.
Input may be selected among 4 formats
• Easy transition between and among formats.
Balance control with center detent
• Allows for imbalance on any input source material.
In-built time delay for source start, cart start
• Makes tape cart dubs foolproof.
Monitor mono mix, stereo, left only, right only
• Easily spot out- of- phase source material.
Monitor input or tape of up to 2 associated
tape machines
• Instant quality control of taped material.

We also assemble complete dub centers from your
custom specifications. How do your components
stack up? ITC, Fidelipac, BE or Audicord cart machines.
Sony, Denon, Tascam or Technics compact disc
players. Nakamichi or Tascam cassette machines. Add
the turntable, tape recorder and/or R-DAT of your
choice, and you've got the system. Well supply any
configuration you require.

ONLY FR011iti

SEE IT IN
BOOTH 419, RADIO ' 89 - NEW ORLEANS
and BOOTH 648, SBE - KANSAS CITY
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Revitalizing a Tired Console
by Bill Higgs
Louisville KY Some things need to
change on the inside, but not on the outside. Like the Volkswagen, consoles look
pretty much the same on the exterior
while many changes have been made on
the innards.

BOTTOM LINE
BROADCASTER
Slide faders are becoming away of life,
and our beloved VU meters have nowadays been replaced by blinking LEDs,
but the operation of abroadcast board
is still pretty much the same. An oldtimer would feel right at home in front
of many of today's consoles.
Last month we reminisced abit about
the classic steel cabinets, with images of

. . . anything that
uses tubes or discrete
transistors is probably
due for an update.
amber pilot lights, round VU meters,
and brightly glowing 12AY7s (you old
old-timers will tell me all about 6V6s that
didn't glow and type 30s that did).
Updating components
Let's begin this month by defining old.
For our purposes, anything that uses
tubes or discrete transistors is probably
due for an update.
With the state of the art what it is,
equipment goes over the hill sooner than
it used to. The IC op-amp has revolutionized the audio console, particularly
in one basic feature: the summing amplifier.
First, a bit of "noise" about noise.
Noise of any sort has been abugaboo in
radio audio since de Forest first noticed
shot noise in his triodes, and it comes
from several sources: thermal noise (unavoidable above absolute zero), hum and

TMD

inherent device noise. Unfortunately,
amplifiers can't tell the difference between noise and signal and happily
boost both.
Older consoles, both tube type and
solid state, had handled the noise problem in the preamp stages pretty well.
Well-filtered power supplies, shielded
mic cables and quality transformers
helped. So did low-noise tubes and transistors. Likewise with line amplifiers.
A major noise producer, however, was

approximately five to fifteen times the
fader (as in Sparta, for example); the
resistors should be at least 47K. Identical resistors will yield approximately
unity gain, while a higher value feedback resistor will increase gain.
There is always a tradeoff, however.
Higher value resistors will increase
noise, which is what we are trying to
eliminate. No such thing as afree lunch.
The gain pots can be anything from 50
cent trimmers to 50 dollar steppers. I

Figure 1.
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the summing amplifier. It generally
"summed" audio currents into a low
value resistor, followed by a high-gain
circuit to recover resistive losses. And
any resistive source followed by high
gain leads to noise.
Herein is the beauty of the modern IC
op-amp. The inputs to this device, inverting and non- inverting, follow one
another. If one of the inputs is
grounded, the other will appear as avirtual ground. We can therefore sum into
what appears to be a ground node,
rather than into aresistive load.
Isolation between inputs is thus
greatly increased. Furthermore, and
more importantly, our nasty old resistor
is gone, with all its thermal noise. The
gain of the stage becomes clean, and design of asumming amp becomes simple.
Or almost simple.
The design stage
Consider Figure I. This circuit was
used in an automation system design of
mine, as well as in several retrofits Ihave
done. The circuit works well, and is
fairly foolproof. Note that Ihave used 10
kilohm resistors into the circuit as well
as for the feedback resistors.
The idea here is that the resistors be

confess to being fond of 10-turn pots for
accuracy of adjustment.
The line amplifier is asimple differential driver. A simple design, really: one
side swings toward the + 15 volt rail while
the other side swings an equal amount
toward the — 15 volt rail. The 33 ohm
resistors are primarily for protection of
the op amps, which will run an output
of approximately + 6 dBm. This allows
adequate headroom for most purposes.
Beyond the summing amp, Iused DC

coceee

coupling. The chips specified have very
little offset (stray output voltage), so Idid
not find coupling capacitors necessary.
Besides, Ihate the miserable things.
Putting it together
Construction, fortunately, is straightforward. Layout is not especially critical,
but keep the inputs and outputs separated. Ihave built this circuit on etched
PC boards, and also on perfboard. Both
seem to have worked equally well. I
would recommend some copper on top
the board, however, to head off any feedback problems.
Be sure to allow some cooling. One way
these chips manage such excellent distortion figures is by increasing the bias currents. Translation: they run warm.
At this point, all we need to have a
happy console is metering and monitoring. Next time we'll look at an audio monitor circuit and ameter isolation amplifier.
In the meantime, if you haven't done it
already, put afresh coat of paint on the
console and reletter it. Put aDorsey record
on the old transcription turntable, prop
your feet up, and relax. You deserve it.
aa
Bill Higgs is on the engineering staff of
WHAS-TV, was CE for WXLN/WF1A and
has also done station consulting work. He has
aPhD. in Theology which helps explain his
patience with small market radio. He can be
reached at 812-945-9414.

From This

Telescoping Antenna Masts
For Remote Broadcasting

•Easily installed on your van or promotional vehicle.
•Quick erecting for fast set ups.
•Cost effective when compared to equalized telephone loops.
•High quality audio from mast mounted RF links.
•Pneumatically raised in minutes.
•Rugged construction for long dependable life.
•Extended heights of 20 to 34 ft. for greater range on remote
broadcast.

----

WILL- BURT
RO. BOX 900

11)
) AM/FM

Orrville, OH 44667
216/682-7015
An Employee Owned Company
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Allied Broadcast Systems is set up to handle everything
from planning a single, low-cost studio, to creating
a major turnkey broadcasting complex complete
with state-of-the-art studios, automation,
RF, STL, transmitter and satellite downlink facilities.
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A Quick and Easy Studio Phone
Speakerphones May Be
the Answer for Many
Stations' Headaches
by John "Q" Shepler
Rockford IL Telephones. Can't live
with 'ern, can't smash 'em.
Telephones and radio stations have
been together for alot of years. Our audio standards were derived from phone
company standards. Why, then, is it so
difficult to hook the phone line to the
control board and get something that
sounds good?
A big hassle a lot of stations have is
putting alistener's call on the air. There's
poor Jo-Jo-In-The-Morning with the
handset tucked under his cheek and the
cord stretched across his neck. This man
is seriously trying to discuss last night's
game with an irate listener, while he
fumbles for his next cart.
Jo-Jo's atop radio gymnast, but sooner
or later, he's going to get tangled up in
that cord and the stack of carts will crash
to the floor. Expletives will not be
deleted.
Not only is the normal phone handset difficult to use on the air, it sounds
crummy. If you use a telephone company coupler to grab the audio, you get
whatever is on the line. The caller's au-

dio is attenuated by miles of wire, so you
pot up 10 or 20 dB.
Every call has adifferent level. Worse,
what you say in the mouthpiece has a
hot level. You pot down, way down, to
unpin the board meter. Your voice
sounds muffled, not anywhere close to
studio quality.

TIPS
The next thought is to tap the audio
off the earpiece, not the phone line. This
makes your voice sound even crummier
but helps equalize the levels. Still no
good.
The early years
In the old days, you either lived with
this situation or got sneaky. Old Ma Bell
guarded her lines and equipment like
they were on loan from Fort Knox. Woe
unto the station engineer caught hooking ahome brew hybrid gizmo on the
line or even popping the cover off a
phone. Since deregulation, lots of companies are in the phone business, and
some make equipment just for broadcasters.
Before deregulation, there was one
way to get decent phone audio on the
air. You rented a Bell Speakerphone.

pi
(AI L4
Is GONNA' GE1

...So why not get it first?

amic in front of the speaker, connect a
cheap 600/600 ohm transformer across
the speaker. This will provide aline level
to the board. Set the phone next to the
board or on top of it so the caller can
hear you.
Now, you can talk to the caller handsfree off the air. When you go on the
air, don't touch the phone. Simply
turn on your mic and pot up the phone
audio.
For recording callers without going on
the air, switch your mic and the phone

This was a two-piece setup with the
microphone in the main phone body
and aseparate speaker. Executives loved
these for hands-free operation, so they
were easy to come by.
To do atalk show with the Speakerphone, you talked into the studio mics
as usual. A call would come in and
everybody in the studio would listen to
the phone speaker and respond through
their microphone. The caller would hear
the studio announcer and guests
through the phone mic. It would sound
Figure 1.

SPEAKERPHONE
"Mute"

"Vol"

)1)
To Line Input On
Control Board

Phone Line
600/600

alittle hollow at the caller's end, but OK
on the air.
How did the phone get on the air?
Easy. Just supply another microphone
pointed at the phone's speaker.
Istill think this is the slickest setup for
most stations. You can buy a speakerphone for $50 to $100 just about anywhere. If you own your own business
phone system, you may have to get the
instrument from the company that made
the system.
Figure 1shows the hookup. Instead of

to the audition channel. You'll get studio quality.
Another option is to bridge the studio mic preamp and feed live mic into
one channel of a recorder and feed
the phone to both the board and the
other channel of the recorder. Just turn
down the monitors before you start
recording.
Some speakerphones have a MUTE
button that comes in handy. When you
put aball game or market report on the
(continued on page 48)

PRECIOUS METAL
The "Vigilante" Multiband Limiter

Has a whole new ring!

from Cutting Edge Technologies lets you capture the edge from
your competition with:

•*•4\

Increased competitive loudness

DYNAMAX Cobalt—
anew generation of tape cartridge
loaded with broadcasting's first cobalt
tape.

t•#., No processing artifacts

Nbr\

No loss of mid-band and presence frequencies

\t%4\

Superior loudness clipper circuitry, virtually distortion free

DYNAMAX Cobalt cartridges
give you more than 2dB of additional
headroom where you need it most.
So, CD's sound like CD's and your
spots and jingles sizzle!

DYNAMAX

Don't get left behind.
Call to find out more about the "Vigilante" Multiband Limiter:

(216) 241-EDGE
FAX: (216) 621-2801

_1
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES INC. • 2501 West 311 Stieet • Cleveland Olin 44113

Grde 69 On Reader Service Card

Cobalt Cartridges from Fidelipac
For agreat price and the world's fastest delivery, call
Professional Audio Supply
5700 E. Loop 820 South
Fort Worth, TX 76119
Tel: (817) 483-7474
(817) 433-7668
Fax: (817) 483-9952

ter"
A PETEX INTERNATIONAL COMPANY

(800-433-7668)

Circle 99 On Reader Service Card

Beat the high cost
of low priced
CD players.

2

I

Studer can save you the high cost of finding out why
low priced CD players aren't worth the money. ...
Say you were to buy 3or 4of those " less expensive"
CD players. You spend time modifying them for remote
use—and void your warranty (for whatever that's worth)—
and afew months of hard use later, they fail. You can't
get them serviced, let alone fixed. So you end up having
to pitch those machines and buy 3or 4more.
On the other hand, you could buy aStuder CD
player—specifically designed for rugged everyday use.
And backed by Studer quality service and technical support-the best in the business.
We service what
we sell.
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Studer costs you less. Figure it out.
In avery short time, asingle Studer more than
pays for itself.
You still want more for your money? How about
absolutely unbeatable sound quality too? Studer's got it.
With both the rack mount A727—the on-air standard for
CD broadcast—and the table-top A730, especially
suited for quick, creative production play.
So don't confuse the price tag with the bottom line.
You might pay less up front for those amateur decks. And
get awhole lot less than you bargained for in the end.
Play aPro instead. Studer. The one built for business.

STUDER REVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.
1425 Elm Hill Pike • Nashville,TN 37210 • (615)254-5651
New York (212)255-4462 • Los Angeles (818)780-4234
Studer Revox Ltd., Toronto (416)423-2831
Call your Studer Revox Full Line Dealer for more information
about the complete line of Studer Revox Professional Products.
Circle 13 on Reader Service Card.
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Wisconsin Willey &
Rex of the Rockies
needle dropped in the correct groove to
play back the facts.
As stated by Fred, "WIBU was one of
Long Beach CA Department of Incidental Corrections and Miscellaneous many stations put on the air in WisconInformation. It seems as though old age sin by Willey Forest, aWisconsin radio
and senility have taken their toll. A call pioneer and aclass A tinkerer."
The station has had arather spotty hisfrom St. Louis corrected my comments
regarding the MITS computer and tory, but is running on all cylinders
Southwest Technical Products. Seems again. According to Fred, WIBU recently
that two different companies are in- has been just ahead of total darkness because of the way the former owners provolved.
grammed the station.
New owners recently changed the format to "All Polka" and the station was in
the black in just afew months. Fred also
sent along acopy of the newspaper article from The Capitol Times in Madison,
el
WI. Dated Thursday, 2April, 1925, the
paper gave an account of the new station
and what was taking place.
The caller is a collector of the MITS
Roland Bushland, owner and manager
systems and has several working
of WCFW, Chippewa Falls, WI, sent a
models. More on these companies and
clipping regarding WIBU that appeared
products as the information becomes
in the Columbia County Senior Citizen
available.
Newspaper, Vol. 2, No. 2 (no date given).
To quote H. Paul O'Brion, "High atop
Wind power
Radio Hill in Poynette, Wisconsin, it's
As for WIBU, Poynette, WI, there is
polka time on The Polka Station, 1240
agreement that the call stood for "Wind
Is Being Used." Fred Baumgartner, a WIBU ... It's just another polka like any
other polka, but—oh!—what agirl in my
sometime contributor to Radio World,
arms ... "
was not the first to call with the data on
According to Lee Harris, 31, co-owner
WIBU, but Fred says that he worked at
of WIBU, the station is one of the 10 olWIBA in Madison, WI for several years
dest stations in Wisconsin. WIBU was
and has alot of history of the area filed
one of only two stations in south central
away in his head. He just has to get the

by George Rig gins

Old
ie Timer

CRL SPOTLIGHT
Create Personality Instantly
. . . Just Add Voice!

CRL's IPP-100 Instant Personality ( mid) Processor is just what
your station needs to enhance its personality. The IPP-100 is a
fully integrated broadcast microphone processor with 18 preset memory positions. A powerful two band, parametric
equalizer drives atwo band compressor with adjustable band
splitting. Mic or line level input and outputs, key lock security
system. LED status system, and easy to use analog controls
make the IPP-100 simple for anyone to use. Plus the IPP-100
features an external audio loop for special effects processors,
and full remote control capability. Best yet, get all this digitally
controlled power for only S1295.

CRL Systems

sUts
Circle 65 On Reader Service Card.

2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe, Arizona 85282 USA.
18001535-7648 16021438-0888
TELEX: 350464
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58 YEARS AGo
SIX STATIONS CLEARED
OVER CLINIC TALKS
Washington.
The Federal Radio Commission made
the following announcement:
Complaint was received concerning the
methods and operation of the Hudson
Clinic which broadcast over a number of
stations in and around New York. The
complainant is apparently a disgruntled
patient of the clinic who resents both the
manner in which he was treated and the
amount demanded for treatment.
An investigation has been completed of
the programs broadcast by this clinic,
which is located in New Jersey and which
treats varicose veins by injection methods.
The stations over which these
broadcasts were carried were: WAAT,
Jersey City, N. J.; WBBC, Brooklyn;
WAAM, Newark; WCDA, New York;
DKBO, Jersey City; WOV, New York,
and WRNY, New York.
Sworn statements have been made on behalf of the
Hudson clinic over these stations.
Hypothetical Questions Answered
Questions and answers by the Hudson
Clinic were carried over some of the stations named. However, personal representatives of the clinic stated that these

questions and answers were purely hypothetical and that no diagnoses were made
or attempted at any time over the air.
Two representatives of the Commission
were directed to proceed to New York
on July 18 with the Commission's portable recording apparatus and to report
programs of the Hudson Clinic. About
10 of these programs were recorded, all
of which were similar in character to the
transcripts submitted by the stations
under oath.
While the Hudson Clinic is being
severely criticized by the medical profession, the broadcasts seem to contain
nothing upon which criticism might be
based.
Case of Medical Ethics
All of the persons administering treatments are duly licensed physicians under
the law of New Jersey, where the clinic
is located. It appears that it is a case
concerning ethics of the medical profession, and it is not a matter upon which
the Commission may take action. It is
thçrefore recommended that no action be
taken regarding the programs by the
Hudson Clinic over the stations named
above and that the matter be closed.
Reproved from Rodeo World, October 1931

Editor's note: The RW of today and
fortuitously share the same name.

the RW of

old, printed for a period of time in the 1920s and 1930s

Wisconsin until after World War II.
The station was originally programmed from the home of William Forest, which was across the street from the
transmitter. The studios have been
located—variously—in Madison, Portage
(above the Downtown First National
Bank), Baraboo, and Beaver Dam (above
I.K. Mayr).
The other station in the area, WIBA,
reportedly was put together by the same
Willey Forest.
Helen Poindexter, widow of Ray Poindexter, awell-known broadcaster of the
mid-south, sold the last copy of Golden
Throats and Silver Tongues to me. She
reports that she has about 100 copies of
Ray's first book, Arkansas Airwaves. If
anyone is interested, let me know and
your request will be forwarded to Helen.
Trailblazer of the Rockies
One of the true pioneers of radio in the
Rocky Mountain region had to be Rex
Howell. Colorado West, the Sunday magazine of The Daily Sentinel, published
Sunday, 23 May, 1976, did afeature article on Rex who was celebrating his 50th
year in broadcasting.
The color picture on the front page
shows Rex adjusting a Collins "box"
(probably the FM exciter), aStaLevel (at
least that is what it looks like), aHeath
audio oscillator, a patch bay, what ap-

pears to be afrequency counter and aBelar mod monitor. All the proper paper
is hanging over the two racks of equipment with the emergency flash light on
amagnetic holder ready—we hope—for
use.
The first station owned by Rex Howell
was KFXJ, Edgewater, CO. The station
got its start when Rex purchased the
equipment from the estate of Elden
Horn, who was electrocuted while installing a station for the University of
Wyoming at Laramie.
The equipment was licensed for portable use under the call letters KFXJ and
was specifically prohibited from operating in any city where there was an existing station. A simple solution was to
set up two blocks out of Denver in Edgewater and go on the air. Official opening night was 1May 1926, with 15 watts
of power.
According to Official Bulletin #2from
the Federal Radio Commission dated
Monday, 18 April 19r, KFXJ—along with
about 120 other stations—was issued a
temporary permit to continue broadcasting from 2938 Benton St. Edgewater, CO
at the same 15 watts on afrequency of
1390 kilocycles, wavelength of 215.7
meters.
Rex moved the station th Grand Junction in 1930, and although there were
(continued on next page)
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audiomedia associates
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New Orleans and Radio ' 89
We represent Broadcast Electronics, Nautel and Shively in
the Gulf south, and over 100 other manufacturers nationwide.
Audiomedia Associates
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Stalking the AM Stereo Car Radio
by George Riggins
Want an automotive receiver that
will decode AM stereo? Radio Shack
has one—catalog number 12-1933.
The problem is it will not fit the DIN
dash configuration of most cars being sold today.
Radio Shack does not have aDIN
conversion package, but J.C. Whitney
of Chicago does. Catalog numbers for
the
conversion
package
are
55BA4088n for Chrysler, Ford and
GM; 55BA36848 for most European
and
Japanese
models;
and
78BA4280AF for makes and models
not specifically listed (These numbers

were taken from page 24, catalog number 504A, of J.C. Whitney & Co.,
Chicago, IL.)
In trying to replace an AM stereo receiver stolen a couple of months ago,
Ifound that no one at the retail level
is interested in knowing about AM stereo. In fact, one Radio Shack manager
made the comment, "Who wants to listen to KFWB, an all-news station, in stereo?"
The man was serious and did not
know that in the Los Angeles area there
are many stations in stereo. He did not
seem to be interested enought to want
to know what is happening to the AM
band.

When this episode was related to
Richard Rudman, director of engineering at KFWB, Ilistened to about five
minutes of good laughter. As Dick put
it, "We are only broadcasting asynthesized stereo signal!'
To finish the story, Ihave not been
able to install anew AM stereo/FM stereo receiver because Icannot find one
to fit a DIN configuration. The Radio
Shack unit will fit from behind the
dash, but will not slip in from the front.
Radio Shack has no DIN kits! In fact,
none of the manager trainees knew
what a DIN installation kit was!
As athought, the NAB powers-thatbe should put together apromotion kit

and purchase 100,000 sets for stations
in major markets to use for local promotion.
Probably a good start would be a
receiver for the home or garage work
bench. An AC/DC receiver would be
less expensive than adecent automobile unit.
Get something out there! Let the
masses find that astereo signal on the
AM band does have something to offer.
The reaction Iget when stereo on
the AM band is mentioned to friends
and neighbors is, "so what!' If AM
stereo is to succeed, abetter promotion job will have to be accomplished
by all concerned.

Call Signs
(continued from previous page)
thin financial times ahead, managed to
keep going. As time progressed, the AM
power was raised to the present 50 kW
day ( 10 kW night) and FM and TV stations were added.
The KFXJ call was transferred to Montrose, CO and another station, with acall
sign of KREX, was moved to Grand
Junction to identify more closely with
Rex Howell. As the station group grew,
the KFXJ call was dropped. It was
decided to go with the call signs of KREX
at Grand Junction, KREY at Montrose
and KREZ at Durango. The stations were
called the XYZ network.

f, ' à efafint'ese•Velel''

VVIBU was one of only
two stations in south
central Wisconsin until
after World War
As a result, the stations' corporate
names were changed from Western
Slope Broadcasting Co., Black Canyon
Broadcasting, and Mesa Verde Broadcasting Co. to anew name of XYZ Television, Inc.
More recent history of the station
group shows that the KREX ownership
was split in 1984 and the radio calls
changed to KIIO-AM and KVEE-FM. After acouple of ownership changes, the
present call signs of KVEE and KVEEFM were put in place in 1987.
According to the Sentinel, Rex Howell
was granted his first amateur license at
age 13. He held the calls of WORX, KORX
and NOSMY. The newspaper account
did not specify which call Rex chose to
keep in later years, but any amateur
would probably be correct on his first
guess. Rex Howell became asilent key
in 1979.
Ido not know who to thank for the report on Rex Howell, but thanks.
A radio Who's Who
Lately, I've received several very interesting documents. One such is apackage from Detroit, including the complete
Report of the Committee in the matter
of The Crosley Radio Corporation
(WLW), Cincinnati, Ohio.
Reading the entire list of stations in the
(continued on page 48)
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GET IT IN

STEREO.

In the field or on the run, the
AKG C 522 ENG, mics it just like
you hear it — in stereo. Wherever
you are, whatever you're recording,
from courthouse interview, press
conference, rock concert, to forest
fire, the C 522's clarity, rugged
performance, and convenience are
exactly what you need to add a
true-life dimension.
Inside its sturdy housing are two
matched cardioid condenser

capsules, elastic- mounted for low
noise and pre-configured to give
you asmooth, one-handed XY-stereo
field. It's aworkhorse mic, with
the little extras aworking pro needs,
like abuilt-in rechargeable battery,
low-power warning LED, integrated
on/off switch and boom mount
shock suspension.
Get it live in stereo with the AKG
C 522.

AKG .

Reporter. Denim O'Brien
pannision ri Calory Connwicetims. Inc
AKG 1987
und Kno-Gerate GmbH. Austna

eAkususche
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A DCO Log Review
outside the authorized power window.
Most were operating under power (anywhere from 1% to 89%). Other stations
were cited for operating at 108% to 140%
of licensed power.
You may want to use the "tightened
window" limits for your log review.
Of course, limit charts and instructions should be posted for other operators.
Ensure the logged power/pattern
change times are correct. One station
was cited for changing to night pattern
15 minutes late. Another was fined $2000
for operating ND during DA hours,

(continued from page 34)
If, however, you stick to the "old rules"
and log readings every three hours or so,
and immediately after amode change,
the DCO will have something to review
on a weekly basis that demonstrates
compliance with many of the terms of
the license.
The DCO log review should include
limit checks on all logged parameters,
which should include those necessary to
determine power by the direct and indirect method, DA parameters, and the
suggested daily readings.
Many stations were cited for operating

operating at 140% power and causing
harmful interference to another station.
EBS
Probably the most frequenty violated
rules (and those that got afine almost
every time) regard EBS. Operators are required to log EBS tests received and sent.
The station is required to have a test
transmission logged (once aweek on a
random basis between 8:30 AM and local sunset) and an over-the-air test reception logged each week, or include an explanation as to why.
The explanation would normally tell
what you are doing to insure it does not
happen again (repairing EBS generator/receiver/decoder, etc.).
Failure to log EBS test reception will

get you a $300 fine. At sign-on (or midnight, if 24 hours) have the operator
check the EBS receiver to insure it's
receiving the proper station and that EBS
is not activated [73.931(d)].
Have the operator log the results of
this test. Make sure operators log EBS
tests sent and received. As part of your
weekly DCO log review, make sure all
these EBS items are logged.
We'll continue this look at FCC violations next month. Ireally appreciate all
the calls Ireceive to discuss these articles.
I'll look forward to hearing from you.
Harold Hallikainen is president of Hallikainen & Friends, abroadcast equipment design, manufacture, sales and installation
firm. He can be reached at 805-541-0200.

Synthesizer
Recording
(continued from page 28)
only works if your keyboard is velocity
sensitive.
After you've adjusted the volume of
each track in this way, hit the play key
on your computer keyboard to play the
sequence. The desired mix of patches
will play on your synth.
If your synth has several individual
outputs—one for each patch—connect
them to amixer and set up astereo mix
with panning and effects.
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Cellcast

The Clear Choice Anytime, Anyplace

(MAST REVOLUTIONIZES
REMOTE BROADCASTING
The Cellcast Remote Broadcast Studio makes quality remotes fast and easy.
From Main Street to Mardi Gras, you're on tie air in asnap.
Cellcast combines the best features of aprofessional mixing console and
an 832 channel cellular telephone into one convenient package.
And the easier you can move, the more remotes you can do. To learn more
about the Cellcast remote revolution, give us acall today!

eiN
REMOTE

„,mseilicast

BROADCAST

Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone project engineer and technical writer with Crown International. He can be reached at 219294-8000.

Affordable
Lightning
Protection

TI.

Charge dissipation with 1/8", type
304,stainless steel rods ground to needle sharpness. They won't bend from ice
and severe weather. They provide acontinous low-resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall
structures.
Let us design your system at
no cost or obligation!

Write For Free Brochure.

STUDIO

RETAIL PROMOTIONS, NEWS, SPORTS. CALI. 1-800-852-1333
In-lech, Inc., 2
,
115 Easi Skelly Drive. ›Fulsa. Oklahoma 74105, 918-125-5588
See us at RADIO 89 with Allied Broadcast Equipment
Circle 58 On Reader Service Card

Recording the mix
If your synth has asingle output (mono
or stereo), use your 2-track recorder to
record the mix from that output.
Plug your synthesizer's audio output
(mono or stereo) into the line inputs of
your 2-track recorder. Or, if your synth
has several individual outputs connected
to a mixer, record off the mixer stereo
outputs.
Hit the play key on your computer
keyboard, and set the recording level for
your recorder as follows:
Cassette: 0 maximum
Open-reel: + 3VU maximum
DAT: — 3 dB maximum.

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499
(505)325-5336
Fax:(505)326-2337
Mastercard/Visa
Circle 93 On Reader Service Card
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Will DAT Survive?
(continued from page 29)
spring of next year, some six to nine
months away. This delay could very well
mean that consumers once again look for
other devices to round out their stereo
systems.
Bad news, maybe, for the consumer
electronics industry, but what of the impact on the broadcast community? These
days we are being offered aspectrum of
studio and portable DAT decks, ranging
from lightly warmed-over consumer
decks with hard knocks reliability to
match, through wellengineered professional machines, on up to full-function,
time code-capable recorders. You pays
your money and you takes your choice.
Price of progress
But we all know that the major
manufactures of CD and DAT hardware
amortize agreat deal of their R&D costs
over both the consumer and professional
markets.
For the broadcasters to be able to purchase cost-effective hardware that will be
supported and upgraded for the foreseeable future, a manufacturer needs to
look for a wider marketplace than the
(relatively) modest number of recording
and production studios, TV/radio stations and video post facilities that make
up the majority of potential Pro-DAT
users.
True, professional decks need to be
offered with more sophisticated features
than those for the consumer market. But
there's no denying that innovating for a
million potential users makes a great
deal more sense than developing specialist products for just several thousand.
And yes, I've heard all of the arguments. The professional market is, to a
certain extent, self-supporting and will
(and has already) innovate specialist

products for its own use. It's been my experience, however, that rare indeed are
products from Japan that truly break
new ground without adiverse and expanding user base.
Proceed with caution
So what's the prognosis? To go DAT or
not to go DAT; that might be the question of the moment. My advice would
be to proceed carefully. Check with the
major suppliers and their distributors to
see if you can secure acommitment from
them about new hardware that does
what you need it to do.
You should look for features such as
full remotecontrol functions; correctly
implemented digital interfaces with
transfer of Start IDs and timing information, in addition to digitized audio at
44.1/48 kHz; full dealer/distributor support and information about head life and
tape reliability; time code capabilities
with dedicated editing controllers (even
if you never plan to synchronize digital
audio to picture, accurate assembly and
insert editing for DAT requires a dedicated time code track); and so on.
DAT holds agreat deal of promise for
broadcasters as aportable, cost-effective,
highquality recording and playback
medium. But we will soon outgrow the
initial fascination with its features and
functions. For DAT to be accepted by the
broadcast community it needs active and
continuing support from the manufacturers.
Mel Lambert has been intimately involved
with the production and broadcast industries
on both sides of the Atlantic for the past decade, and is currently president of Media &
Marketing, aconsulting service for the professional audio industry. He can be reached at
818-753-9510.

The
Carts You
Can Count On

From The Supplier You
Can Count On
Demanding broadcasters around the world count on
Audiopak broadcast cartridges for consistent response,
dependable quality and outstanding reliability. Highperformance tape formulations, superior coating
processes and rugged, " no maintenance" casing
designs have made Audiopak the international
standard. Why settle for other broadcast cartridges?
Getting " workhorse" A2s, " stereo" AA- 3s or " digital ready" AA- 4s is as easy as picking up your phone.
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You
can measure...
with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.
E L
Pt
CALL ARNO MEYER ( 215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

BROADCAST

SUPPLY

WEST

America's Full- Time Broadcast Supplier

1-800-426-8434
ORDERS • INFORMATION • SPECIFICATIONS
BSW • 7012 27th Street W • Tacoma, WA 98466 • FAX 206-565-8114
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KMOD Spoofs MTV's
"Remote Control"
by Dee McVicker
Tulsa OK KMOD FM's CE Steve Davis
doesn't know what has come over the
station lately. One week it's a Smokehouse Blues remote and the next, aTV
game show. So much for the proverbial
pocket protector and the reputed bench
job.

RADIO
A few weeks ago Davis did aremote
from Disney World, atwo-state hop from
the station's studios in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
And prior to that, it was the station's infamous TV game show—a take-off on
MTV's spoof of early TV quiz shows.
Davis has done the TV gig twice and it's
likely he will do it again next year.

Word of KMOD's promotion had evidently reached MTV through asponsor
of the Rainbow Expo affair, and MTV
was there to audition alikely contestant
for the real show.
Meanwhile, contestants sat in overstuffed chairs facing a large, makebelieve TV screen. They had been
selected from the audience, and many of
them had their feet propped up on foot
massagers that looked remarkably like
bowling pins.
Every once in awhile a contestant
would throw anervous glance at one of
the props. Usually it was the hospital
gurney with IV stand—the coveted "hot

A radio TV quiz show?
Lampooning MTV's Remote Control
game show was the station manager's
idea. It was first staged at the station's annual Rainbow Expo, a fairtype extravaganza. KMOD's version of the wayward MTV music and TV trivia show
was, according to Davis, "ameasure of silliness" that they didn't actually broadcast.
It was intended as apromotion to give
seat," where finalists were strapped in
KMOD listeners achance to get up on
and purportedly hooked up to an IV for
stage and win prizes. No one suspected
the final round.
that they would stage the event again—
especially for MTV, which was looking
Behind the scenes
for aworthy Tulsa contestant.
The TV screen, actually arear projecBut, they did. And Davis was behind
tion screen, had aborder of lights that
the sound board once again, screaming
signified channels, or categories of quesinto the mic and concocting an ambience
tions. "When acontestant called achanof chaos. The local Brady Theatre was
the stage for the event this time, and a nel, we'd blink the channel light on and
off. Plus, when they were waiting to pick
representative from MTV flew in for the
(a channel), we'd make the lights cycle
occasion.

Only 10 of
these
&nine of
these
can save
you alot of
these
81 thousands
of these

The gang's all here: (from left) MOD's Brent Douglass, Bill Paddock, winner Kimmie Ray, MTV
rep Richard Conner and KMOD's Phil Stone on the set.

around and flash," said Davis. Some of
the more popular channels were "Gilligan's Island" and "Tulsa TV."
Each contestant had adummy remote
control device that worked on the "manual overdrive" principle; meaning, the
contestant would shout out the channel
(or category) of choice and Davis and Remote Engineer Byran Sparks would
•scramble for the right slide projection
with its carted audio effect.
Since Davis had to find his way
through agood many carts and Sparks
was equally preoccupied with a slide
projector that held only two slides at a
time, synchronizing the two was quite
afeat.
Once this was managed, the screen
would miraculously show a caricature
interpretation of the selected channel—
thanks to salesman Brad Popejoy, the
station's closet cartoonist. At the same
time atheme song, or afacsimile of one,
would introduce the next question.
By now, the contestants would be getting itchy fingers. The first one to push
his or her buzzer would get aturn at answering the question. The DJ (or MC, as
MTV calls them) played on this mount-

Hidden talents revealed
Some of the categories featured the
KMOD crew in rare form. DJ Paul Welch
made a great Whistler's Brother, evidently afamily member in the Whistler's
Mother entourage, who would whistle
a tune that contestants would have to
guess.
News Director Janine Burns, a very
good singer in other settings, belted out
segments of songs—notably off-key—for
which contestants had to supply the next
line. Sonya Brown, the station's sales
secretary, did an equally off-the-wall
pantomime of impressions in the bad
impressions category. Even the dentist of
one of the engineers threw in akeyboard
number every now and then to set the
mood.
When contestants thought they had
(continued on page 52)

The National Supervisory Network
redefines the minimum wage—$ 1.09.
If you're paying more than $1.09 per hour, including wages, payroll
taxes, and insurance for duty operators, you're paying more than
you have to. And more than likely, getting less than you should be.

Introducing national off-premise control
from the National Supervisory Network.
For $ 1.09 per hour— total— you can have alicensed engineer/
operator on duty 24 hours aday via satellite, ensuring full FCC and
EBS compliance, proper transmitter operations, accurate logs and
the level of reliable quality that today's market demands. We even
provide your engineer with equipment performance reports.
CFR Part 73 sets the standards. We help you maintain them and
much, much more.
Call now to learn more about this revolutionary new service
1 (800) 345-VSAT
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DATAWORLD MAPS CAN
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ing excitement with typical DJ-style antics as he strolled the stage with awireless mic.
Everything, including the buzzer, was
miked to the PA system, so there was no
chance of missing out on any of the earsplitting fun.
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Designed. Then priced.
Not vice-versa.
ther manufacturers set price goals, then
commit their designers to create products to fit
the price. Worse still, their prices must leave room
for dealer profits.
Your station works as well as your consoles let it.
How do you know whether your consoles have been
built to aprice, or designed to perform? If they're
from Pacific Recorders, you have the assurance that
avery real difference in priorities is at work.
The difference:

When they're finished, we price it.

And since we don't build in adealer mark- p,
u

customers always receive the best price on their
equipment. Our published end-user price would be
others' "confidential dealer cost". The "negotiation
discount" you'd properly expect from their dealers,
we invest in superior components.
So the next time you have the chance to order new
consoles, maybe you'd be better off to look beyond
the price tag and see the value of our approach.
Excellence first. All else second.

[lease send me
ur design engineers are in the happy position
abrochure on:
of being encouraged to choose materials, comE Air consoles
ponents, techniques and approaches as they see fit.
D Production consoles
Their objective is products with uniquely superior
D Cart machines
E Dolby SR® for cart
attributes: Maximum headroom. Minimum noise and
E Everything PR&E offers
distortion. Total RF immunity. Tough, reliable housings. Massive power supplies. Friendly control
Return this coupon to:
Pacific Recorders &
panels.
Engineering Corporation

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0239.
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Studio Phone Solution
(continued from page 40)
air, you can push the mute button and no sound will be picked
up by the phone. You can then
make as much noise as you
want in the studio without cutting off the caller.
The down side
As you can tell, I'm hot on
speakerphones. There is one
situation where they don't work
well, though. That is when the

at a time. The speakerphone
caller has to be able to talk and
has a VOX circuit inside that
listen at the same time.
switches between you and the
Here's an example. A station
has an on-air contest. The caller caller.
That's not a big problem in
gets 15 seconds to answer a
most conversations because
question. During this 15 second
only one party talks at atime.
torture period, the caller hears
However, if you start talking or
aclock ticking over the phone,
make other noises in the studio,
with a buzzer at the end.
the caller is cut off.
Sorry—contest over.
If you want to play a cart
You can't do that with a
down the phone line while the
speakerphone because only one
caller is talking, or if you want
party can talk on the phone line

your talk show host and callers
to be able to scream at each
other simultaneously, you need
something called ahybrid.
A hybrid transformer or circuit converts the separate talk
and listen channels into atwoway signal on the phone line.
It's also called 4wire/2 wire conversion. Your normal phone has
this circuit inside, but as you
know, the audio picked off the
line isn't fit for broadcast.
A number of companies:
Gentner, Telos and Symetrix, to
name the best-known, are now
making broadcast quality hybrid phone interfaces. If you

HERE-TO BE A LEADER
U HAVE TO PERFORM!

And Cablewave's FM Broadcast Antennas
ARE PROVEN First Rate Performers!
Proven performance and reliability
two of the many reasons
broadcasters from Canada to
Chile choose Cablewave Systems.

UZI

Member ot the
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System. Group
=r1
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Manufactured under stringent quality
control, our most popular FM antenna
lines, CFM and HFM, are both
designed with high power- handling
of 5-40 kW with up to 16 bay configurations. The CP-1000 and HP-1000 FM
antennas are suitable for lower power
applications of 1-4 kW. Our ECFM
and EHFM antennas are designed for

the lower power requirements o
educational stations.
Write or call for our new 12 page
FM BROADCAST ANTENNA
literature — Cablewave Systems,
60 Dodge Avenue, North Haven, CT
06473, ( 203) 239-3311.

Cablewave Systems

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0400.

need this sophistication and can
afford it, that's your best solution.
However, if you still want to
run that contest with acheapo
speakerphone, here's athought.
Tell your caller to turn on the radio, but just loud enough to
hear, or put a headphone on
one ear. That way, you can have
atwo-way system without getting feedback on the air.
u. .
John Shepler is an engineering
manager, broadcast consultant,
writer and regular RW columnist.
He can be reached at 815654-0145.

Radio's
Pioneers
(continued from page 43)
Official Bulletin of the FRC,
dated 18 April 1927, is most fascinating. The list of stations is a
veritable Who's Who of the
early broadcasters. As listed,
there are several cities that were
operating stations. Several of
the early calls have been transferred to other cities, and some
have gone never to be used
again.
Among the other documents
received was a copy of The
Proceedings and Recommendations
for Regulation of Radio. The conference from which the proceedings were taken was the Fourth
National Radio Conference. It
was chaired by then Secretary of
Commerce, Herbert Hoover.
The Conference ran from 9-11
November 1925. Among the
nine committees was one on interference! From all indications,
we were plagued by that nasty
bug even in that early period of
radio history.
Ever wonder what the suggested costs of stations were in
1931? Electronics magazine did a
breakdown of several power
ranges as to capital costs and
maintenance. Projected costs,
including ,operating expenses
for the first year, were estimated
to be approximately $109,300 for
a1kW station and $634,150 for
a50 kW station.
As written, the figures were
to be regarded as minimum
costs, and did not include such
things as the foundations for
the buildings and towers. Not
excluded, but with cautions,
were the possible costs of land
depending on the local land
values and the amount of property required for the transmitter site. The author cautioned
that costs could be increase by
as much as 100 percent.
More
reminiscing
next
month.
George Riggins has experience in
radio and electronics dating back to
the 1930s. He is also alicensed ham
operator and has had his ozvn
broadcast sales and service company, Riggins Electronic Sales, for
over 20 years. He can be reached at
213-598-7007.
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The
STUTSL
for the
90s is
here now.
And not a
moment
too soon.
•Two Way Multi-Channel
Communications
•Transparent Digital Audio
•Multiple Signal
Path Options

It's time for a new kind of SIL. Drastic cost increases are
just one sign that the phone company is tired of balanced
equalized lines and is ready to pull the Class A plug. Meanwhile, microwave spectrum is scarce— in some areas,
channels are unavailable.
QEI's new CAT\Link Composite Audio Transmission Link is
the digital SIL alternative. It transmits composite and other
signals over a single telco Ti data line*. Ti service costs
less than Class A, and it's so reliable that the big banks use
it for their vital financial data.
CAT\Link encodes the fully processed composite signal and
decodes it at your transmitter, so you can run the stereo
generator and processing at the studio. At the same time,
CAT\Link configurations can send and receive SCAs, control
channels, voice communications, RS232 data, AM audio,
transmitter readings, and satellite or remote programs.
With CAT\Link, you always get full stereo separation: There
are none of the phase or amplitude fluctuations that plague
dual-channel STLs. Dynamic range is up to 84 dB, and your
processed composite signal can use virtually all of it. So the
only thing you'll hear is clear, clean, undistorted audio.
Worried about replacing Class A lines, getting a microwave
channel, or sight- line infringement? Call QEI toll-free at
800-334-9154 for full info on CAT\Link, the bidirectional,
digital, easy- wired STL. And turn the weak link in your
signal chain into one of the strongest.
*CAT\Link will also drive over a mile of twisted pair wire, nearly two miles of fiber optic cable,
or a 23 di-1z SIL.

Quality • Engineering • Innovation
P.O. Box D • One Airport Drive
Williamstown, New Jersey 08094
24 Hr. Service Hotline 609-728-2020 • Fax 609-629-1751
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Computerizing Radio News
by Phillip O. Keirstead
Tallahassee FL After stabilizing in
1988, the newsroom computer business
has again heated up, with at least six
new firms offering products to radio stations.
The major theme of this new batch of
vendors is wire capture. Their software
will take in your wire service feed on
your computer, while the computer is actually being used for something else.
To some extent, this entrepreneurial
outburst complicates shopping for a
newsroom computer system, and obscures the fact that after years of research
and marketing effort, there are avariety
of proven products on the market.
The entrance of new vendors has its
pluses and minuses. On the plus side,
more competition can mean better software at lower prices. On the flip side,
some among the half-dozen firms have
not done their marketing homework and
do not appear to have products suitable
for immediate use in radio newsrooms.
The competition
Of the new entrants, the first systems
were designed to run on Apple Macintosh computers. Newsroom software
vendors have shied away from the Macs,
because they are better graphics
machines than word processors. However, they are extremely popular with
some sectors of the business and personal computer market.
Sandra Scheld of Hoffman Estates, IL,
has created software for the Mac. She
calls her package WireWrite. Scheid has
credentials in radio and broadcast news.
WireWrite provides simultaneous wire
capture and editing on one Macintosh.
You can also network the Macs so several
workstations have access to the wire
copy. Scheid provides the news copy retrieval software and you provide your favorite word processing package.
WireWrite also provides some archiving capabilities. The quoted prices are
$1295 for commercial stations and $995

for non-commercial/non-profit organizations.
Porter Communications and Publishing Systems in Merrimack, NH offers a
system called PADCOM. The software is
designed to run on IBM compatibles, although it can be imported to Apple systems through networking. Owner Gary
Porter, like most of the new broadcast
newsroom computer vendors, has a
background in newspaper computer systems.
Isaw a demonstration of the Porter
software in Merrimack earlier this year.
It was not set up for ease of use. A published list of users shows one radio station and an impressive collection of
newspapers, but Porter told us there
were no radio users. Frankly, this one

On the plus side,
more competition can
mean better software
at lower prices.
needs a lot of refinement.
Information Engineering Associates in
Bedford, MA has acquired rights to
broadcast software developed by Wayne
Perrick, who was demonstrating his system to broadcasters late last year.
The company is populated with Atex
veterans who consult on newspaper
computer system problems. They sell
PC-based software for newspapers and
seem to know that field. In conversations, they have appeared naive about
broadcasting and certainly do not seem
to have developed amarketing strategy.
The capability seems to be there, but is
the software?
New releases
Iwas tipped that afirm called Computer Engineering Associates in Baltimore planned to enter the newsroom
computer market. They steadfastly refused to respond to calls, so we'll just

have to see whether this one is vaporware, abad tip, or areticent firm.
The Associated Press introduced aPCbased software package at the NAB convention in April, planning to release it
to the market in August. Deputy Director Lee Perryman is riding herd on the
project, called AP NEWSDESK.
The software runs on IBM compatible
PCs. It captures the AP wire, and allows
you to review, edit and print the stories
that interest you. It features easy pop-up
and pull-down menus. While AP is running in the background, you can be tooling around with WordPerfect, Lotus 1-23, or some other software. AP provides
acable to connect the AP satellite dish
to a serial port on your computer.
The AP system demonstrated well at
the NAB, and it is supported by good instructions and documentation. One advantage to the user would be AP's extensive service network. For AP, it would
mean getting rid of responsibility for
pesky printers. No price information has
been released.
The last of the direct entrants into the

radio newsroom computer field is PC
Newswire Manager, from Bavren Computer Associates (Richard Boblenz) in
Marlton, NJ. I talked with Boblenz,
whose product has been quietly on the
market for over two years.
Boblenz is aveteran of Delta Data, a
newspaper computer firm which dabbled in broadcast computers. He has installations running at WUSL-FM,
WEGX-FM, and WFLN-FM in Philadelphia, and is installing a system at
WHWH in Princeton, NJ.
One feature Inoted of the system was
a one-key switch between the word
processor and the wire capture feature.
The system also provides automatic archiving.
Prices run about $1000 per workstation
plus $600 per newswire received. Check
this one out.
Another new firm is NewsMaker Systems of Moorpark, CA. The company's
product is currently being sold to TV stations, although it can be used for radio.
Isaw the system at the NAB this year.
(continued on page 52)

Newsroom Computer Vendors at aGlance
Information Engineering
3Preston Court Bedford, MA 01730
617-275-3870
Michael V. McKenna, President
Charles Fizer, VP Sales
Bavran Computer Associates
12 Marni Court Marlton, NJ 08053
609-983-2960
Richard L. Boblenz, President
5th Estate Software
3 Golf Center, Suite 314
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195
312-354-9577
Sandra Scheid, President
Porter Communications
& Publishing Systems
579 Daniel Webster Highway

Merrimack, NH 03054
603-424-4161
Gary Porter, President
Computer Engineering Associates
Baltimore, MD
301-247-5244
Paul Keys, President
The Associated Press
Broadcast Services
1825 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006-1253
202-955-7223
Lee Perryman, Deputy Director
NewsMaker Systems
12651 Countrymeadow Street
Moorpark, CA 93021
805-529-7223
Dean L. Ko'key, President
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the demands of our equipment."

Beaven Els, Chief Engineer, WFAA-TV Dallas
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1400 South Sherman • Richardson, TX 75081
2141 238-5300

A television signal going to millions of homes can be avery complicated process. In Dallas. WFAA-TV has been THE dominant force for decades. This success is
due, in large part. to the technical expertise BEHIND the camera.
As Beaven Els will attest. WFAA-TV is committed to investing in the finest
equipment. From the most sensitive recording instruments to the electric clock in
the lobby. WFAA-TV must have areliable source of power. That's why Chief Engineer
Els chose to have everything protected by the POWER SIFTOR* from Current
Technology.
The effects of unfiltered power can wreak havoc in atelevision station. Digital
equipment and computers can be destroyed by " dirty 'Dower", and the
POWER SIFFOR typically eliminates these effects. And, Underwriter's
Laboratories has made the picture even more clear by giving the
POWER SIFTOR outstanding marks in the 1449 testing program.
Beaven Els is right. WFAA-TV's investment in programming
and equipment are two reasons for the station's success. But
without power protection, the station's " sign off" might occur
earlier than scheduled.
Don't wait. Failure to act can result in permanent damage to
your equipment! Our analysis of your power protection needs
is free...and so is the call. 800 238 5000 exliteoPeter Diamond.
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News Computer Firms
Vie for Radio Market
(continued from page 51)
The principal, Dean Kolkey, has anewspaper system background, but seems to
have done his homework as far as broadcast applications are concerned.
It wouldn't be at all fair to talk about
new entrants to the newsroom computer
system market without pointing out that
there are a number of mature, experienced companies who offer proven
products.
Columbine, best known for its traffic
and sales products, just installed asystem at KFI radio and the Financial Broadcast Network, both in Los Angeles.
This is a more expensive approach.
Columbine News Management runs on
IBM AS 400 mini-computers and offers
alot of extras, including acall monitoring system for talk shows.
Ralph King at Comprompter has a
number of radio installations using his
ENR Radio software. It runs on IBM
compatibles and varies in price from
$4500 for athree-user networked system
up to $20,000 for abig bells and whistles installation.
Media Computing also has atrack record with good radio software. The customer buys the computer, ships it to Media Computing in Phoenix, AZ, and—
lo and behold— it returns a newsroom
computer system. The basic wire editing

software costs $2495 and the assignment
and archives software costs $1995. There
are other price schedules depending on
the specific installation.
By the way, Media Computing's
"TECKIE" automation control software
works for radio applications, as well as
for TV.
Veteran vendors
One ut the major vendors is Dynatech
NewStar. Its prices are higher, but you
get asophisticated package consisting of
software and hardware for $50,000 and
up. Dynatech makes no attempt to sell
asmall system to the radio market. They
do have along list of network and major market customers worldwide.
Dynatech's main competitor is Basys,
which has just introduced PC NewsDesk
for radio. The software for one terminal,
one wire, and one printer costs about
$1000. It is self-installed and selftrainable by the purchaser.
There are options up to sevendevice
systems for about $7000. If you want a
sophisticated, fault-tolerant, LAN, dualCPU system for anetwork or major market station, Basys will oblige you for
around $50,000 for 12 devices.
One of the really tough competitors
among the new entrants in the market
is News Technology Corporation. The

PUZZLED
ABOUT SATELLITE
"CROSSWORD" ANSWERS?

company is presided over by Peter Kolstad, one of the founders of Basys.
Kolstad will sell you proven wirecapture software for $1000 and a more
elaborate Mercury system on an economical scale based on the number of
terminals you run, plus amonthly fee.
Kolstad has over 50 installations running.
The business of shopping for newsroom computer software has once again
become complicated. There is enough
proven product on the market, though,

that you don't need to waste time on untested software, unless you want to strike
areally tough deal and go through the
hassle, but also good learning experience, of being a"beta" test site.
Phillip O. Keirstead writes a monthly
column on news technology for TV Technology, and is an occasional contributor to RW.
In his other life, he is aprofessor and sequence head of the broadcast journalism program at Florida A&M University in Tallahassee.

KMOD Lampoons MTV
(continued from page 46)
the right answer, and most of them
thought they did, they would hit a
buzzer button set into the podium in
front of them. This is where Davis got
to show another one of his hidden talents ( his most noteworthy hidden talent was bellowing out the introduction
and closing of each show).
He engineered a system that would
lock on to the first buzzer relay, and exclude all others so that there was no dispute as to who had the right to answer
the question. Davis interfaced a twosecond timer to the Radio Shack buzzer,
should there be any doubt that this was
indeed serious MTV business.
The podiums in front of contestants
were also fitted with a110 V lamp hidden behind a gel covering, so the MC
could identify which contestant was up
for the question at hand. The lamp
stayed lit until the MC released it for the
next question. This was for those contestants who "got fidgety and started
buzzing the buzzer" at inopportune
times. Davis rigged the system so that
when a podium lamp was on, the
buzzer was deactivated.
Contestants who came in last in the
round of questions were ceremoniously
removed from the set in awheelchair by
Nurse Blackwell, the station's receptionist. Cheerleaders from the FastBreakers, a semi-pro basketball team,
would boo and hiss and carry on as
losers were wheeled offstage. Finalists,

on the other hand, went on to identify
videos from the hospital gurney.
Periodically, there were other major
productions going on behind the scene.
There was the eventful tornado alarm
that Davis carted up on occasion to
"camp things up a bit." In a few instances, the tornado alert even took a
few seasoned DJs by surprise.
Then there was what looked like atornado. Davis calls this the "snack break,"
where the crew would break up potato
chips and the like, and sling them at the
audience. Davis carted up an innocent
sounding dinner bell for this one.
MTV looking on
Even further behind the scene was the
MTV representative, who was getting an
eyeful and earful of what must have
seemed like old home week at MTV.
From the bedraggled finalists who survived KMOD's crazy antics on and behind the set, MTV picked one lucky winner, who flew to Florida to go through
similar hurdles on the cable network's
game show.
Of course, Davis and the morning
team didn't miss the opportunity to join
their lucky winner in Florida for another
KMOD gig.
Who said the life of aradio CE had to
be dull?
o
Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to RW. To inquire about
her writing service, call 602-899-8916.
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RON RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
P.O. Box 201
Brightwaters, NY 11718
"Simply the Best for Less Always..."
Join us at the SHE Chapter 22 Regional Conention on Erida
'eptember 22...at the Syracuse Sheraton.
Meet Factory Representatives from:
ENERGY ONIX:Meet Bernie Wise as he demonstrates his
new synthesized FM Exciter. See an Operating Energy Onix FM
Transmitter "ON THE AIR" in the booth.

Bring your checkbook!!! SPECIAL S.B.E. SHOW PRICES
GOOD ONLY THE DAN .OF THE SHOW, CASH WITH ORDER!!!
OUTSIDE THE AREA? YOU CAN STILL SAVE CALL US
OR FAX US BEFORE SPM MONDAY SEPTEMBER 18 AND WE
-\\ ILL SEND YOU OR FAX YOU OUR LATEST SPECIAL
I1ST!!!!

1 - 800 - 666 - 3525
or Fax us at 1-516-665-6482
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The Changing Face of Radio
by Dave Hebert
Pasco WA The changing face of broadcasting in the 1980s has given way to new
attitudes, needs and methods of problem
solving. Ground rules that were taken for
granted just a few short years ago are
rapidly changing to make way for an industry which, itself, is taking ajourney
that few among us could forecast.
Witness the advent of satellite delivered programming. This single factor has
shifted attention from the local broadcaster providing ( and determining) the
unique programming required by his

cohrriteta-

ENGINEER

community to asyndicator whose specialty is aservice professionally delivered
and generic in nature.
Ultimately, the industry as awhole is
seen as less of acareer opportunity by
those who once could have seen it as a
rewarding way of life. This trend, for
whatever reason, has translated into
other changing aspects of broadcast life.
Broadcasters lobbied the FCC during
the 1970s to relax what were seen as antiquated, counterproductive technical requirements. We are light years from the
days when every station was required to
have astaff engineer, or at least an available one. Many see this loss in accountability as more contrary than the rules
of the "old school."
Now, engineering departments have
been replaced with so-called "contract
engineers," who assume all or partial
responsibility for many (sometimes competing) broadcasters. For many radio stations, this new relationship can create
some stress and misconceptions as to
how the situation can be handled for the
benefit of those involved.

The

In the classic sense, the contract person conducts affairs as abusiness. He or
she may be involved in asolo service, or
may employ others.
This business can acquire equipment,
clients, and services much as any other
business. The business has responsibities to pay for whatever assets it has, as

results for whatever financial commitment he incurs in his operation. The
technical person, on the other hand,
must have an impetus to become efficient and cost effective for the client
while making aliving.
The concept of "productive time"
seems to satisfy these considerations. As

. .. it is reasonable to use the concept
of "productive time" in determining
charges for a particular task.
‘‘ell as any other demands that other
business enterprises encounter.
When one factors in such costs as
taxes, depreciation, insurance, maintenance of capital assets, rent, etc., suddenly the "price of poker" goes up.
What we are really discussing is time.
This commodity to the broadcaster
represents the commercial inventory he
can sell to make his business turn a
profit, in view of the costs and overhead
he feels. To the contract person, this
same inventory must be turned into an
income that can support his business obligations as well as provide aliving.
To be ethical in our concept of how the
service person insures afair return for
time invested, we must insure that the
technical time available for the task required by the broadcaster is used wisely
and productively.
The technical person should determine the cost of doing business and
weigh it against the needs of many
broadcasters. Ibelieve that it is reasonable to use the concept of "productive
time" in determining charges for aparticular task.
Obviously, nothing in our world is
100% efficient. The technical person cannot be productive in this manner, either.
The radio broadcaster is entitled to

one becomes more proficient at accomplishing a particular task, the time involved becomes less.
The goal of improving one's technical
expertise is rewarded by financial returns
more closely reflecting the time actually
delivered in accomplishment. We have
acondition of better work for the broadcaster,and better pay for the provider.
Both manager and technician must determine the most cost-effective method
of accomplishing a task. These needs
may be better addressed by replacement
of apiece of station equipment, or its return for factory repair.
Sometimes, we may also look at using
another technical person more versed in
the repair of aparticular piece of equipment. Honest communication along
these lines can serve everyone's needs.
Unfortunately, sometimes the technical person must weigh the needs of one
client against another. It is impossible to
be at more than one location at atime,
so the technical person must be able to
fairly identify if aproblem with one station is more disruptive and serious than
that of another client.
The decision can be stressful and
sometimes lead to ill will. Since it is impossible to schedule emergencies, we
have to deal with them as best we can.

has the low
price and digital performance you've waited for!

Serving the broadcasting industry
for over 40 years!
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II Satellite Programming
Systems
• Music Systems
• Live Assist
Programming
• Cart Recorders/Players
• Carousele)

Why pay thousands more ...
„—
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— No elaborate auto nulling schemes
— No fancy echo canceling digital algorithms
— No wallet shrinking price tag

real

42 Elaine Street • R.R. 1 • Thompson, Connecticut 06277
(203) 935-9066 • ( 203) 935-9242
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cart from shoulder height. AA-4s
clearly maintain azimuth better
than anything else we've found.
Consequently we've used them
exclusively for years. Their performance has been exceptional."
Matt Rule. C.E.
KZST, Santa Rosa, CA
If you're not this satisfied with
your carts. call ( 800) 522- CART
for more information.

CART AFTER

• Otan iProduction
Recorders
ede

II Audi- Cord Recorders/
Players

NOTE, Direct replacement SX-87-MUX logic boards are now
available for all existing 5X- 87's. Upgrade yours
today. Only S148.00 FOB.

Chnotilhincla;) inc

WHAT
MAKES
AUDIOPAK
THE CART
YOU CAN
COUNT
ON?

▪ SMC/Otari ARS-1000
Players

• CD Live Assist
Systems

The only thing elaborate about the SX-87-MUX is its performance!
Before you mortgage your next hybrid, consider buying one of ours. The only
difference is the price!

Dave Hebert is president of Dave Hebert
& Associates. He is an occasional contributor to RW and can be reached at
509-545-9672.

"DEPENDABILITY. Our
final test involves dropping the

NEW, SX-87-MUX

The SX-87-MUX combines the isolation afforded by its unique BiDirectional
amplifier with a high speed feed and return path multiplexing scheme to provide
constant nulls approaching 40dB in actual usage.

It would appear this factor is part of the
evolutionary process that technical
deregulation has taken.
Mutual understanding of the needs of
all concerned is avital tool in working
through this dilemma.
While the industry is "streamlining" itself to meet changing demands, we
should continue to conduct business
with the most progressive theme we can.

SONO-MAG CORPORATION
1833 Hovey Ave, Normal, IL 61761-4394
Phone 309-452-5313

P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester, VA 22601

Tel (800) 522-CART or
(703) 667-8125 • Fax ( 703) 667-6379

FAX 309-452-2521
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Circle 96 On Reader Service Card.
See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0449.
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange ®
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and
Yamaha CA810 amp, 85 W per chnl, $300. B
Feinberg. Totaltape Publishing, 800-874-7599
X337.

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
Carver PIA 1.5 450 W per chnl at 8ohms, excel cond, 2rack space. 24 pounds, $650. B
Fisher. KPOK, Box 477, Bowman ND 58623.
701-523-3883.
Fender CBS Rhodes FR 7221 (
2) solid state.
main & slave for Rhodes cabinets, $40/both.
PRussell, Bowdoin College, AV Services Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.
OSC 1400 200 W per chnl at 8ohms, 300 W
per chnl at 4ohms, mono bridging, octal accessory sockets, fan cooling, $500. RHoover
Ross, The Auditory Perception Lab, 88 Sherman 2nd FI, Brooklyn NY 11218. 718-9652420.
Vital AA-14(11) audio dist amps 1,v/track
mount main frame, one input by 6output. G
Mundkowsky, 12918 Smalley, Grandview MO
64030. 816-966-0731.
Bogen TCB 250 solid state 250 W PA amps
(2), some repair. complete, $225 ea or
$400/both; Altec 1590C 250 W PA amp, needs
some repair. complete. $300. J Sigmon,
WBZK. POB 398. York SC 29746 803-6844241
CAL SEC-800; CAL SEP800; CAL SMP
850; Mod Sci StereoMax; Mod Sci CP803
composite processor; Mod Sci SCA-186 SideKick; Aphex 700 studio dominator, all in mint
cond, BO Cf3obbitt, Comm Investment Corp,
312 ESouth Temple. Salt Lake City UT 84111.
801-364-3561 X271.

Yamaha MLA7 8chnl midline preamp, 8in
8out, many uses, new cond, $295; Shure 330
ribbon mic, $100 ea; Ampex cinema tube
amp. FBruflodt, Box 135, Clio MI 48420. 313686-2473.

ANTENNAS & TOWERS
Want to Sell

Radio Shack/Realistic MPA 80 high fidelity
PA amp, 80 W RMS 4mic inputs, 2phono
inputs, aux input. PBaillon, KMCM, 1218 Pioneer Bldg, St Paul MN 55101. 612-222-5555.
Crown C-40, mint cond. $175. CVolpe, 540
Stemmers Run, Essex MD 21221. 301-3916927.

273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703

See Us At SBE Booth 345
Gates CS-1357 3tower 2pattern Gates AM
directional phasor w/3-ATU houses & coax,
$3000. T Fernandez, WKXY. 2500 101h.
Sarasota FL 34237. 813-366-4422.
Scala HDCA 10, FM, new & used, assorted
freq, esp educ band, 75 ohm UHF & Ntermination, negotiable. RArchut, WKDN, 2906 Mt
Ephraim, Camden NJ 08104. 609-854-5300.

RCA 4bay wide-jeers tuned to 92.1 MHz,
$300; Jampro 3bay high pwr tuned to 92.1,
$400; 322' of 1-5/8 jacketed Andrew cable,
JThomas. WLEW. Bad Axe MI. 517-2699931.

Comark FMHC-6 6bay FM tuned to 103.7
w/225' of 3" coax. AKord, WWRX, Box 325,
Westerly RI 02891. 401-596-7728.

Used Towers
200' heavy duty self-supporting
and other used guyed and self supporting towers in stock.
We buy, sell and lease tower erection equipment.
Call Southern Tower
Service Co., Inc.
804-539-8365
Shively 6813 8-bay antenna tuned to 89.5
mHz, $4000. G Gilbreath, 702-454-2085.
ERI FMH Series 10 bay centerfed Rototiller
at 92.3 MHz. vgc, $9950. G Wachter, KFYI,
631 N1st, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
New 3-1/8" • 1-5/8" flanged EIA reducers,
bullets & elbows, many new BNC, UHF & N
plugs & between series adapters, BO. B
Royster, KOM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413.
Jampro JSCP-3 (
3) elements tuned to 107.3
mHz, recently removed from service, $1000
ea or $2500/all. RShroyer, KMWX, POB 1460,
Yakima WA 98907. 509-248-1460.

Harris/Gates/ERI FMC-8 8-bay circularly
polarized medium power FM, 20 yrs old, currently on air at 99.1 MHz, available shortly.
AChambers, WAWZ, Box 37, Zarephath NJ
08890. 201-469-8022.

ERI lsocoupler 402 10 kW, 1-5/8" in & out
w/adapters for 7/8" line, tuned to sas mHz,
$700; Phelps-Dodge SLCC-78-50 300' of 7/8"
air dielectric transmission line. gd cond,
$1000. CGennaro, Roberts Bdctg, 1018A E
Main, Merrill WI 54452. 715-536-6262.
ERI FMHH G5-4 4-bay, high power horizontal only 4bay antenna tuned to 94.5 MHz 1/3MHz. Available in Eugene, OR. Contact
Chris Reid Murray. CE, KMGE. 503-484-9400.
Rohn SSV Series 120' or SSV heavy series
tower, includes 11N, 12NH, 13NH, 14NH,
15NH & 16NH sections, can go to 320', 2yrs
old, excel cond. $8000. AKord, WWRX, Box
325, Westerly RI 02891. 401-596-7728.
Cablewave 1-5/8" air dielectric coax cable,
165', $1155; Andrew FM antenna fittings for
coax cable, call for details. K Croshvait,
WTNN, 13206 Buttermilk Rd, Knoxville TN
37932. 615-531-2297.

Cablewave 3" air dielectric 50 ohm jacketed. cable over 450', only 5yrs old, w/3" flange
connectors. $2500. JLittlejohn, WBYR, 347
W Berry Ste 700, Ft Wayne IN 46802. 219-4209890.

Phelps-Dodge CFM-LP3 3bay tuned to 92.7,
w/Radomes, excel cond, $1200; 250 11-5/8"
transmission line wIconnectors, $300. G
McCoy, KZEN, 1606-1/2 16th, Central City NE
68826. 308-946-3816.

Andrew LDF5-504 7/8" foam dielectric 50
ohm transmission line, 200' long w/2 type N
connectors, 1yr old, $250. GWilson, WGTE,
POB 30, Toledo OH 43692. 419-243-3091.

RCA-Dielectric BFH 2A 2bay antenna on
98.3, $600. JA Bowab, WDLT, 2402 Wolf
Ridge, Mobile AL 36618. 205-344-3698.

World Tower 300', solid rod, 18" face. standing, 7 yrs old, gd cond; 18" face sidemounting brackets for ERI 3-bay antenna system. RMiller. WRVI, 815 W Dean, Virden IL
62690. 217-965-3388.

Rohn 80 tower & 35 acres in Meramec
Springs MO, highest point in the area, 3yrs
old, will sell for replacement value & reinstallation of same tower due to relocating FM. R
Wachter, KNSX, 3418 Douglas. Florissant MO
63034. 314-872-2660.

VHF 4-bay broadband base station commercial antenna, 15 MHz bandwidth, now center
tuned for 151.0 MHz. new, unassembled in
box w/all paperwork, $220/80. G Pernad,
1510-6 Peachtree, Cocoa FL 32922.

Stainless G24/25 200'. 20' sections, guyed,
new sandblast, primer, paint, on ground, 24"
face, 2" tubing, BO. JBlodgett, WGTF, 308
Westgate Pkwy, Dothan AL 36303. 205-7944770.

FM antenna, 100.1 MHz. low power, 2or more
bays, 350' of 1-5/8" transmission line; Andrews Dehydrator. J Lankenau, Jefferson
Comm, 1026 Terrace Rock Circle, Ballwin MO
63011. 314-391-6394.
ERI 4or more bay on 933 MHz & 550 of feedline 1-5/8 or larger. RWachter, KNSX, 3418
Douglas, Florissant MO 63031. 314-872-2660.
UHF TV bdctitranslator antennas, Scala
parapanels; any chnl, Scala SL-8; Bogner B
Series or Bogner LPS 1, 2 & 4; UHF TV translator antennas on old chnl 70 thru 83 band;
Scala SL-80 or parapanels; Bogner 84. 88.
816 or 824; Emcee DGA-10 corner reflectors.
JPowley, 1536 Logan, Altoona PA 16602. 814944-8571.
UHF TV bdclitranslator antennas, Scala
parapanels, any chnl, Scala SL-8, chnls 1923, 32-36, 60-64, Bogner BSeries. chnls 2030, 31-42, 55-69, or Bogner LPS 1, 2 & 4. J
Powley, 1536 Logan, Altoona PA 16602. 814944-8571.
UHF TV translator antennas on old chnl 7083 band, Bogner 84, B8. 816 or 824, Emcee
D-10 corner reflectors. JPowley, 1536 Logan,
Altoona PA 16602. 814-944-8571.

Strozier Electronics Inc. Is now
buying and selling new and
used broadcast equipment. Call
us TOLL FREE and compare
prices and quality.
Call Charlie Strozier
1-800-888-5615
Comrex TCB-1 telephone coupler EV in- line
low-pass mic filters & mic pads, Luxo mic arm
clamps & springs, 4" x4" muffin fans & RCA
DR-2000 Numitron tubes for ESE timers, BO;
Dorrough Electronics 40A (3) loudness meters
in case; DAP 310 AM&FM limiter boards &
pink noise board, BO. BRoyster, KOM, 1019
Cordova, San Diego CA 92107, 619-223-3411
Orban 424A stereo complimiterldeessertgate, excel vocal processor, $689/80;
Orban 674A stereo paragraphic cross-EQ.
$899/130, both in new cond. JLoether, 202298-9550 voice mail.
JVC VP-101 digital audio processor, allows to
record digital audio on the video head of any
video deck w/sub-carrier input. in CD quality, $2500/80. RLawrence, Moonshadow Video Prod, 4280 Reston Rd, Roseburg OR
97470. 503-679-8966.

Ron Radio Comm, Inc,
P.O. Box 201
Brightwaters, NY 11718

Used tower from 800-1100' tall prefer one already on the ground but will consider tower
still standing. KAustin, KFXI, POB 433, Lawton OK 73502. 405-658-9292.

Hnat Hindes
1
A- MAZE
improves the sound
& perforrhahce of
any existing !
processor $ 1,595 j

AM towers, 210', will arrange shipping to
Northern Virginia. P Hahn, WLPY, 769 E
Main, Purcellville VA 22132. 703-338-6200.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Audiolab TD-2degausser, will handle 2" tape
Wilmer & fan, $200 pis UPS; Altec 1591A
compressor, mint. $175. J Kreines, 5330
Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
TTM-124 frame. 24 slots, 2/16 Telcom c4
cards, $1500. R Rhodes, POB 1550, NYNY
10101, 212-245-5045.

'Call Ron Radio For All.
Your Equipment
Needs.
800-666-3525
Soundcraft RP-1042 10 band graphic EC
w/8" API VU meter, 600 ohm in out, in dark
woodgrain cabinet, $90. LBeigel. On-Cue
Recdg, POB 85042, Los Angeles CA 90072.
213-466-3595.
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THE ULTIMATE LIVE - ASSIS I (' ONTROLLER
•Up to 8audio sources
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CD digital 2-speed cue dial
• Transport designed for 3" and
5" CDs
• 4-DAC 18- bit high resolution
system
• Quadruple oversampling
digital filter

•24 programming events
•Automatic reset to first event
•Silence sense and closed-loop features
guard against dead air
•Fully remote-controllable

SL1200-MKII

Tighten It Up!
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TURNTABLE
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DON'T LOSE OUT!
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BROADCASTERS

ERI 93.3 antenna 4or more bays, low or hi
power & 1000' of feedline, 1-5/8" or larger.
have ERI 12 bay lo power antenna on 106.5
to trade. R Wachter, KNSX, 3418 Douglas.
Florissant MO 63034. 314-872-2660.

LIVE ASSISTANT

SL- P770
PROGRAMMABLE

Phelps Dodge radomes 13) for CP-1000 Series
antenna, one new. 2used, $600/all. M Black,
WEOS. Geneva NY 14456 315-789-8970.

ERI 106.5 12 bay low power antenna, gd cond,
on ground, used 1 yr w/bracket, BO. R
Wachter, KNSX, 3418 Douglas, Florissant MO
63034. 314-872-2660.

Technics
COMPACT DISC

Sett-supported towers (
2) 325'; 12-bay RCA
antenna w/de-icers. JStevens, WLAU, Laurel MS 39440. 601-649-1840 or 425-5145.
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Quartz- synthesizer controlled
direct drive motor.
• 33-1/3 and 45rpm variable
speeds
• Double-damped platter
• High torque
• Gimbal suspension tonearm
with adjustable arm height

hits the
right button every time!
Call for Details ( 214) 380-6800
UVE ASSISTANT
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sellers.

11M124/Telcom c4, TTM frame holds & powers 24 Dolby, dbx, or Telcom cards, comes
w/16 Telcom c4 cards, $1500. RRhodes, POB
1550 Radio City Station, NYNY 10101. 212245-5045.

FM antenna tuned to 96.7. CFroke, POB 811.
Deer Lodge MT 59722. 406-846-1221.

(800) 747-8921 (217) 786-6516 WSSU-FM
Ask for Jim Newbanks

Shivley 6813 3bay, 92.1 mHz, 14 mos old,
$1500. KAustin, KFXI, POB 433, Lawton OK
73502. 405-658-9292.
Andrews HJ7-504 1-5/8" air 300' & 400'. gd
cond. 12 yrs old, $900. CBenner, WUSL, 440
Domino Ln, Philadelphia PA 19128. 215-4838900.

Want to Buy

diameter. All sizes available.

RCA BCF 12B 12 bay 100 kW FM; Wegener
SMN satellite receiver complete, BO. JMiller, ST Bdctg. 908 Frontview, Dodge City KS
67801. 316-227-4444.

Dynaco 70 tube type. 35 wlchan stereo. vgc.
$85/firm. M Kuehl, 1418 N Stevens.
Rhinelander WI 54501. 369-4007.

Crown D75 power amp, excel cond, $400. G
Gilbreath, 702-454-2085.

slides. Average cost $400 for 400-foot tower. ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire

Cablewave Heliax, 3" cable, 300' in various
lengths. some new, some old w/6 connectors,
53000. B Magrill, WYKS, 4908 NW 34th,
Gainesville FL 32634. 904-375-2200.

Radio Shack/Realistic MPA 80 high fidelity
PA amp, 80 W RMS 4mic inputs, 2phono
inputs, aux input. PBaillon, 612-222-5555.

LEI DA8, new 8chnl out mono or 4chnl out
stereo, individual level adjustments (8) avail,
$150. GWalden, KYW, 5th & Market, Philadelphia PA 19106. 215-238-4893.

ICE KRACKERS, INC.
Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire anchor hardware from guy wire ice

Want to Buy
RCA MI-11658B type BA-71C, (2) preamps for
RCA type BC-8A dual chnl studio consolet1e.
RPaolangeli, RP Prod, 324 SGeneva, Ithaca NY 14850. 607-273-5773

Coax switch, 3-1/8", manual. $900; 3-1/8"
coax switch, electric, $1300. JMitchell, WJKLTV, 315-673-9049.
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Broadcast Automation, Inc. • 4125 Keller Springs • Suite 122
Dallas, Texas 75244-2012 • ( 214) 380-6800 • Fax ( 214) 380-0823

BEE

September 6, 1989

AUDIO PRODUCTION ... WTS
•AUTO or manual
reset

Shure SE30 mixer/limiter, rack mtg. clean &
perfect, $150/firm; Shure M625/M625AM
voice gates (4) in rack shelf, clean & working, $75. EDavison, 135 NIllinois, Springfield
IL 62702. 217-787-0800.

•FLASHING indicators
•30 labels included

•BA-PR remote
available

Orban 245 stereo synthesizer, like new, owners manual, $250. Chuck, 615-968-9532 aft
6PM.

Systemation includes controller w/full week

Gates LE-2line EQ, like new w/book, $150.
PSchneider, KPMJ, 1280 SOxnard, Oxnard
CA 93034. 805-985-8346.

Puttee ECM, tube compressors, etc, espec'ally need Fairchild 660 or 670; also other vintage woe signal processing equip. JKreines,
5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-2856179.

Want to Sell

puirEc EQ1
We will pay $ 1000.00 for
almost any Pultec program EQ
models EQP1/EQP1A/EQP1A3.
We will pay $ 1500.00 for any
Fairchild 660 and $3000.00 for
any Fairchild 670.

Also wanted:
EQH2/EQH3/MEQS/MAVEC/
MB1/ITI & SONTEC EQ any S/
tube or ribbon mks and limiting
amps.
CALL OR WRITE TO:
Dan Alexander Audio
2944 San Pablo Ave.
Berkley, CA 94702

SMC RP1000/DS20 w/4 SMC 350 RS B
Carousels, all books, system kept in fine cond,
w/spare cards, $10K/negotiable. RFerguson,
KRRZ, 216 SBdwy Box 10, Minot ND 58702.
SMC ESP-1 : 4) 352 RSB Carouse ,
s, (2) 722
dual cart decks, net delay machine, 20 chnls
of audio, (4) Revox A77 reels. R Monroe,
KKTX, Box 192, Kilgore TX 75662 214-9842001.
Gates, venous pieces of late 60s SP-10 automation gear for parts, inquire for complete
list. D Kegey, KISZ, POB 740, Cortez CO
81321. 303-565-1212.
Harris System 90 logger, decoder, monitor.
Brain, etc, BO; IGM Instacart, 48 tray, stereo,
excel cond, mounted in equip rack Wall cards,
$7000. SCohen, KENN, 65 EFirst Ave, Mesa AZ 85210. 602-644-1510.

(415) 644-2363
FAX: 415-644-1848
Shure SE-1phono preamps (2), power sup
ply, $150Ilot; Altec 15926 mixers (3), rac
mourned, $325 ea; CBS 4440A volume level
er, $225. W Slaten, Audio Intl, 424 Grant
Scotch Plains NJ 07076. 201-322-4466.

Want to Buy
ManLals & parts for Garron STE 100 stereo
phase enhancer meter & schematic; StaManx composite clipper schematic; Harris
MSP90 audio processor main frame, low pass
filters, etc.; Harris Solid Statesman peak AM
limiter; CBS 450 dynamic presence EQ manual. CG.II, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206.
317-923-2800.
Pultec EOP-1, EOP-1A3, EQH-2 tube EQ's.
will pay fair price/trade; API 550A, 560 EQ's,
cash/trade; Aphex/B&B CH-1compressor/
noise gates, cash/trade. J Pines, 217-3673530.

Automatic electric telephone type relays &
cors for Schafer 800 automation, BO. B
Royster, KM. 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413
Automated Broadcast Controls w/(4) Otani
ARS-1000DC reproducers, (21 24 cart
Carousels. 80 event sequence controller & audic controller, w/maruals, gd coed, $10,000
pis shpg. B Herrera, KCF1T. t00 Esher,
Trinidad CO 81082. 719-846-3355.
Sentry complete automation system including (5) Revea PR-99 stereo PB machines; Instacart; (2) IGM Carousels; (2) Audicord stereo cart machines; PC compatible computer
whotware & interfaces, excel cond. BFerguson. WMMJ, 400 HSt NE, Washington DC
20002. 202-675-4800.
Sono-Meg SM-25 decoder, will run two tape
machines, new, BO. A Weiner, Britton Rd,
Monticelb ME 04760. 207-538-9538.

RCA/Control Design Corp 24 tray kartwheels
(3), clock, programmer, needs work, BO. D
Wolfe, KRIX, 901 EPike Blvd, Weslaco TX
78596. 512-968-1548.
curently in use, perfect working cond, printer, manuals & spare parts kits included,
$3500. EStokes, WCVR, POB 249, Randolph
Ctr VT 05061. 802-7284411.
Harris 9000 stereo automation system including (10) Otan ARS-1000 DS; (2) 24 tray 60 Cart
It; ITC Delta triple deck; logging package; additional CRT console, $25000 complete, used
only 6 mos. K Britton, WMHT, 17 Fern,
Schenectady NY 12306. 518-356-1700.
Cetec 903-E, keyboard, Brain, network
source card, (4) Carousels w/source cards,
Ram RR, printer & card, power supply, power line conditioner & 3 racks, $13,500. M
Reichert, KLIT, 5565 Carpenteria Ave Ste 24,
Carpenteria CA 93013. 805-684-6611.
MEI 100 48 event programmer, price includes
(4) Reveo PR99 114" stereo PB R-Rmachines,
complete live assist automation system,
$8000. KDickson, WRXJ, 8386 Baymeadows
#107, Jacksonville FL 32250. 904-636-0507.
Ste Carousels 252RS, (4) random select,
excel cond, (2) racks, 2Carousels, $500, 3for
$465, 4for $450, all 4Carousels plus 2racks,
$2100. JKing, WROB, P013 1338 W Point MS
39773 601-494-1450.
SMC SM-25 dual chnl silence sensor, brand
new, $300. AWeiner. Britton Road, Monticello ME 04760. 207-538-9538.
Harris 9000 Series, cleartext logging package,
Ti840 & 11-851 printers, live studio/newsroom
remote control, RAK-90 autorak cabinet, Otani
ARS-1000-DS reproducer, Go-Cart II. stereo. 24
tray, complete wish l
interface electr & cabling, 11
rack units. BO. TQuartarone, 0-Tone Bdctg, Rt
1Box 33 Ocean View DE 19970. 302-539-2600.
Sonomag (SMC) MSP-1 2000 event satellite
automation controller, perfect working cond,
nanuals, printer & spare parts kit included,
currently on-air, $3500. EStokes, VVCVR, POB
249, Randolph Ctr VT 05061. 802-7284411.

Comp. automation sys. incl. (5) Reveo PR-99
pb reel machines, stem., Instacart w/48 cart cap.,
(2) IGM Carousels w148 cart cap., (2) Audicord
ster cart machine, PC campal. computer w/all
software & interfaces, Sentry System, excel
working cond. BFerguson, WMMJ, 403 HSt
NE, Wash, DC 20002. 202-675-4800.

DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL

scha
means
AUTOMATION

... Always has
DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL

memory, (11) Teac decks, (2) computer terminals w/color monitors. Epson printer, all cables, manuals & (3) extra input interfaces,
operates full automation, live assist or satellite formats, $13,000/60. RKlotz, KKRV, POB
995, Kernville CA 93238. 619-376-3701.

RCA TK-710 w/14:1 lens & 12:1 lens, AC
adapter, batteries, case w/wheels, new studio
view finder, Bogen tripod w/fluid head, all in
gd cond; (2) VCR cables & one VTR cable,
$2400. RShaffer, Lobb & Shaffer Videos, 1613
Washington, Prospect Park PA 19076. 215532-7010.
Panasonic WV32408A camera w/8:1 autofocus zoom, stereo snd, title gen & Panasonic
AG2400 portable recorder wlremote control,
battery charger/AC adapter, cable-ready
programmable tuner, fluid head tripod, padded carrying case & manuals, mint cond,
$2400/130. Mark Bainer, 207-784-9181.
JVC BY-110 3-tube ENG/EFP camera w/10X
servo-zoom lens, battery, AC adapter/charger, hard case & cable, 10 pin, for Panasonic
NV 8420 prof VHS VCR w/battery, AC adapter/charger & case, all in excel cond, camera
for $1900, VCR for $700 or all for $2500/neg.
JLoether, 202-298-9550 voice mail.

... Always will.
Schafer World Comm. parts dept. supports new
& previously manufactured Schafer automation
& consoles, Sparta audio, Cetec 7000 systems
8: Consoles

Scharer %% odd Communication.. («orporation
%%odd Radio Bldg.. PO Bo% 31. Marion, VA. 24354 USA
Phone: 703-783-2000 •••
F % X: 703-783-2064

DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL

MCl/SONY PARTS
New and Used... Your Best & Oldest
Source in the U.S.A.

1619 Broadway, NYC, NY 10019
(212) 586-5989 FAX ( 212) 489-4936

Entire set-up for Tmnstar Country format,
buy or trade for Harris system w/5 Scully reels,
2Instacarts, time announce, 2CRT's, etc,
Harris on air now. BHarmon, WPLA, POD J,
Plant City FL 34289. 812-754-9191,
25 Hz tone sensor & relay to start cart machine & 25 Hz tone sensor to stop R-Rmachine. GDow, WBKN, POB 711, Brookhaven
MS 39601. 601-833-6221.
SMC 350 Carousel's & parts, Instacarts. ITC
triple decks. BRomeijn, KJNO, 3161 Channel Dr, Juneau AK 99801. 907-586-3630.
SMC Mini-Pro automation controller. WV'S,
POB 487, Frederiksted, St Croix VI 00840.
809-778-5199.
Instacart or Go-Cart mono, any tray size, one
or more, will consider units needing service.
LMaierhofer, WTGC, 101 Armory Blvd, Lewisburg PA 17837. 717-523-3271.

ITC Omega Series (
2) playback desks, program cards need minor repair, otherwise excel cond, $800 ea pis shpg. DKeliey, KISZ,
POB 740, Codez CO 81321. 303-565-1212.
Sparta portable, AC/battery, runs gd, $50;
ATC 8kHz cue amp, $10. SWeber, KGRV,
POB 1598, Winston OR 97496. 503-679-8185.
BE 5300/3500 (
2) triple play & recond cart,
mono player, have 3cue tones MI:ere part,
call for price breakdowns. BGellhaus. WDVT,
POB ra Cheltenham PA 19012. 215-635-4815.

Tapecaster 700-RP R/P, fair cond, as is, $75;
Rapid 0 MA024A R/P, repairable but in fair
cond, $80. M Rakoff, 114-41 Queens Blvd, #
148, Forest Hills NY 11375. 718-591-0002.

audiotechniques

Want to Buy

New SIL NAB cartridge test tapes in mono,
stereo & compatible formats, AA-2, AA-3 &
Aristocart shells, BO; PR&E Tomcat RIP stereo & (2) stereo play cart decks IN/spare parts
kit, rack mount, also spare parts, switches,
relays & heads for 270/280 series, BO. B
Royster, KQM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413.

Tapecaster 70ORPS R/P stereo, gd cond,
$400. B Sauter, WSLU, Payson Hall, SLU,
Canton NY 13617. 315-379-5356.

In the Big Apple they Call Us First

ITC 770 PB, want up to (4). JDavid, KMPL,
POB 907, Sikestol MO 63801. 314-471-1520.

Telex MC-PR Ill RP audio, excel cond, $995.
LChatman, IVA, 424 Commerce Ln Ste 1,
Berlin NJ 08009. 609-768-5006.

BE 3300, $
750; BE 5502, $1200; Harris C90,
$500; RFI filter Sprague F-1135/G JN173300131 250 VAC, 100 Asingle or 3phase, use
on 208 or 240V, 3pole 100 A. $600; (
4) pole
100 A, $700. Dave, 209-467-0317 evenings only.

Custom mike panels, cue boxes, Sony and DIC DAT
tape. DAT Recorders. Connectors, patchbays, cable
for all Studio Construction needs. Full line Professional
Audio equipment and Accessories.

Control Design CD24R Carousels, (2) 24 tray
w/complete manuals, gd cond, $525 ea. R
McDaniel, KOEZ, POB 567, Newton KS 67114.
316-283-5150.

ITC 3-0 (
2) triple deck, mono, $900; Gates
Criterion 80 stereo PB, $450. APavao, KYNO, 2125 N Barton, Fresno CA 90703. 209255-8383.

Want to Buy
RCA TK1, 10, 30 camera chains, tripods,
wood or metal, heads, etc; also TM-5, TM-10
monitors & gd 15GP22 CRT. AWeiner, Britton Road, Monticello ME 04760. 207-5389538.
Miller Pro/Pro Jr fluid heads or similar quality heads. RLawrence, Moonshadow Video
Prod, 4280 Reston Rd, Roseburg OR 97470,
503-679-8966.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
ITC 99B PB units (6), in great cond. Tony, 803771-0105.

ITC 99A mon RIP, excel cond, all automatic
features, bulk erases, splice finds & does record head alignment all by micro processor, will
guarantee 90 days, $1195. E O'Donnell,
WIBW, POB 119, Topeka KS 66601. 913-2723456.
Spotmaster 2000 (
2) R/P decks, recently removed, $700/both. BOostenburg, KCKY, POB
6, Coolidge AZ 85728. 602-963-9390.
BG Engineering BGE-17 new 10 minute digital up timer for retrofit into Spotmaster/ITC
cart decks, BO: new semiconductors. IC's,
lamps, motors, switches, rack ears, accessories for PDII, Delta, RP, SP, 3D. WP, Series
99 cart decks, BO. BRoyster, KW, 1019 Cordosa, San Diego CA 92107. 619-223-3413.

Want to Buy

Gates/Harris stereo & monaural record amps
for Criterion cart machines, $100 ea monaural
(2), $250 for stereo or BO. BBurnham, WHBT,
1293 Floyd, Jackson MI 49203 517-782-1510,

Parts & manuals for RCA 7Series; record
amp for RCA 7Series; parts & record amp
for Harris Criterion ATC Series. CGill, P013
371, Indianapolis IN 46206, 317-923-2800.

ATC PB-150 tube mdl, seems complete, gd
for parts, etc, $100/130. JSigmon, WBZK,
POB 398, York SC 29745. 803-684-4241.

ITC 3D mono w/WRA record amp, triple deck.
CWaltman, KNEW, 66 Jack London Sq, Oakland CA 94607. 415-836-0910.

ITC 3D mono, gd cond,
BMountjoy,
WIDD, 610-1/2 Hattie, Elizabethton TN 37643
615-543-5849.

ITC 3deck mono, all tones, working cond.
R Yaw, KOJM, Box 7000, Havre MT 59501.
406-265-7841,

CAMERAS (VIDEO)
Want to Sell
Ampex CC500-03 3tube color Miens, CCU
&viewfinder; Hitachi FP1011BU 3tube color
wICCU & remote paint box, $1000/both; (5)
Norelco PC70 3tube color studio cameras,
all w/CCU's, $400 ea. JKrepol, RNDL, 6147
Walker, Phila PA 19135. 215-624-1050.
RCA PK-301 vidicon camera, requires drive
pulses, mono, w/manual, $100: RCA PK-330
studio vidicon cameras, mono w/10-1 zoom
lens, control units cable & manuals. B
Humpherys, UMC 8500, Logan UT 84322.
801-750-3133
lkegami HL79D, 15:1 zoom, perfect, all access, $9000; Sony Betacam, vgc, accessories, $6000; one pass blank Betacam &
matic tapes, $4ea. Ugly George, 212-6772200 M-F, 9-5, Fax: 212-941-0956, 9AM-5PM.
Studio camera zoom lenses (
4) Rank, Taylor Hobson Varotal AM 10:1 zoom w/1.75 & 3X
range ext w/zoom & focus controls & pan
head arms in flight cases, $500 ea. JKrepol,
RNDL, 6147 Walker, Phila PA 19135. 215-6241050.
Ikegami HL 79EAL w/Canon J13x9B lens
w/2X extender, AC pwr supply, mounting plate,
VTR cable, manual, extender board, & case,
$18,500; Sony BVU 110 recorder, Mime code
card, $2600. D Marlin, 7Minola, Lexington
MA 02173. 617-861-1340
Panasonic WV-3800 wIRCU & cable, zoom
lens, & full ENG package wicarrying case,
needs work, BO. JGarvey, Video Yesteryear,
Box C, Sandy Hook CT 06482. 203-744-2476.
JVC BY-110 3-tube camera wlcase, (2) batteries, pwr supply & charger, (2) cables, 10X lens,
like new, $23001130; (4) JVC 1-tube cameras
S-6U, $400 ea/BO. TQuinn, Monte Vista Std,
208 Cherry, Capeola CA 95010. 408-475-0423
RCA TK44 plumbicon camera chains (3). P
Douglas, KWGN, 6160 SWabash Way, Englewood CO 80111. 303-740-2222.
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BE 2000 RPS R/P, (2) 2000 PS PB Spotmasters, vgc, BO. IBaron, IVCUA FM, 200
UCIV Catholic Univ, Wash DC 20064. 202635-5106.

Sono Mag MS13.1 sat automation controller,

DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL

DIGITAL DIGITAL DIGITAL

dbx 904 noise gate. RBurton, Audio Rents.
7237 Santa Monica Blvd, Hollywood CA
90046. 2134174-1000.

AUTOMATION EQUIP

WANTED

IGM 383 time announce control used w/(2)
cart machines, advancing them alternately every minute, BO. D Gander, KDUZ, Box 10,
Hutchinson MN 55350. 612-587-2140.
SMC DT-5automation system cart encoder
w/keyboard & CRT mon, $500/60. TRandall,
KJJO, Box 790, Brookings SD 57006. 605-6929102.

Shure M810 (
2) feedback controller, 8band
EQ, BO. G Mundkowsky, 12918 Smalley,
Grandview MO 64030. 816-966-0731.

Mic Mix TW-1 time warp effects unit w/manual, as is, looks gd, $75. DBailey, 3422 Beech,
Roulett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.

SonoMag MSP-1 automation controller
w/2000 event random access memory, $2500.
W Hanlon, WKFD, 19 Updike, Wickford RI
02852. 401-295-8808.

•OptcHsolated
•Solid state
relays

UREI 537 1/3 octave band E0 (2), $500 ea
or $800/both. G Gilbreath, 702-454-2085.

dbx equipment including (
4) dbx pwr supply mainframes, (12) 942 dual chnl decoders,
(2) 941 encoders, (3) 904 noise gate units, (3)
903 compressor/limiter units & 906 flanger
unit. BGiordano, WODS, 30 Winter, Boston
MA 02108. 617-426-2200.

Radio World

HEAD
RECONDITIONING
Restore your worn heads to
original (nevi) performance
specifications at a fraction of
the replacement cost. Our laboratory services include:
• Digital/Optical & Electrical
i
ns pection
recontouring of

• PreCiSiOn

heads
• Complete digital/optical
alignment of assembly
Magnetic
Head Test Repore" 8t Data

• EXCIUSiVe " Audio

Sheets
We also carry afull line of
replacement heads an dparts.
Our 25 years of experience
and reputation are unmatched
in the industry.

Jiff:

Es
MAGNETIC SCIENC
'249
Kennedy Road
P.O. Box 1'21 • Greendell, NJ 078 39
l'et (201) 579 -5773

Far. (201) 579-6021
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CART MACHINES ... WTB
ITC or other make, triple deck in gd cond.
R Larson, 509-453-6296.
RIP 3-deck stereo, gd working cond, all considered, no junk, will pay cash. G Gardner,
801-673-1546.
ITC PD-II top cover, will pay new price. KAustin, KFXI, POB 433 Lawton OK 73502. 405658-9292.

CASSETTE & REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Tandberg 748 4trk, 3speed, portable case
wlopt plastic lid, service & user's manuals, no
mics, mint, BO pis shpg: VM 700 portable
1950's consumer unit, fair cond, BO pis shpg.
SDelahoyde, Box 33063, Phoenix AZ 85067.
602-937-9088

Crown motor, capstan, Dale HMR 50-6, for
bi-directional, Crown player, new, BO; Tapeathon 702-7 & 702-10 portable tape players,
bi-directional, auto reverse, call for details &
prices. EDavison, 135 NIllinois, Springfield
IL 62702. 217-787-0800.

SCULLY
TAPE RECORDERS
-PARTSand Service

SEQUOIA

Sony TC 755 1/4" 1/4 trk 10" reels, one owner, $550/trade. JPines, 217-367-3530.
IBM System 34 computer w/70mb hard
drive, 6yrs old, excel cond, used w/Colombine traffic system, $3500 pis shpg. JPerez,
WJKL, 3342 Perry, Camillus NY 13215.
Ampex AG 4408 2trk, 7.5-15 ips in Ruslang
console (2), $700; Ampex 351-2 2trk 7.1-15 ips
wAnovonics 360 electronics in Ruslang console (2). $400; Ampex 351 FT 7.5-15 ips in
Ruslang console, $250; Ampex 351 electr (4),
$100. BReider. WGUC. 1223 Central Pkwy,
Cincinnati OH 45214 513-556-4444

STUDER
Ft EN/41:»X

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SERVICE CENTER
"SUPERLATIVE SERVICE"
Swiss trained in servicing A77. B77,
A700, PR99, A67, B67, A810, A807.
8710, A710 8, C270. Fast 48-72 hour service w/90 day warranty. Huge parts inventory. VISA/MC New & used machines
available.

00

STUDIO-SONICS CORP.
2246 N. Palmer Dr.#100
Schaumburg, IL 60173
(312) 843-7400

Pioneer CT-F2121 stereo (2), look gd. may
need minor repair, $60 ea or $100/both. JSigmon, WBZK, POB 398, York SC 29745. 803684-4241.
Otani 8SD 1/2" 8trk wIcalibration tape, extremely clean & reliable + 4or - 10 level options, $2500180. M Mantell, 1st Impressions,
15 Perkins, Brockton MA 02401. 508-5801844.
Scully 280B 2trk stereo in factory roll-around
cabinet, manuals, new heads, spare capstan
motor & other parts, excel cond, $1000 pis
shpg. B Mountjoy, WIDD, 610-1/2 Hattie,
Elizabethton TN 37644. 615-543-5849.
Tascam 38 1/2" 8trk, low hrs, excel cond.
$1875: Tascam 40-4 4trk w/dbx, low hrs, $925.
KFlory, The Production Co. Box 1027. Siloam
Springs AR 72761. 501-524-4626.

Motor
Services

Professional overhauling of
most AC (Si DC capstan
and red motors. Fastest
turnaround, all work
guaranteed.
New MCI ceramic shafts
Any metal capstan
shaft resurfaced -$ 50

FRE

SERVICUS

800 826 0601 • 11 (.1_ ( 305 ) 659 4805
224 Datura Street # 614
West Palm Beach, FL 33401

Technics 1520 isolated loop RIP whemote
control in fair cond, $500. RSanchez, KUCV,
POB 83111, Lincoln NE 68501. 402-472-3611.
Scully 2808 4trk 1/2" in factory roll-around
cabinet, manuals, new heads, spare capstan
motor & other parts, excel cond, $1200 pis
shpg. B Mountjoy, WIDD, 610-1/2 Hattie,
Elizabethton TN 37644. 615-543-5849.
MCI, Otani, Scully, Ampex various 2Irks &
multitracks, all in gd to excel cond, call for
complete list. G Guarino, Sorcerer Snd, 19
Mercer, NYNY 10013. 212-226-0480.

Revox PR 99 (
2) gd cond w/tone sensor
E.O.M's, PB only, $1500/pair. BMay, KVIN,
Box 419, Vinita OK 74301. 918-256-7224.

HALL

Electronics

THE BEST DEALS ON QUALITY
REBUILT eig BRAND NEW
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
We BUY & TRADE equipment too!
Please phone or send for our latest flyer.

804-977-1100

ELECTRONICS

10:00AM-6:00PM EST

209 Lester Lane

Otari ARS-1000 (3) in excel cond. VClough.
WZFX, 225 Green, Fayetteville NC 28302.
919486-4991.

Los Gatos, CA 95032
(408)356-3232

M.C.I. RECORDER
P.C.B. REPAIR
Fast Turnaround
K.E.I.
FT. Lauderdale, Fl.
305-771-2947

_le

Ampex AG-440C 112" 4trk in factory rollaround cabinet, manuals, heads have very little wear, spare set of RIP electronics & other
spare parts, vgc, $1000 pis shpg. BMountjoy. WIDD, 610-112 Hattie, Elizabethton TN
37644. 615-543-5849.
Stancil Hoffman CRM-7 logger system. M
Young, WJON, POB 220, St Cloud MN 56302.
Scully 270-2 (
2) 14" stereo rack mt
reproducers. 3.75-7.5 ips; also (6) new Scully
capstan motors. BO; Ampex 350 stereo PB
only w/Schafer electr, excel cond, many spare
heads, parts, relays for 350 & 440B decks,
BO; PR&E Multisync MDA motor drive variable speed amp for Ampex & Scully decks, BO.
BRoyster, KOM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413.
Soundscriber 24 hr recorder, needs work,
$100; NEC music on hold w/50 pin plug, $40.
S Weber, KGRV, POB 1598, Winston OR
97496. 503-679-8185.

1712 Allied St.
Charlottesville, VA 22901

Revox A700 stereo 2trk, $800; Pioneer 2022
&2024 2trk & 4trk, $850; Onkyo TARW99
dual cassette, $200; Technics M227X cassette
w/dbx NR, $100. G Ernst, Bayside Studios,
POB 166, Linda City OR 97367. 503-996-6020.
Crown 722/724 1/2 or 114 Irks, new heads
w/flight case, mint cond, $800; Otan 5050-111
8trk, mint cond. $3000. CVolpe, 540 Stemmers Run, Essex MD 21221. 301-391-6927.

Scully 280B (
2) Fr unmounted, very clean,
$450 ea or 5850/both. J Kreines,
DeMott1Kreines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave,
Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.

Ampex and Scully Spare
Parts, Accessories, Motor
Remanufacturing.

VI

INTERNATIONAL

PO Box 1555
Mtn. View
CA 94042
BM 848-4428

in CA Dial ( 408) 739-9740
Telex 62922869 ESL UD
FAX: 1-408-739-0809

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH RAYS

$29.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
)205 Magnolia Blvd 0,116
North Hollywood. CA 91607

818.907.5161

Telefunken M15A 24/32 trk 15/30 w/autolctr
&varispd, $25K; Telefunken M15A 2trk 75/15,
$4K; Tascam 80-8 w/dbx rack mnt, $1100;
Nakamichi 550, BO. R Rhodes, POB 1550,
NYNY 10101. 212-245-5045.

Tascam 4808 8trk 1/2" deck w/autolocator,
carton & manuals, immaculate cond.
$3500/both. RCannata, Cantrax Recorders,
2119 Fidler, Long Beach CA 90815. 2134986492.

Teac 222 1/2 trk, new, $800; Teac 224 1/4 trk,
new, $1400. JPappas, The Pappas Group,
209-523-5248.

Scully 28013 200-466 AW-F black front w/slide
out racks, cracked VU glass, $100. LBeigel,
On-Cue Recdg, POEI 85042, Los Angeles CA
90072. 213-466-3595.

Scully 280B, brand new cond, w/spare head
stack & parts kit, $1700; Sony PCM F-1 digital processor, portable, used 3x's, $1300. D
Kocher. 1901 Hanover, Allentown PA 18103
215-432-0520.

Ampex 600 (
3) for parts, BO. BOostenburg,
KCKY, POEI 6, Coolidge AZ 85728. 602-9639390.

CLEAN PATCH BATS
NO DOWN TIME

Scully M100 16 trk, 2" in console (2), one has
great remote/counter, both in vgc wigd heads,
$7000 & $8000. RYork, Jewel Records, 1594
Kinney Ave, Cincinnati OH 45231. 513-5229336.

Scully 280B-4, 280B-FT, mint, 4trk $3000.
the FT $1500; Ampex AG354-2 in perfect
cond, $1000/130. R Bruce, UAR Stds, 8535
Fairhaven, San Antonio TX 78229. 512-6908888.

ITC 750 PB only (5), $250 ea or $1000/all. S
Cohen, KFNN, 65 E First Ave, Mesa AZ
85210. 602-644-1510.

Telex M235-42 1/4" tape duplicating system,
4trk 2chnl, one master w/spare & 4slaves
w/electronics & cables. $700; Sony TC-8544S 1/4" 4ch, 4trk wlsimul-sync, 7.5-15 ips,
Canon inputs w/dbx 154 type 1NR system,
$900. JKrepol, RNDL, 6147 Walker, Phila PA
19135. 215-624-1050.

Revox A-77 (
3) rack mount 2portable, 2gd
transports, one needs capstan motor & heads,
$5001f or two, 5200/other; Dokorder 1140 4trk
1/4", gd transport & PB, records poorly, gd
heads, you ship, no service info, $200. BSauter, WSLU, Payson Hall, SLU, Canton NY
13617. 315-379-5356.

NakamIchl MR2, used approx 150 hrs, rack
mount, variable bias & pitch, Dolby B&C, superb cond. HCarter, 509-328-5729.

Ampex 4020150-03 reproduce only electr
w/factory rack mount, BO. C Kimbrough,
WRXO, POB 1176, Roxboro NC 27573. 919599-0266 aft 6PM.

Ampex AG-440/B in vgc, $5001130. JDavis,
WWOM, 5024 ELacy, Madison WI 53711. 608271-6611.

Ampex 350-351 or AG440 or MR 70 tape
machines wlboth record & PB functions, 7.5
&15 ips, mono. PHons, Mainline Comm, 100
Poplar St, Portage PA 15946. 814-736-3883.
Teac X1000-R10.5" 1/4 trk 7.5-3.75 ips, dbx,
rack mountable, stereo auto-reverse, remote
capable, $500. LDomnitz, 75446th Ave, San
Francisco CA 94121. 415-750-0431.
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Otani MX-5050 10" 1/2 trk recorder, 7.5 & 15
ips, gd cond, w/manual, $900; Revox A-7710"
stereo recorder, excel cond, w/manual, $400.
B Mountjoy, WIDD, 610-112 Hattie,
Elizabethton TN 37643 615-543-5849.

Technics RS-1506 1/4 trk RIP, 1/2 trk PB, 3.757.5-15 ips, wireless remote unit, owners manual, vgc, $795 pis shpg; Nakamichi RM100
wired remote for 480/480Z series, excel cond,
$25 pis shpg. S Hofmann, Cameron Univ
Theater, 2800 W Gore, Lawton OK 73505.
405-581-2428.
Remote recording trailer 16' wlQuad 8console, isolation xformer, will run on 110/220
VAC, 24 trk ready. $5700/130. B Petruzzi,
Rouse St Prod, 804 EOld Hickory Blvd, Madison TN 37115. 615-868-8516.
Otani MX 5050-4 4trk 114" recorder in portable case/configuration, vgc, $1200. BPetruzzi, Rouse St Prod, 804 EOld Hickory Blvd.
Madison TN 37115. 615-868-8516.
Ampex AG-440B 2trk (3), 10.5" rack mount
prof, vgc, $700 ea plus shpg; Scully 280 4trk
1/2" in Russlang console, late mdl w/motion
sensing, spare cards & capstan motor, low
hrs, gd cond, $1600 plus shpg; Denon DH
510 2trk 10.5" reels, 7.5-15 ips, excel cond,
$900; Teac 2300X stereo 1/4 trk, 7" reels excel cond, $250. KPeckham, 2737 Florann,
Madison WI 53711. 608-271-8763.
Pentagon 1100 high speed duplicator, R-R &
cassette, (2) cassette master units, mdl
CM1140, (2) dual position slave units, mdl
CS1140, R-Rmaster unit, mdl RM1140. R-R
slave unit, mdl RS1140, manuals & spare
parts, $2100/80. MGellos, Pensacola Christian College, 904-478-8480 X5041.

TOTAL RECORDING STUDIO LIQUIDATION
HERE'S WHAT'S LEFT:
MCI 110-82IRK 1h MONO

Tascam Portal, 2yrs old, excel cond, but FF
&RW do stick. $450. BHoward, KOFO, Box
16, Ottawa KS 66067. 913-242-1220.

NEOTEK SERIES 1E 16x8x2x 1MIXING CONSOLE 11 128 POINT PATCH BAY

Ampex 440 stereo in walnut console & remote w/(2) 375 lnovonics electronics, $1500:
Ampex 354-2 stereo, gd cond, $495: MCI
JH110B stereo wIremote walnut console,
$2500; MCI JH110A stereo remote in walnut
console, BO. JPrice, 2651 Globe, Dallas TX
75228. 214-321-6576.

(2) OP-AMP PRE-AMPS

Otani MX 5050 (
2) in fair cond w/one remote,
$600 ea. JSuper, WVAM. Box 1827, Altoona
PA 16602. 814-944-9456.
Akai GX-280D 1/4" R-R stereo, parts machine. $20. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 08011. 207-725-3066.

(21 AUDIO ARTS (WHEATSTONE) 8x4x2SERIES 44 MIXING CONSOLES
(2) TECHNICS SL-1500 MK2
(2) TECHNICS SL-1800 MK2 U'S
(2) SHURE MM PREAMPS
(3) BURWEN RESEARCH TNE7000A TRANSIENT NOISE ELIMINATORS
(4) SAE MDL 5000A IMPULSE NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEMS
(2) SWITCHCRAFT 52 POINT 14" BALANCED PATCH BAY
TASCAM MDL 344 IRK TAPE MACHINE
TASCAM MDL DX40 PROFESSIONAL NR UNIT
AKAI MDL 1000 2IRK TAPE MACHINE
(2) CROWN D150A POWER AMPS
(2) YAMAHA MDL P-2050 POWER AMPS (180 WATTS)

Ampex 440C 1" deck, no heads but has
guides, includes power supplies & manual,
$450. RYork, Jewel Records, 1594 Kinney,
Cincinnati OH 45231. 513-522-9336.

(2) DBX MDL 180 NR SYSTEM

Magnecord 1024 (
2), one in excel cond & one
in decent shape, BO. RFess, WLRB, 119 W
Carroll, Macomb IL 61455. 309-833-5561.

ESE MDL ES380S1 REMOTE DIGITAL TIMER

Telex Mdl 235 (
3), Mdl 300 high-speed mono cassette duplicators, 3.75 & 7.5 ¡os, includes (2) bias oscillators, (3) record amps,
&equip rack, needs work, BO. JGarvey, Video Yesteryear, Box C, Sandy Hook CT 06482.
203-744-2476.

(2) JBL 4312 CONTROL ROOM MONITORS
(3) COMEX MDL CG-25 25 Hz TONE GENERATORS
ESE MDL ES-301BRT DIGITAL TIMER
KEITH MONKS MKII DUAL PLATTER RECORD CLEANER
YOU PAY SHIPPING

CALL 312-699-1642 AND MAKE BEST OFFER,
WILL RETURN ALL CALLS.

Wollensak 3M 1520AV portable 35 & 7ips,
excel cond, no AC cord, $75. PSalois, KPCR,
P013 1, Bowling Green MO 63334. 314-3242283.
Revox floor stand for Revox PR-99, in box,
never used, $150. EWelch, WKCL, POB 809,
Ladson SC 29456. 803-553-5420.
Ampex 440 mono (
2) in Ruslang roll-around
cabinets, gd cond, $750 ea; Telex 6120 R-R
module, like new, BO. D Flynn, Continental
Recordings, 1Thompson Sq Ste 501, Boston
MA 02129. 617-241-5150.
Tascam 122 (
10) cassette decks, excel cond.
$350; Otan 5050B 1/4 trk, excel cond, $950;
Otan 4trk 5050B, 112" & 1/4" decks, the 1/2"
has an extra transport, $1500 ea. M Zook,
Masterworks, 4024 Williamsburg CI, Fairfax
VA 22032 703-385-1780.
Telefunken M15A 24/32 trk w/autolocator,
both heads, all documentation & varispeed,
$25,000; Teac 80-8 8trk wldbx, rack mount,
$1100: Telefunken 15A 2trk, 75/15, in console,
$3,000; Revox A77 114" 1/2 trk, make offer. R
Rhodes, P013 1550 Radio City Station, NYNY
10101. 212-245-5045.
Sony DTC-1000ES DAT machine, top half of
PCM-2500, BO, call after 2PM. RKaufman,
Pams Prod, P013 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625.
Ampex 440-C FT recently re-cond, w/variable speed osc, mounted in rollaround cabinet, $1295. W Hanlon, WKFD, 19 Updike,
Wickford RI 02852. 401-295-8808.
Otani MK 111/4 1/2" 4trk, never used, BO. D
Day, WQXY, 1001 Howard 42-F, New Orleans
LA 70113. 504-525-9600.
Want to Buy
Magnecord 728/748 or 1028/1048 for parts
or to make one of ours into parts. NE Stephany, WACK, POB 1420, Newark NY 14513. 315331-7100.
Inovonics 355 & 900 pwr supply. LBeigel,
On-Cue Recdg, POB 85042, Los Angeles CA
90072. 213-466-3595.
ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards, heads, motors, machine parts. or electronic parts. Call 818-907-5161.
MCl/Sony capstan & reel motors, any cond.,
recdg heads, most mfgs. machines, new,
used. Relapped then sold. Amp Services, 224
Datura St No 614, W Palm Beach FL 33401.
800-826-0601. in FL 305-659-4805.
Tascam 388 8trk recorder/mixer in gd cond.
MSokol, JMS Prod, 121 EBaltimore, Hagerstown MD 21740.
Revox 725 or 727 CD player, gd cond for prod
room. M Hoskins, KMDN, No 210 Rainbow
Motel, Great Falls MT 59401. 406-761-1000.
Magnefax bin loop recorder, mono or stereo 114" in any cond. TBoddie, 12202 Union,
Cleveland OH 44106. 216-752-3440.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Audltronics Grandson 18 input console,
$3800/130; Speck 33X16 rcdg console 3-band
sweep EQ, patch bay plus 24 Ir harness,
$37951130. G Freeman, Pranava Prod, 1227
Sierra Alta Way, Los Angeles CA 90069. 213457-8390.
RCA 8pot, gd cond, BO; Cetec 2000 8pot,
16 input w/pwr supply, gd cond. BO. DWolfe,
KRIX, 901 EPike Blvd. Weslaco TX 78596.
512-968-1548.
Gates Stereo Statesman currently in use,
avail in mid July, $1200180. B Anderson,
VVTGY, P013 9, Marshall Rd, Charleston MS
38921. 601-647-5600.
Tascam M-50 12 x8x8, lots of extra features,
low hrs, mint cond, $2900. K Flory, The
Production Co, Box 1027, Siloam Spring AR
72761. 501-524-4626.
Allen & Heath Systems 816 input. 8subs,
16 monitors, 3effect sends. + 4or - 10 level
options, excel cond, $3000180. M Mantel', 1st
Impressions, 15 Perkins, Brockton MA 02401.
508-580-1844.
Gates/Harris Executive 10 chnl stereo solidstate console in clean, vgc w/manuals, $1000
pis shpg. BMountjoy, WIDD, 610-1/2 Hattie,
Elizabethton IN 37644. 615-543-5849.
Autogram AC-8/IC-10 spare parts, lamps,
switches & bridging input transformers. BO.
BRoyster, KOM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413.
UREI MOH-410, 4chnl expandable to 9, pwr
supply included, gd cond, BO. BPirtle, Terrell Bdct, 203 Brookhollow, Terrell TX 75160.
214-563-7708, before 9AM/aft 9PM.
Automgram AC-66chnl 23 input stereo, in
excel cond. includes ESE built-in timer,
$4200/130 pis shpg. DKelley, K1SZ, POB 740,
Cortez CO 81321. 303-565-1212.
Gates Stereo 80 complete w/pwr supply,
most rotary faders new, works fine, 3mit input 4line input, includes book, $800. CBenner, WUSL, 440 Domino Ln, Philadelphia PA
19128. 215-483-8900.

Russco 505 5 pots w/Q & push on-off
switches, 2internal 7 PO's & pwr supply, pot
5has 5inputs, mono 19 x5 x8, $600. LBeigel,
On-Cue Recdg, P013 85042, Los Angeles CA
90072. 213-466-3595.
Ramko DC8M5 8chnl stereo, excel cond, all
manuals & extras, $5500. RTrumbo, KNLF,
POB 117. Quincy CA 95971. 916-2834144.
OAK Omega 10 chnl, all plug-in amps, digital switches, complete set of spare PC boards,
$4500. BBrown . WPRS, POB 367, Paris IL
61944. 217-465-6336.
Ramko DC8MS 8chnl 20 input stereo board
w/2 LC4 remote control accessory, excel cond,
$5500. RTrumbo, KNLF, POB 117, Quincy CA
95971. 916-283-4144.
Sparta Centurion II 8chnl, 3inputs ea, stereo, 3output busses, monitor amp, gd cond,
$110/130. RMcDaniel, KJRG, Box 567, Newton KS 67114. 316-283-5150.
Numark DM 1550 4chnl DJ mixer, 2phono
inputs, 2Fine inputs, 2mic inputs, 6band
graphic EQ, always in road case, excel cond,
$150. BFisher, KPOK, Box 477, Bowman ND
58623. 701-523-3883.
Harris Stereo-5 modified w/5534's, no
documentation, $600/130. JClaybrook, WMJJ,
530 Beacon Pkwy, Birmingham AL 35209.
205-943-9600.
Cetec 2007 8stereo input, 2stereo output,
mint cond wlstepper pots & padded edge, 4
yrs old, $2500. D Prentice. 1001 Sunflower,
Rio Rancho NM 87124. 505-891-0502.
Yamaha M01602 16x2 PA mixer w12 sends,
dual 9-band graphic ED, gd cond wIroad case
&manual, $975 pis shpg. SHofmann, Cameron Uni Theater, 2800 W Gore, Lawton OK
73505. 405-581-2428.
Tascam 10 modules, w/12 ea #101 inputs, (4)
#102 sub-master, v103 master gain, #104 talkback, #107 quad panner, power supply (4) meter drivers, clean, gd cond. $50-$75. M Kuehl,
1418 NStevens, Rhinelander WI 54501. 715369-4007.
Fostex 450 audio console, $1000. JPappas.
The Pappas Group, 209-523-5248.
Collins 212-E-1 mono 8pots, gd cond. $200
plus shpg. BWatson, KCHZ, 1551 Amar. W
Covina CA 91792. 714-946-6249.
Collins 212T-2 16 chnl audio control board,
bg cond. $500/80. JDavis, WWQN, 5024 E
Lacy. Madison WI 53711. 608-271-6611.
Ampro AC8S 32 input, 8chnl stereo. BO:
McMartin B-802-51 stereo, 28 input, 8chnl,
BO. M Black, WEOS. Geneva NY 14456. 315789-8970.
Interface 1041 16 x8 monitor mix console, 3
band, 3freq EQ, gd cond; Yamaha PM-700.
12 in stereo out prod console, 3band EC) on
ea input & output, snake avail, $900. BPetruzzi, Rouse St Prod, 804 EOld Hickory Blvd,
Madison IN 37115. 615-868-8516.
Harris Gatesway 80 mono, $750. Dave, 209467-0317 evenings only.
Soundworkshop 1280-8 12 in stereo wIsuper EQ. mint cond, low hrs, $2000. CVolpe,
540 Stemmers Run, Essex MD 21221. 301391-6927.
Logitek CAS-8S stereo, 8 inputs, 3chnls
w/E0, dig clock & dig tinter, (2) TT start
switches, monitors & headphones have treble/bass control & switchable, slider pots,
$3200/80. S 'Copper, Starfleet Comm, 25 Beacon, Hull MA 02045. 617-925-0234.
BE Spotmaster 5S- 100A, stereo w15 inputs,
ea switchable for total 10 in. w/padded road
case & all in & outs brought to an XL snake
box, $700/130. SKopper, Starfleet Comm, 25
Beacon, Hull MA 02045. 617-925-0234.
Howe 7000 stereo, 12 inputs, aud/prog mon
& headphones switchable, standard VU
meters plus LED air, (2) control button groups
for tape machines, (2) ESC time counters, rotary pots, $4500/130. S Kopper, Starfleet
Comm, 25 Beacon. Hull MA 02045. 617-9250234.
Want to Buy
API 550A, 560 EQ's, cash/trade; Neve input
modules & compressors. cashArade. JPines,
217-367-3530.
Speck 800C talkback module for 800C. J
Price, 2651 Globe, Dallas TX 75228. 214-3216576.
Schematics & wiring diagrams for Cetec Series 10, stereo or quad. JBlodgett. WGTF, 308
Westgate Pkwy, Dothan AL 36303. 205-7944770.
RCA BC-7meter panel. CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317-923-2800.
Auditronics 110 Grandson modules needed,
110IME, 110bIME, 110SSF4, F2R & F1R, any
or all, clean, reasonable, cash. D Payne,
WZPL, 1440 N Meridian, Indianapolis IN
46202. 317-637-8000.
Gates stereo 80 need VU meter bezels &
possibly meters, call collect. LGable, KOKC,
POB 1490, Guthrie OK 73044. 405-282-1490.
Langevin AM3A AM307 output section and/or
PS4800 power supply for incomplete AM3A
mixer system. KEllis, KPFA, 2207 Shattuck,
Berkeley CA 94704. 415-848-4395.
Production board, mono or stereo, 6or more
inputs, quality board in working or rebuildable cond. Lonnie, KCMB, 1009-C, La Grande
OR 97850. 503-963-3405.
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Khpsch La Scalla's speakers (
2) $800/pr pls
shpg; (2) Nak MRI's, $700 ea; Tandberg 320
cassette deck, $300. B Feinberg, Totaltape
Publishing, 800-874-7599 X337.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Want to

Sell

Shure SR107 10 band E0, balanced in, out,
$130 ea; Shure room analyzer w/mic, $75. D
Kocher, 1901 Hanover, Allentown PA 18103.
215-432-0520.
Liquidating complete studio, everything for
sale: Ampex 2" multi-track, Biamp console,
dbx NR, patch bays, 2mastering decks, 2cassette decks, reverbs, gates, compressors, gd
rhos, time aligned monitors, furnishings, etc,
call for complete list, $18,500. G Ernst, Bayside Sound, POB 166, Lincoln City OR 97367.
503-996-6020.

Ampex MM1000 2" 16 trk wNSO, dbx NR,
Biamp 16 x8x16 console, 128 point patch
bays. looms & remote, $10.5K/all. G Ernst,
Bayside Studios, POB 166, Linda City OR
97367. 503-996-6020.
JBL/AKG D16R2405/R-25 16 ohm, replacement diaphram for JBL 2405 tweeter in unopened box, $50; AKG R-25 remote control unit
for AKG BX-25 reverb unit, $50 or swap for
aRevox A-77 remote control. JRoper,
Snd Std, RR31 Box 405, Terre Haute IN
47803. 812-877-2663.

Radio World

Audio & Designs vocal stressor 4band ECI
&compressor, limiter, noise gate at same time,
vgc, $1100; Programming Technologies
Ecoplate2, excel cond, $650/trade. JPines,
217-367-3530.

Ron Radio Comm, Inc,

PR&E Muhilimiter FM», new matched stereo pairs, also AM Multilimiter, $250 ea; Orban 418A stereo compressodlimiter, switchable pre-emphasis, front end of 8000A, BO;
CBS Labs 410, 411, 4300, excel pond; (2) new
CBS Labs dynamic presence EO's, slimline,
$100 ea. BRoyster. KOM, 1019 Cordova, San
Diego CA 92107. 619-223-3413

• Energy Onix Add On
NRSC Processor $ 520

Gregg Labs 2542 2chnl audio processor,
$300. 7DeCapua, WLKK, 18W 9th, Erie PA
16501. 814-456-7034.

• Inovonics AM NRSC
Add- On Processor $ 520

Orban 8000A Optimod, excel cond, on-air
now, $1500. G McCoy, KZEN, 1606-1/2 16th,
Central City NE 68826. 308-946-3816.

Neumann U87's, U47, U67 or any kind of
Neumann's or commercial mics, any cond. J
Price, 2651 Globe, Dallas TX 75228. 214-3216576.

• Hnat Hindes NRSC
Tri -Maze $ 1,595

Orban 8100A XT2, 6band limiter chassis,
brand new, $1500. APavao, KYNO, 2125 N
Barton, Fresno CA 90703. 209-255-8383.

RCA 77DX ribbon mics; RCA 44BX ribbon
mics. RKaufman, PAMS Prod, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625.

EASY NRSC

P.O. Box 201
Brightwaters, NY 11718

NRSC Compliance:

80 - 666 - 3525

Want to Buy
dbx 904 noise gate. RBurton, Audio Rents
Inc, 7237 Santa Monica Blvd, Hollywood CA
90046. 213-874-1000.

URIE 813 (A's), time aligned speakers, excel
cond, $2500/pr. DFlynn, Continental RecordWigs, 1Thompson, Ste 501, Boston MA 02129.
617-241-5150.

A " post- processor" for REAL
AM Improvement' Simply
connect it between your
existing limiter and the transmitter for " protected" preemphasis and overshoot- controlled lowpass filtering to
NRSC specs
J1

Fairchild 670 or 660's, in working or repairable cond. Mike, Morning Star Reed, 155 Saunders Ferry Rd, Nashville TN 37875. 615-8249434,

Community Light & Snd RS440 4-way
speakers (one pair) w/Community V8790 bass
bins, in Anvil cases, excel cond, $2200 plus
shpg. JKreines, 5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL
36054. 205-285-6179.

LIMITERS

Various Eventide, Lexicon, Valley People
outboard gear, call for complete list. GGuarino, Sorcerer Snd, 19 Mercer, NYNY loon
212-226-0480.

Inovonics

Want to Sell

SANTA CRUZ, CA

CAL APP 400, PMC 300A, SEP 400B, SPF
300, in service, 2.5 yrs old, vgc, in use, avail
30 days, $2700. M Tracy, KOAO, POB 1263,
Scottsbluff NE 69361. 308-635-2690.

dbx NR system, 24 chnls, mdl 3100 modules
in (2) mdl 216 main frames, $1900/B0; dbx
NR, 3100 modules in 216 main frame, as is,
24 chills, $500 or $2300 for all 48 chnls or
trade. RYork, Jewel Records, 1594 Kinney,
Cincinnati OH 45231. 513-522-9336.
Eventide Harmonizer H949 wIDeGlitch, mint
cond, $1500/B0. SCronen, Starbeat Redcg,
9E Larkdale, Deerfield IL 60015. 312-9453555.

UREI 1176 LN excel cond, schematic, silver
face mdl w/LN module installed at factory,
$300. RJordan Jr, Southland Recdg & Snd,
812 Young. Selma AL 36701. 205-874-8009.

EV Sentry 500 time coherent studio monitors,
$700. GErnst, Elayside Studios, POB 166, Linda City OR 97367. 503-996-6020.

CBS Audimax 444 AGC, $200/130. M Patton,
WXOK, 6819 Cezanne Ave, Baton Rouge LA
70806. 504-292-4189.

Lexicon Prime Time, gd cond, $350;
Ecoplate II plate reverb, $495; dbx 157 4chnls
NR, $350. M Zook, Masterworks, 4024 Williamsburg Ct, Fairfax VA 22032. 703-385-1780.

Orban Optima 8000A recently removed
from service, clean in gd cond, $1500. CGennaro, Roberts Bdctg, 1018A EMain, Merrill WI
54452. 715-536-6262.

Ji

140110 458-0552

Texar/Gentner Audio Prism w/PR-1. new.
$1500; Summit Audio dual tube pre-amp for
mic or line, new cord, $850. RHull, 8236 E
71st Ste 133, Tulsa Ok 74133. 918-254-0464.

CBS/Thompson CFS 4300 AM peak limiter,
new, $525. GLandau, WSW:), 3300 Jaybird,
Bessemer AL 35020. 205-428-0146.

Trade new Valley Intl Gain Brain 2for Valley
Intl Maxi-O. JPines, 217-367-3530.
Aphex Aural Exciter Type Bin excel cond,
$100/130. RPollard, KSKG, 1217 SSanta Fe,
Salina KS 67401. 913-825-4631.

Optimod 8000A just factory redone,
$2000/firm; Optimod 8100A, $4000: X7-2 6
band, $1800; Studio Chassis for 8100A, $500.
BWatson, KCHZ, 1551 Amer, W Covina CA
91792. 714-946-6249.
Thomson-CSF 4500 Presence EC), new,
$595; Ramko portable mixer PM-42, $450;
ESE ES-214 audio level meter, $95. H.M. Dyer
Electronics, 2982 Wixom Rd, Milford MI
48042. 313-685-2560.
Orban Optimad 8000A stereo generators (2),
$1500/ea; various CBS Labs 444 Audimax Ill
(2), $100 ea; CBS 400 Volumax. $75; CBS Audimax II, tube, BO; Harris Solid Statesman,
$175; Gates StaLevel, tube, BO. M Hurst, WICO, POB 909, Salisbury MD 21801. 301-7423212.
Inovonics 221/MAP II AM processing system
wlmdl 215 AGC limiter, excel cond, $400/B0;
Marti CLA-40H, excel cond, $150/B0; UREI
LA-4, $400/80. 7 Randall, KJJO, Box 790,
Brookings SD 57006. 605-692-9102.

RCA BA-6A tube limiter, rack mot, vgc,
$450/trade. JPines, 217-367-3530.

Mod Sciences Stereo Max, like new, works
great, will trade for Optimod XT chassis or BO.
JAughney, KLCE, POB 699, Blackfoot ID
83221. 208-785-1400.

CBS 410 FM peak limiters (2), BO. M Seedy,
First City Recdg, 141-60 84 Rd 3E, Brianvood
NY 11435. 718-846-2062

CBS Volumax 4000A, working when removed, has manual, $150. B Oostenburg,
KCKY, POB 6, Coolidge AZ 85728. 602-9639390.

EIR Corp EX-IV exciter in gd cond, $500/130;
Valley People Dyna-Mite mic processor, dual, desk top case, excel cond, $500180. J
Claybrook, WMJJ, 530 Beacon Pkwy, Birmingham AL 35209. 205-942-9600.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.
We

Tesar Audio Prisms (
2) & RCF5 card. WVIS,
POB 487, Frederiksted, St Croix VI 00840.
809-778-5199.
CBS Volumax 400 manual, copy OK if legible & schematics included, will copy your
manual & return n, will pay postage both
directions. 7Wheeler, RR1 Box 215, Carlock
IL 61725. 309-376-7721,

MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
RCA 77, $
350; HME, Telex, Cetec Vega wire
less mics, BO. JPrice, 2651 Globe, Dallas TX
75228. 214-321-6576.
AKG 451E (
2) w/AKG pwr supply, $450/pr. R
Sanchez, KUCV, POB 83111, Lincoln NE
68501. 402-472-3611.
AKG C-60 tube condenser mic systems, mint,
tube 451e w/AC701K wIcardioid capsules, per
supply & cables (4), 2pairs, will trade, $800/pr
or $1525/all. JPines, 217-367-3530.
Sony ECM-30 condenser lavalier in box, BO.
BRoyster, KIM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413.
RCA 44, $
750; Sony AC148A 2mic per supply, BO. RRhodes, POB 1550, NYNY 10101.
212-245-5045.

Kind:

Broadcast & Communications

AUDIO— VIDEO— RF
Where Service is # 1
Now in our 10th

year

CALL 602-242-2211
FAX 843-2860

Machines 8,
,Audiopac Carts
TV Antennas • Cablewave Transmission Line
•CRL Audio Processing • Eventide Digital Effects • Gentner Patch Bays
•Jampro FM 8x TV Antennas • JBL Speakers • M/A Comm Video STL's
•Mark Antennas • Orban Optimod's •Scala Antennas
•Soundolier Equipment Racks • Studer-Revox Tape
Recorders/Disc Players • Technics Turntables/Disc Players
•TTC FM/TV Translators/Transmitters

•Bogner

CALL US TODAY!

MICA CAPACITORS

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

RCA-RAYTHEON-AEL
TRANSMITTER PARTS

CALL US FOR ALL
YOUR EQUIPMENT

FROM STOCK

NEEDS

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
250 WATT THRU 50 kW

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

8
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qiiIIIIH MIII:111M, IV!.
2215 Faraday Ave, Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008

American Media
Services
Authorized Distributor for

Scotch Cart II Broadcast Tape Cartridge 8( Scotch Open Reel Tape
NAT'L:
TEXAS:
LOCAL:
FAX:

, ,hi,•6:TRI.-v ( •( mil \
'\ \--_-:/

-

y

' ' ' -

(800)
(800)
(817)
(817)

345 -1953
521 -1953
535 -1953
536-1953

FCCs
' Engineering

FM and TV
Data Bases
for your P.C.
Call today to request a free sample

Communications Data
Services
6105 E Arlington Blvd

Falls Church VA 2204-4
(703) 534-0034

Neumann TLM-170, new, blk finish,
$1250/trade; AKG D-1000E, vgc, $75. JPines,
217-367-3530.
Telefunken M221A tube-type, supply ácable, excel cond, will swap for aNeumann
U47fet, other trades considered. EO'Brien,
Imperial Snd Std, RR 31 Box 405, Terre Haute
IN 47803, 812-877-2663.
RCA 77DX vintage ribbon mic, in excel cond,
BO; RCA 44I3X vintage ribbon mic, excel
cond, BO, call after 2PM. RKaufman, Pams
Prod, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625.
RCA 77D or 77DX original shock mount, silver, $150. EKovach, 14269 Jackson, Taylor
MI 48180. 313-285-9710.
Bruel & Kjaer 2801 condenser mic power
supply for B&K tube type mics, will trade for
aSony C-37A power supply or Sony AC 148
supply. JRoper, Imperial Snd Std, RR31 Box
405, Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.

CONTACT: CENTRAL AMERICA
BROADCAST DISTRIBUTOR

TOA/Neumann J-1 & U-64, like new, windscreen & cable, $60/firm, $250 for Neumann.
M Kuehl, 1418 N Stevens, Rhinelander WI
54501. 715-369-4007.

Final 41 Ave. Norte

WE & Altec 633A dynamic Saltshaker mic on
stand, mint cond, (2) $60, (4) $100; EV 627
dynamic, $25/B0. MSaady, First City Recdg,
151-60 84 Rd 3E, Briarwood NY 11435. 718846-2062.

CABD

Toll free:
800-223 -8202
In Florida:
_ 305-651-5752

(619) 438-4420

02-226-7582

1-800-336-3045

More than 500 radio stations
serving exclusively all Central
America. We would like to
represent your company, your
product.

THE SOURCE

RFANTENNA AMMETERS

1

Call

Fair Oaks CA 95628

FROM STOCK

COMMERCIAL RADIO
COMPANY
BOX 43, CAVENDISH VT 05142

THIS
SPACE
AVAILABLE

4096 Bridge Street • Suite 4

CORNELL-DUBILIER

PLASTIC CORP.—NON-PCB
OIL FILLED CAPACITORS

RCA 44 classic ribbon, $750. RRhodes, POB
1550 Radio City Station, NYNY 10101. 212245-5045.

KIDD COMMUNICATIONS

916-961-KIDD(5433)
SANGAMO ACUSHNET
MICA CAPACITORS

and ability to provide
you the best suited
broadcast for your
project...always at

competitive prices!

COMMUN I
CATIONS
CALL us FOR...Audi-Cord Cart

RCA SK-46 program velocity ribbon, new,
$325. DMiller, Airborne Audio, 11647 W 83rd
Terr, Lenexa KS 66214. 913-492-8822.
EV RE50, like new, no case, includes clip, $75.
H Carter, 509-328-5729.

have the knowledge

Condomino Maya Apt. # 12
San Salvador, El Salvador
Centro Amer i
ca

Fax 503-28-12-18
CASSETTES - CARTS -

REELS

AKG, Calrec, Sennheiser, and more, call for
complete list. G Guarino, Sorcerer Snd, 19
Mercer, NYNY loon 212-226-0480.
RCA-77 DX, clevite brush headset. EEsserman, WFOX, Atlanta GA. 404-953-9369.

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

Sennheiser NO-421, new (2), $195 ea. JPappas, The Pappas Group, 209-523-5248.

A wholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on audio
and video:
BASF CASSETTES • AMPEX RR's

Vintage ribbon mics, RCA 77s/44s & tube
condenser mics, especially Neumann/Telefunken. Jes, 5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.

AUDIOPAK, FIDRIPAC & 3M CARTS
For more information
call person-to-person collect:
Kris Elliot at 818 992 4288
or write to:J8L1 Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl., Woodland
Hills, CA 91367

Neumann KM-56, U-64, U47, M-50, M-250,
AKG C-12, c-12A, C-24, C-28, Telefunken U47, ELAM-251, KM-56, trade of cash for gd
cond. JPines, 217-367-3530.
WE 373, 600A carbon mic in the 1A, Bbrass
case. AWeiner, Britton Road, Monticello ME
04760. 207-538-9538.

Want to Buy
Fairchild 660 tube, fair price/trade;
Aphex/B&B CH-1compressor/noise gates,
cash or trades. JPines, 217-367-3530.

RCA ribbon mics including BK-11, $400; 74B, $250; (2) SK-46, $250 ea; Shure 330 ribbon, $250; Dynamics (2) Shure 555W, $60 ea;
EV 611, $50; EV 630, $25; Astatic ON-HZ,
$180. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099 (PMs).

SPENCER
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Want to Buy

Neumann, Telefunken, etc, vintage tube
mics, also RCA 44 & 77's. J Kreines,
DeMolt/Kreines Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave,
Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.
Any condenser shotgun in working cond,
prefer Sennheiser or AKG but interested in
others. HBiller, 125 Lee Ste 2, Takoma Pk MD
20912. 301-270-1448.
Pm 1960 ribbon or condenser mic. R Van
Dyke, Squires Ave, EOuogue NY 11942. 516728-1327.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
RCA assorted dual jack audio patch panels
&patch cords; Cannon UA Series assorted
male, female, cable & panel microphone connectors, BO. BHumpherys, UMC 8500, Le
gan UT 84322. 801-750-3133.
McMartin AM frog mon, excel cond, $300;
RCA tube type limiter, BO; IGM 85-0011 chnl
cards, fair cond, $50 ea; IGM 50-3 Carousel
controller, fair cond, $100-150. J Thomas,
WLEW, Bad Axe MI. 517-269-9931.
Moos 902 VCA w/pwr supply. R Robinson.
203-269-4465.
ATT Merlin 410 phone system w/4 lines in &
10 stations, includes wires & 8phones, 3.5 yrs
old. M Hendee, KUNO, PCB 30, Houston MO
65483. 417-967-3353,
Spotmaster 20 space rack mount cart rack.
BO; PR&E D7-10 (2) 10 minute UP timers,
tenth & hundredths seconds, in rosewood
case: Elcom Engineering composite clipper
&1W 1x2 RF splitter, excel cond, BO; many
new hammertone/alum rack filler panels,
1.75" on up, also rack mount AC outlet strips
&rack screws. BO. BRoyster, KOM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA 92107. 619-223-3413.
Canon female chassis mount, used 3pin
XLR female on right angle bracket, 60 pos will
sell entire lot only, $30. RNimtz, Univ of Notre
Dame, POB 1086 Notre Dame IN 46556. 219239-6423.
NCR 7900 VDT's (
2), $75 ea; NCR line printer w/stand, $1000: (2) Applied Digital Data
System VDT's. $50 ea; (2) Data Comm line
printers, $75 ea; Western Union Telex 77Ystyle terminal w/stand, $50: (9; removeable
hard disks, $100 ea. TWeeden, WMTV, 6802
Putnam, Madison WI 53711. 608-274-1515.
Presto 8K disk recorder in portable case, no
manuals, mint cond, BO pls shpg. SDelahoyde, Box 33063, Phoenix AZ 85067. 602937-9088.
Phasemaster T-4000-A2 rotary phase converter, 40 A220/440 V60 Hz, used 35 mos.
BO over $500 pis shpg. RJenkins, WAVL,
POB 277. Apollo PA 15613. 412-468-8481.
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model II includes 3
drive expansion unit, Okidata 82A lineprinter,
$500/B0 pls shpg; Extel AF teleprinter. needs
some work, includes service manual & 79
rolls of printer paper, cond unknown, $150/130
pis shpg. DKelley, KISZ, POB 740, Cortez CO
81321. 303-565-1212.
Reliant 16 computer phone system w/16 complete stations, built in intercom system & 6line
capability, excel cond. $1000; also Tetrad
phone system w/3 stations, can expand to 8
stations, $450. VClough, WZFX, 225 Green,
Fayetteville NC 28302. 919-486-4991.
Advent 1000 videobeam TV projector, complete as rs, $150, pick-up only located in NYC
area, $150. AWeiner, Britton Rd, Monticello
ME 04760. 207-538-9538.
Pole contactors (
3), 120 Vcoil. 80 A. $50;
160 A, $100. Dave, 209-467-0317 evenings only.
Extel teleprinter AF-11, BO. M Cramer,
WGBA, 1391 NRoad, Green Bay WI 54307.
414-494-2626.
Sonex One natural white, unopened boxes,
$150 ea pls UPS. JKreines. DeMott/Kreines
Films, 5330 Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL
36054. 205-285-6179.
Sola/Wilkinson single phase AC line surge
protector in outdoor housing; Sola 500 VA harmonic neutralized transformer, BO; Belden
8451, several new 100, 250, 500 & 1000' rolls,
black stranded audio wire & new boxes of insulated spade lug terminals, BO. BRoyster,
KOM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA 92107.
619-223-3413.
Sparta tech manuals for xmtrs & audio
products. Write for list. DPeluso, KFM Radio,
POB 15223, Las Vegas NV 89114.
Tec attenuators mono pots for RCA BC7A
board, gd cond, some wicue, $40 ea; Shalco
attenuators, stereo pots in gd cond w/cue. B
Arnold, 700 Productions, 105 Dorado Court
So, Middle Island NY 11953. 516-924-9020.
Supply of RCA replacement parts & 7, 8. &
9pin brand new tubes, write or call for list.
JThomas, WLEW, Bad Axe MI. 517-269-9931.
Radio Shack TRS-80 computer monitor, keyboard, expansion interface, quick printer, as
is, $20. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall.
Brunswick ME 08011. 207-725-3066.
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TRS-80 Mod-I, expansion interface, (2) B/W
mon, (3) disk drives, 5meg hard disk, 14'
wide printer, billing software, vidtex & modem, eng software & more $600/130. FVobbe,
GNBC, POB 5031, Lima OH 45802. 419-2284199.
Staco 291 variable auto-transformer 0-120 V
at 3A, panel mount, new, $20. M Kuehl, Passage Prod, 1418 NStevens, Rhinelander WI
54501. 715-369-4007.
Tandy 1000 20 meg hard drive, CM-11 color
monitor, lots of software, $1850. C Springer,
KLMR, POB 890, Lamar CO 81052. 719-3362206.

RCA On-Air lights, OKI telephone interface.
KAnderson, 2358 SMan St, Salt Lake City
UT 84115. 801-466-3196.
Schematics for Beaucart RIP model 2tape
cart unit, also rear terminal ID connections,
photo copy greatly appreciated. D Peluso,
KFM, POB 15223, Las Vegas NV 89114. 702732-7753.
Harris, RCA, Allied, etc. product catalogs;
4th & 6th editions of NAB Engineering Handbooks. CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206.
317-923-2800.
111-C coils (
4) needed. LThomas, KMTC,
POB C, Russellville AR 72801.

IGM equip racks, 19" wIAC strip & removable rack-rail, 22 x25 x70, two side panels, one
door, black, $300. LVidoli, WEEI, Schraffts
Ctr, Boston MA 02124. 617-242-5900.
Gates V-22 volume indicator panel, like new
w/book, $150; Atlas MS-25 floor stands, new
in boxes (2), $50 ea; Gates BC1J high voltage transformer, like new. $250; Collins 2CA/2
modulation transformer, like new, $150. P
Schneider, KPMJ, 1280S Oxnard, Oxnard CA
93034. 805-985-8346.

CABLEWAVE SYSTEMS
APD132 AUTO DEHYDRATOR

$2026
Fully reconditioned
Includes manual and
90-day warranty.
Reconditioned Equipment
and Test Instruments
Call for free catalog
Tucker Electronics
Duanne Harvey
800-527-4642,
(in TX) 214-348-8800.
Free 3-bay relay rack cabinet, excel cond,
pick up only. PSchneider, KPMJ, 1280 SOxnard, Oxnard CA 93034. 805-985-8346.
Comprehensive Video production library,
8music discs, $300. A McPeek, POB 444,
Rogersville TN 37857. 615-272-4827.
Alphone NEM-40A intercom master, 40 station pwr sply, handset, BGM adp, 10 W amp,
$650/lot. W Slaten, Audio Intl, 424 Grant,
Scotch Plains NJ 07076. 201-322-4466.
Scully 2ti-k, erase, record heads, new, ready
to plug in 284 Series, (2) Fisher spring echo
units, Dukane pulse gen. W Priest, Classic
Snd, 1028 Bass, Dunedin FL 34698 813-7345175. aft 5PM.
Cushman Trackster small two-man snow cat
modified for deep powder snow, excel cond,
w/trailer & spares, $3500/130. DBarton, KMT1,
POB K, Monti UT 84642. 801-835-7301.
Custom studio furniture, (
2) pedestals & top
to form console, in walnut & black laminate,
$100; various headsets (3), all work, $10. D
Bailey, 3422 Beech, Roulett TX 75088. 214475-9796.
Munchhausen sound proof hardwood doors
w/frames, 7' by 3', $500/130. DFinton, WBAI,
505 8th, NYNY 10018.
Kepco PRM48-6 48 volt per supply, 0-6 amps
max, new in box, $150. M Rakoff, 114-41
Queens Blvd,
Forest Hills NY 11375. 718591-0002.

MONITORS

Older tube equipment, AM freq & phase monitors. amps, etc, gd source for parts, make
offer for lot. BBurnham, WHBT, 1293 Floyd,
Jackson MI 49203 517-782-1510.
UPI spooled paper, (4) boxes, excel cond; (2)
Eidel printers, perfect cond w/manuals, BO on
both. R Fess, WLRB, POB 250, Macomb IL
61455. 309-833-5561.
ADC BJF-2033 (3) Ultra Patch bay w/3' to rear
interconnect panel, $500 ea; also spare parts
for Rust remote control, spare parts for ATC
cart machines, univ sound outdoor paging
speakers, GE sodium vapor lamp, call for
prices and details. BGellhaus, WDVT, POB
73, Chelterham PA 19012. 215-635-4815.
Want to Buy
Crystal or synthesized UHF or VHF mobile
2-way radios or handhelds. Units need not
work; also want programmable scanner. G
Pernad, 1510-6 Peachtree, Cocoa FL 32922.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP bebop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. BRose,
Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th. NYNY
10003. 212-674-3060.
Manuals for RCA TK-10, 30. 31 & any other
gd old vaccum tube gear. AWeiner, Britton
Road, Monticello ME 04760. 207-538-9538.

Want to Buy
Mitchell 16 & 35mm cameras & access;
Zeiss 9.5mm distagon, reasonable, need not
mint. JKreines, DeMotereines Films, 5330
Kennedy Ave, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-2856179.
Mitchell 35 & 16mm cameras & access, other prof 16/35mm cameras, Zeiss 9.5mm Distagon, reasonable, need not be mach mint.
JKreines, 5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054.
205-285-6.

Johnson ST-4A SCA rcws (2) less X-tals, tested. $50 ea/B0 pls shpg. KSmith, 118 Barstow. Gorham ME 04038. 207-892-8776.
Bearcat BC140 10 chnl programmable scanner. $ 50. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 08011. 207-725-3066.

Want

to Buy

Sequerra 1FM tuner wtscope, working cond
only, also service manual. PMadnick, DIG,
5743 Corsa Ste 207, Westlake Village CA
91362. 818-706-3338.

GE ET-72A/ER-46A Executive 30 W FM radio, need manual or schematic, also units for
parts/operation. M Starin, WJYY, 457 Varney,
Manchester NH 03102. 603-625-1165.

Motorola 2-way radios to be used on my
repeater freq. 462.675 8, 467.675. list avail radios & write. CHoffman, 251 174 St, Ste 404,
Miami Beach FL 33160.

25-50 MHz FM monitor rcvr tube types preferred, crystal-controlled. MStarin, WJYY, 457
Varney, Manchester NH 03102. 603-625-1165.

McKay/Dymek AM-10, 8, 7AM tuner, wide
band, working cond only, also service manual. P Madnick, DIG, 5743 Corsa Ste 207,
Westlake Village CA 91362. 818-706-3338.

Aerotron 7N20 44-54 MHz 12 W FM radio,
need manual or schematic, also units for
parts/operation. MSkein, WJYY, 457 Varney,
Manchester NH 03102. 603-625-1165.

KLH Model 21 small FM mono table radio,
working or not wanted for parts unit. JRoper,
Imperial Snd Std, RR31 Box 405, Terre Haute
IN 47803. 812-877-2663.

Want to Sell
FM receiver module for TFT-760 EBS unit,
tuned to 102.9 MHz, BO. M Parton, WXOK,
6819 Cezanne Ave, Baton Rouge LA 70806.
504-292-4189.
TFT 730A SCA mod mon, 2.5 yrs old, including 67 kHz SCA gen for Harris TE3 exciter,
both in excel cond, $1000. DStarkey, WVHF,
350 W Main, Clarksburg WV 26301. 304-6245525.
Beier RF amp for AM, $75. SWeber, KGRV,
POB 1598, Winston OR 97496. 503-679-8185.
McMartin TBM-4500A FM stereo mod mon,
$800. G Wachter. KFYI. 631 N 1st. Phoenix
AZ
602-258-6161.

85003.

Hems Clarke 8tower directional antenna
monitor, BO or trade for AM or FM mod mon.
FVobbe, GNBC, POB 5031, Lima OH 45802.
419-228-4199.
Beier SCM-1 subcarrier monitor crystaled for
67 kHz & 92 kHz, $990; Belar RFA2AM RF
amp tuned to 1340 kHz. $300. M Hurst, WICO, POB 909, Salisbury MD 21801. 301-7423212.
TFT 730A 2.5 yrs old, SCA mon, excel cond,
$1000. DStarkey, WVHF, POB 2423, Clarksburg viv 26301. 304-624-5525.
Jennings RB7-A vacuum relay, 7kV, 14 A
DPDT, $120. JCunningham, KHKC, At 2Box
1136, Stonewall OK 74871. 405-265-4496.
Want to Buy
Belar FM mod mon for xmtr site. WVIS, POB
487, Frederiksted, St Croix VI 00840. 809-7785199.
FM monitor w/RF amp. DVan Zandt, WJLU,
2596 S.R. 44, New Smyrna FL 32069.
RCA 13W-50, Beier AM-1, or AM monitor
capablle of measuring 100%-neg/125%-pos.
will consider others, also looking for an FM
monitor rod. FVobbe, GNBC, POB 5031, Lima OH 45802. 419-228-4199.
FM mod mon, working or repairable,
reasonably priced for subsequent donation
to classical station, older unit OK. EReihl,
1715 Illinois, Northbrook IL 60062. 312-2727125.
FM stereo mod mon, any brand in gd cond.
C Froke, P013 811, Deer Ledge MT 59722.
406-846-1221.
Manuals & parts for McMartin IBM 3000 &
IBM 3000A freq mon; TBM 3500 & TBM 3700
mod mon; IBM 2200 stereo mod mon; TM
45-7 remote metering panel. CGill, POB 371,
Indianapolis IN 46206. 317-923-2800.

me,

Paradyne 4951-02 equipment rack, 78" tall
30" deep, fully enclosed, super cond, pick up
in Kent WA, $175. BLord, 13313 SE 2081h,
Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Arriflex SModel camera & any accessories
wanted for Arri-S; also Cmount lenses & editing equipment. H Biller, 125 Lee Ave Ste 2,
Takoma Pk MD 20912. 301-270-1448.
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RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
GE portamobile units w/chargers (2); Motorola base unit: base antenna, all 26 MHz
band; CB base antenna: (2) RCA stereo TT
EC! preamps, look similar to BA 2613. H. Canaday, WHOO, 1Radio WHO() Rd, Orlando FL
32808. 407-295-3990.
Johnson ST4, like new, 91.1 67 kHz, 92 kHz,
$75. CPeterson, Showsound, 5405-A Southern Comfort Blvd, Tampa FL 33614. 813-8841462.
ICOM IC 02AT hand held rec & trx, 140.400162900 programmable, tone encoder, 38
tones 67.0-250.3 all std equip includes book
&shipping carton, new cond, $300. BBoyer,
WMOP, POB 3930, Ocala FL 32678. 904-7322010.

WE'VE DONE
THE HARD PART
Our new program computes TV
& FM Field Strength for you. It
uses the FCC algorithm to determine distance to contour, field
strength at distance, and bearings between coordinate pairs. It
runs on any IBM-PC compatible
and incorporates FCC Docket 8856 rules. Only $ 95.00
Jeremy Lansman
Spectrum Resources
POB 240-467
Anchorage AK 99524
(9071 345-2630

Want to Sell

RCA 35mm film recorder, excel cond, $3500;
Moviola 35mm upright (1) Moviola (1) Pis
sound head, $5000. JGaffney, Ross-Gaffney,
21 W 46th, NYNY 10036. 212-719-2744.
Kodak Marc 300 16mm pageant film projectors in working order Moue lamps (2), $75
ea. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,
Brunswick ME 08011. 207-725-3066.
Kern 8plate film editor w/16/35mm heads,
$20.000. JWorkman, Mardi Comm, 600 W
Lafayette, Detroit MI 4822& 313-963-1200 X501.
B&H 1545 16mm sound movie projector, gd
cond, $125; B&H 1585 late mdl 16mm sound
movie projector, excel cond, $165; Neumade
motorized 16mm film rewind w/foot control, includes one non motorized rewind, $40. G
Ormrod, GFO Prod, 432 E. XSt, Tumwater
WA 98501. 206-352-8028.

Brush Clevite headphones, smaller black
hard plastic cans, & cords etc. J Taylor,
WGCA, Box 467, Quincy IL 62306. 217-223-

Eiki SL-0 16mm slot load projector, $450;
Maurer 05 body, 3mags, no motor, $750; B&H
70 DR wlAnvil case, 1" Comal, instructions,
$325. JKreines, 5330 Kennedy. Millbrook AL
36054. 205-285-6179.

RCA CT-100, CTC-5 color TV monitors or
home sets, early vintage or early studio monitors. AWeiner, Britton Rd, Monticello ME
04760 207-538-9538.

RCA 400 Senior portable 16mm projector. (2)
cases, optical & magnetic sound, BO pls
shpg. RNorman, RNP, 11 Glenwood, Toms
River NJ 08753. 201-349-8569.

Consulting Telocommunications
Engine*.

11704 Seven Locks Road
Potomac MD 20854
301-983-0054

Motorola Maur 80 w/MRT 1, 55 watt VHF
high band base station w/CTCSS on 151.775
w/Motorola radio telephone interconnect, like
new cond wlmanuals & schematics, $1800. C
Kimbrough, WRXO, POB 1176, Roxboro NC
27573. 919-599-0266 aft 6PM.
McKay/Dymek AM-10 wideband AM tuner,
$195. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st, Phoenix
AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.
McMartin áABS TRE-613 8. TR-55D, large
qty available, prices negotiable. RGiller, IL
Farm Bureau, 1701 Towanda, Bloomington IL
61702. 309-557-3252.
RCA Tac Tee (
2) UHF 2chnl handhelds, one
has blown RF PA, wIleather holsters & drop
in charger, $100/both. GWilson. WGTE, POB
30. Toledo OH 43692. 419-243-3091.

Ron Radio Comm. Inc
P.O. Box 201
Brightwaters, NY 11718

Authorized dealers for
• Audicord Cart Machines
• Audisar Products
•
II
•
•
•

Belar Electronics
Broadcast Electronics
Crushcraft Antennas
Delta Electronics
Energy Onix FM
Transmitters 100w to
60K W

• Hnat Hindes Audio
Processing
• Inovonics FMX & NRSC
• Jampro FM Antennas
• Kintronic Phasors &
Antenna Tuning Units
• L. P. B. Consoles
• Micro Controls Inc.
(Composite STL) $5,795
• MAXRAD -Antennas
• Valley People Audio
Processing
• Scalla Antennas
/
CALL RON RADIO
iFOR:Frequency Searches,
/ License Applications,
Construction Permit
Applications.Leasing thru
:DACOM Financial Services

800-666-3525

R.J. GRANDMAISON, P.E.
CONSULTING ENGINEER
Applications and Rulemakings

Contact
Radio World
Newspaper
RO. Box 1214,

Broadcast Audio
• Consultation
• Installation
• Optimization
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
(804)730-0671 (804) 356-8364 Mobile
JEFFREY P. LOUGHRIDGE

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
5 Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is , SC 29928
(803) 785-4445

'Its Vegas, Nevada 89121

*

*

*

*

* TOWER NETWORK SERVICES

rTower Inspections & Maintenance
Pressure Vat Guy Treating
Digital Tension Measurements
Structural Design Modifications
Service like you've never

214-891-0555 DALLAS
404-699-2620 ATLANTA

SPENCER
BROADCAST
The Radio Station
Specialists
Chuck Spencer
Phoenix, AZ
602-242-2211

STEEPLEJACK CO.

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS
FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
DON HIGHLEY
462-6105

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

Broadcast Engineering Software

216 N. Green Bay Rd.
Thiensville, WI 53092

(414) 242-6000
Men1Fer sill I

IiRENTLINGER
BROAD('AST

FM Database pool
MSDOS
EGA Graphics- Color
Broadcast Technical
Consulting

V

Doug Vernier

Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls. IA 50613
319-266-7435

Routine Maintenance

A

FCC Applications, Design
8 Field Engineering

SOFTWARE

• FCC Data Bases
• FCC Applications and Reid
Engineering
• Frequency Searches and
Coordination
• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO, TWO-WAY, TV. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Cor,ultIng Communlcdnon, IngIneerN

FM CHANNEL SEARCH

TOWER SERVICES

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 ' Mernber AFCCE"

seen

We do high volume at LOW PRICES

Consulting Communications
Engineers

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

Experienced & Affordable

24 Hr: ( 702) 454-2085

for availabilities.
Phone
800-336-3045
AUDIO CONCEPTS

FCC Applications • Design

4250 East Powell Avenue

(703) 764-0513
Member AFCCE

Falls Church VA 22041

& ENGINEERING SERVICES

RA DIO SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
• Installation • Field Service

11213 Split Rail Lane
Fairfax Station, VA 22039

Member AFCCE

P.O. Box 459

MOVIE PROD EQUIP

Model 1036 5Gang Ediquipt; Model 816
portable hot splicer, 16mm, Maier Hancock;
Beaulieu crystal sync; Guillotine splicer,
16mm; Craig editor viewer, 16mm, KE-16;
Duplikin III & IV; (2) Anon Omni-Mate, 2+Arion
dissolve units: Beaulieu R-16 w117 to 68mm
lens; B&H wide angle wIcase, filters, battery
&charger; Singer Graflex 16mm, items are
all in gd cond áare offered on aBO price,
singly or all items. MFiedler, 5346 Dupont Ave
So, Minneapolis MN 55419. 612-822-0013

R.L. HOOVER

Light Replacement

ENGINEERING INC.
Charles Jayson Brentlinger
President
COMPUTERIZED ENGINEERING
REPORTSIALLOCA770N STUDIES
AM.FM
DIRECTIONALSMUDIO•STL
4SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
4338 East Aroma Drive
Phoenis.Arizona 85032
(6021867-0181

=ENGINEERING

Ground Systems
Painting
20 years Experience

(904)

591-3005

John Nix

APPLICATIONS-CONSTRUCTION

PO Box 13244 Salent. OR 97309

UTILITY PROBLEMS SOLVED

503-581-4056

Moffet,
Larson &
Johnson, Inc.
Consulting TeiecomrnunIcallons
Engineen

Two Skyline Place
5203 Leesburg Pike # 1300
Falls Church VA 22041
703-824-5660
800-523-3117
44nm., (

FAIRFIELD, FLORIDA

MIRKWOOD
ENGINEERING
Rut al & Remote Site
Field

Engineering

50 Park Ave.
Claremont

NH 03743

603/542-6784

Use The ActionGram for
Immediate Action!
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REMOTE &
MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want to Sell
Marti STL-8 (
2) xmirs. (2) roils, xmtr combiner, roll combiner, in gd cond, $2600/80.
RPollard, KSKG, 1217 SSanta Fe, Salina KS
67401. 913-825-4631.
Cale' CA-2000 FM modulator & stereo gen
for cable systems, like new, manuals. $800.
JCorcoran, KVVWW, POB 638. Wenatchee
WA 98807. 509-662-7135.
Wegener 1601 mainframe, complete system
for SMN country coast to coast including power supply 1683-08, 1606-02, 1645, 1646, 1622
cards & on board downconverter. Less than
1yr & in excel cond. $1800/130. TRandall,
KW, Box 790, Brookings SD 57006. 605-6929102.
Fairchild Dart 384 7.5 kHz dual program card.
excel cond. $675. DKelley, KISZ, POB 740,
Cortez CO 81321. 303-565-1212.

FOR SALE
Ku-Band Earth Station

Comrex PLX-R single line frog extension receive unit, $200. MBlack, WEOS, Geneva NY
14456. 315-789-8970.

Moseley PCL-303 STL-xmtr 8i receiver, in gd
cone $1000. RBauer, KCPX, 434 Bearcat Dr,
Salt Lake City UT 84115. 801-485-6700.

26' highway trailor, enviormen-

TFT 7610 digital remote control system, configured for 4wire operation, in service, 5yrs
old. PBaillon, 612-222-5555.

Moseley MAC-1600 remote control, 4yrs old
in working cond, wireline, $
2500. APavao, KYNO, 2125 N Barton, Fresno CA 90703. 209255-8383.

Fairchild Dart 384 to trade for a75 kHz card,
will consider purchase if price is right. GDow.
WBKN, POB 711, Brookhaven MS 39601. 601833-6221.

Wegener 1601 tuned to Transtar's AM only,
complete package ready to go on the air, 18
mos old, doesn't include dish or LNA, $3295.
T Mensendiek, KSSC, POB 409, Carthage
MO 64836. 417-358-4049.

tally controlled shelter, 4.5m
dish, dual 300W TWT amps,
25kw diesel generator, monitoring and test equipment. Write or
phone: Mr. Seaberg, 715 N.
Wheaton Ave., Wheaton IL
60187. (312)-653-2421.
Microdyne 1100-FCC(X1)R(DC)L satellite/TV
receiver. EC. analog rec w/manuals, 3yrs old,
$1200. JMabb, WHVC, Box 123, Hudson NY
12534. 518-828-3341.
Gentner TEI-9 telephone interface dual buss
9 & 5line opt 1A2 keyset system, $2500. B
Gellhaus, WDVT, POB 73, Chelterham PA
19012. 215-635-4815.
Drake ESA 2240 satellite rm.
,receives audio & video signals. PBaillon, 612-222-5555.

Modulation Associates BP72 includes main
chassis, pwr supply & (2) demods, one is
switchable between 76.7 á77.9 MHz, the other 64 & 76.7 MHz, does not have the downconverter, BO. D Gander, KDUZ, Box 10,
Hutchinson MN. 55350. 612-587-2140.
Advanced Micro Dynamics TC-8 wispeech
dialup option, $2600/130. M Black, WEOS.
Geneva NY 14456. 315-789-8970.
Marti SIL10 dual system, 4yrs old, $2995.
T Mensendiek, KSSC, POB 409, Carthage
MO 64836. 417-358-4049.

Comtech RCV-360 satellite receiver, $1000.
W Hanlon, WKFD, 19 Updike. Wickford RI
02852. 401-295-8808.

* * BAX*
FOR SALE OR RENT
C.N. ROOD SKHz Bandwidth
Extension System turns
Phone Lines into Music Lines
Exclusive No. Am. Reps

MARCOM
408-438-4273

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers,
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, Attn:

HELP WANTED
Wanted (new) PD or manager of (station),
need at least 5yrs exper. GGardner, KLGG,
Delta UT 84624. 801-6731546.

BILINGUAL SALES ENGINEER
Needed in island paradise.
Must be fluent in both English & Spanish, and know
radio broadcast equipment.
Technical ability a plus.
Great ground floor opportunity for young engineer looking for a future and
adventure. Reply to:
Radio World,
P.O. Box 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041.
Attn Box # 89-09-02RW
Coastal Carolina, MK FM & 5K AM needs
exper & dependable CE. M/F1EOE. Write: Radio World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA 22041.
Attn: Box 89-08-03RW.
CE for AM/FM combo in Central Minnesota, present chief soon retiring after 36 yrs. L
Graf, KDUZ, POB 10, Hutchinson MN 55350.
612-587-2140.

CHIEF ENGINEER
S30,00,l-plub for ekper. energetic
Broadcast Engineer responsible for
the technical needs of university Radio and TV facilities. Solid credentials
reouired. Excellent benefits.
Contact Immediately:
Dr, Joe Oliver,
Department of Communication,
Stephen F. Austin State University,
Nacogdoches Texas 75962.
(409) 568-4001 AA/EDE
SCETV is seeking an exper bdct maint tech at
WSCI-FM in Charleston SC. to be responsible
for all technical aspects of station operation. Installs, maintains & oversees operation of all
equipment. Acts as liaison whantr supervisor,
NPR engineering & other professional organizations. Tech Dir of all field projects. Associate
degree in electronics technology & one year exper in the repair & maintenance of electronic
equipment used in the area of radio and/or television broadcasting & production. Salary range
$19,274-$28-911, depending on experience.
Please send request for application to. FM Station Manager, WSCI-FM, POB 801. Mt Pleasant
SC 29464. EOE.

Chief Engineer: WWSN, Dayton OH. Aggressive person for Class BFM with new studios.
Resumes to Bruce Dodge, VP/GM, WWSN,
100 Pine St, Ste 300, Dayton OH 45402.
EOEIMF.

POSITIONS WANTED
Assistant Mgr in medium mkt. AM looking
to move on to more challenges, hands on all
operations. Write to Radio World, POB 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 7-3-89RW.
Innovative young programmer looking to
successfully pilot your CHI; station into the
1990's & beyond, call Jim, 304-233-8937.

For more information on a7yr exper announcer, iv/show prep, copywriting & production skills write: S.C.S., 312 Robertson, Sulphur Springs TX 75482.
AOR/CHR air talents seeks employment in
West states area. For resume write NAdams,
674 Floyd Dr, Sandy UT 84070. 801-571-8365.
Experienced newsman would like position
in Texas, tape & resume upon request. Inquiries to: Radio World, POB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 89-09-01RW.
Tampa Bay engineer, 21 yrs FCC, SBE,
Naber, presently employed, looking for contract. Write: Radio World, POB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 89-08-02RW.

Morning drive personality looking for new
opportunity. Adult communicator, NC & CHA
background. John, 619-240-9264.

FT position, traffic, continuity, airshift or prcduclion, 11 yrs FT & PT desire Northern AL area.
CCalvert, POB 1408, Cullman AL 35056. 205942-7800, days, 205-739-3866, nights.

Mature, topical, witty, 7yrs in business seeking AOR gig, smooth pipes, will relocate. Sky
King, 1783 Lancer PI NW, Wash DC 20009.
202-265-5383.

PD, Sales, announcer looking to get back into
radio. BS in communications & business. K
Robel, 2141 NLakewood, Chicago IL 60614.
312-929-4991.

CE w/big prod voice, over 10 yrs hands-on
eng exper seeks CE position w/prod in atop
100 market. G Morgan, 704-563-8676.

Engineer w/17 yrs in radio, 10 yrs Chief,
NARTE, FCC, AM/FM, currently employed in
California medium market, looking. Write to:
Radio World, P08 1214, Falls Church VA
22041. Attn: Box 89-08-04RW.

Newcomer willing to learn radio, Ham & some
tech exec willing to start from bottom. SNeumann. 3Pearl Rd. Rocky Point NY 11778. 516744-3704.
Degreed eng (BSEE) w/5 yrs RF exper, seeks
position. Experienced w/AM/FM shortwave.
Willing to relocate, US/Internat. Write to Al
Muick, POB 306, Fogelsville PA 18051.
Available July 1, 7yr professional seeks
OM/PD for startup or turnaround FM or combo. Prefer Midwest, but will relocate anywhere
for progressive management. For T/R: POB
201, Pratt KS 67124, by June 15. 316-672-6959.
Personality, or other position, with creative
freedom, desire fun, promotionally active employer, no stale situations. Call Mike, 414-2570940 or 602-721-7263.
Announcer in 13th market seeks PD position in smaller market, South preferred, college degree wlexper to back it up. Matthew,
813-381-4875.
Former owner/GM w/major mkt exper, SF Bay
area, seeks mgmt position w/med to large mkt
station(s), prefer West Coast, exper in all phases,
incl turnaround. M Seeber, 408-371-8819.
Male broadcast school grad seeks DJ position, over 3yrs exper in music & sports, will
relocate. P Rappaport, 24380 Summerhill
Ave, Los Altos Hills CA 94022. 415-948-9250.
Program Director, assistant engineer, announcer, board Op/AT, 4yrs exper in mid market station. B.S. in communication, minor in
business administration, very creative, willing
to relocate. Write: Radio World, P013 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 89-08-01RW.

EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads at the flat
rate of $25 per listing per month (25 words max). Payment must accompany insert; there will be no Invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra
charge of $2. Responses will be forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call
800-336-3045 for display rates.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE of
charge (25 words max.), and it will appear in the following 3issues of Radio World.
Contact information will be provided, but if abox number is required, there is a
$2 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will be no Invoicing). Responses
will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.

Mail to:
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Engineer/Announcer, young, ready to work
FT, weekends, late late shift, etc, will go anywhere for radio. M McKenna, 312-636-0119.
Young, bright, humorous, eager music director & talent w/5 yrs exper, seeks position anywhere, prefer Top 40 or AC format. JTirey,
212-1/2 SThird, Richmond KY 40475. 606464-3151.
Engineering/programming or entry sales
position wanted in SF Bay area, also interested in rep position for broadcast equipment.
8Berman, 174 Morningsun, Mill Valley CA
94941. 415-388-8368.
18+ year pro radio Director of Engineering
looking for group or large market station. Have
license will travel, reply to Radio World, POB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 7-189RW.
Announcing or engineering position wanted for 28 yr old. Mark, 304-525-3981.
Air personality, 8yrs exper, seeks PT fill-in
on-air work in Los Angeles market. TGreene,
215-224-4651.
Small/Medium Mkt GM/station mgr avail,
credible ref, prof, former owner, preferably
Southeast but all offers considered. John
Bank, Box 2031, Sylvania GA 30467. 912-5642922 before 11AM or aft 10PM Eastern.
Program Director w/16 yrs exper, gd promotional & people skills avail, CHR/AOR/AC. Paul
Wilson, 801-566-2144.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!!
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES
One of America's leading bdct equip
distributors is growing! If you can sell
bdct equip, we need your help to
maintain personal contact with thousands of broadcasters who purchase
equip from us every year. Want to apply your knowlege and exper., work
in your local area & earn top commissions, don't wait., join our nat'l sales
rep organization now! We still need
reps in anumber of regions of the
country. Send your resume to: Roy
Laurence, RADIO RESOURCES, 7483
Candlewood Road, Hanover, MD
21076

Moseley MAC-15 studio end of MRC-15 unit,
sell or trade for Moseley PCL-505C receiver.
PParks, KYKR, 27 Sawyer, BMT TX 77702.
409-838-3911.
TFT 7610 digital remote control system, configured for 4wire operation, 5yrs old. PBailIon, KMCM, 1218 Pioneer Bldg, St Paul MN
55101. 612-222-5555.
Moseley SCS-2, status control system for
phone line & new TSK-3 temperature sensing kit; also spare parts kits for PCL-303/C,
505/C & TRC15 remote control, BO; McMartin TBM-250C (2) FM RF amps & pre-selector;
rack mount fixed tuned AM rcvr, BO. B
Royster, KOM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413.
Moseley PCL-101 STL system, crystalled at
950.000 MHz, operational when removed, no
manual, $1050/firm, pre-paid, UPS, insured.
DPeluso, KFM, POB 15223 Las Vegas NV
89114. 702-732-7753.
Drake ESA 2240 satellite rcvr. P Baillon,
MGM, 1218 Pioneer Bldg, St Paul MN 55101.
612-222-5555.
Moseley SCG-8 subcarrier generators one
tuned to 67 kHz & one tuned to 92 kHz, $595
ea. M Hurst, WICO, P013 909, Salisbury MD
21801. 301-742-3212.
Moseley MAC-1600 (
2), $1500/es. A Kord,
WWRX, Box 325, Westedy RI 02891. 401-5967728.
TFT 7610-C remote control, 3yrs old, clean,
works perfectly, $2400/130. R Koltz, KKRV,
POB 995, Kernville CA 93238. 619-376-3701.

Want to Buy
SA 7300/Dart 380 digital satellite rcyr w/15
kHz dual audio card & one cue card for satellite network reception. M Hoskins, KMON,
No 210 Rainbow Motel, Great Falls MT 59401.
406-761-1000,
Marti RPT-15 or API-30 for sports broadcasts,
prefer UHF PBaillon, 612-222-5555.
Complete satellite system, dish downconverter, receiver-demod & audio program
chnl for SATCOM 1R, transponder 23, 15 kHz
digital chnl, must be compatible w/present
digital format. BStuart. KSUE, 3015 Johnston.
ville, Susanville CA 96130. 916-257-2121.
Satellite automation system w/manuals,
complete system. B Carr, WRED, 1201
Fremont Pk, Woodville OH 43469. 419-8369696.
RMC, 2AX to include: studio unit RMC2AXS xmtr, RMC 2AXT (A), RMC 2AXT (10)
or RMC-2 MT (25). D Staats. WADC, 703
Market St, Parkersburg WV 26101. 304-4857354.
RCA TER-1remote microwave rort & xmtr
link. A Weiner, Britton Rd, Monticello ME
04760. 207-538-9538.
Marti RMC-15S, high speed, whole or studio
unit, used or new. FBonnet Jr, WOYE, POB
1718, Mayaguez PR 00709 809-834-4384.
Marti API-15 or API-30 for sports bdcts, prefer UHF PBaillon, KMCM, 1218 Pioneer Bldg,
St Paul MN 55101. 612-222-5555.
Moseley TA-15 remote control head, studio
unit only. JKennedy, Bond Bdctg, 309 W
Main, Greenville IL 62246. 618-664-3300.
Macom MA-2B or 68, working, repairable or
for parts. Also consider other 2 & 6-7 GHz,
all solid state gear, sub-carrier modules also
wanted. RLaFrance, WTWS. 216 Broad, New
London CT 06320. 203-444-2626.

STATIONS

Radio World
1kW MA on 1580 kHz, authorized for FT in
acity of approx 15,000, less than 3percent
unemployment & only one other locally operated station, 1hr So of Nashville. excel opportunity for owner and/or mgmt team, 200K
cash or will consider reasonable cash offer.
AWilkerson, WLIL, POB 340, Lenoir City TN
37771. 615-986-7536.
Class A FM & 10 kW AM daytimer wIPSA
priced for quick sale in Price UT. JDart, 801637-0863 or 1752 for details.
Will sell up to 45% of 10 kW AM under construction in SW Montana. Station will serve
Bozeman, Butte, Helena, Dillon & Livingston,
plus NE Idaho & Yellowstone Natl Park. Also
unopposed FM application for Class C now
before FCC. Golden Empire Bdctg, P013 710,
Ennis MT 59729.

6th Anniversary
SPECIAL
FREE:"99 Money
$Saving Idea$ for Your
Station" with 13 weeks of

SMALL MARKET RADIO
NEWSLETTER
Send Just $33.00
275 19th Street
Otsego, MI - 49078
Selling equity interest in AM located in dynamic growing southern Utah community,
turn around opportunity has been successful but under capitalized, principles only. M
Skinner, 341 S Bluff, St George UT 84770.
801-628-1000 inquiries confidential.
MA station for sale, small market nice start
up, living quarters, gd fishing & hunting, studio tower all on the same land makeing money, 125 miles from Seattle or Portland. EKazmark, KAll, P013 1369, Deer Park WA 99006.
509-276-8817,

Hot Daytimer, New York State for sale 75%
to sales mgr-operator, long time pro-operator
mgr stays, negotiable. G Dacre, WTBO, 62
Main, Florida NY 10921. 914-651-4446.

Crosspoint Latch 6112, 8 inputs plus
black/colorizer, (2) full ME's chromakeyer,
DSK, gd cond, $3100. HLarson. Matrix Mobile TV, POB 536, San Luis Obispo CA 93406.
805-544-5657.

Want to Buy
Telemation TSE-200VS service manual &
operators manual. W Steinbrecher, USBP,
Fletc, Bldg 64. Glynco GA 31524. 912-2671862.
Telemation/Bosch 1000 Series routing
switcher, 40x20 or larger, in operating cond
or as parts. TSteinke, POB 413, Milwaukee
WI 53201. 414-229-5470.

TAPES, CARTS & REELS
Want to Sell
Videotape, 314", 15 min, $4; 30 min, $5; 60
min, $7, gd cond. JWorkman, Maritz Comm.
600 W Lafayette, Detroit MI 48226. 313-9631200 X501.
Fuji 621 1" 60 min plus 30M, 3/4" 5min. 10
min, 15 min, 30M, 60M, gd cond. JWorkman,
Maritz, 600 W Lafayette, Detroit MI 48226,
313-963-1200.
Betacam 20 min & 30 min tapes, Sony, Fuji,
3M, Ampex, also Betacam metal SP tape;
3/4" videotape, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 min. JWorkman, Maritz, 600 W Lafayette 81, Detroit MI
48226. 313-963-1200.
Ampex 456 1", (3) NAB 1" reels, 406 1" 4NAB reels, 407 1" 3-NAB reels, 456 1/4" 20bulk hubs. SCronen, 312-945-3555.
Audiopak A-2 carts (
50), some need to be
rewound. BO. Brian, WEZO. 205-487-3261

A&D
Cartridge Rebuilding
Service
We clean, load & pack Serviced within IC
work days! Work guaranteed ,

3310 Blakely Ave, Eau Claire, WI 54701
(715) 835-7347

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY
Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length,
$1.50 ea. FOB our plant, 48 hrs delivery.
New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
35 Years prolessianal elperience!

Lifetime member AES R.D.MEYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continous Tape Mag.

69 Sandersdale Rd.,
Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
FM Class A & AM 1,000. Retiring, priced to
sell, Real Estate available. PRobillard, 1803
N 1st East, Haynesville LA 71038. 318-6230105.

Want to Buy

Looking for AM, FM or LPTV, problem stations, turnarounds, daytimers, dark, etc. OK,
bdctr seeking new challenge, send complete
details w/price & terms. JPowley, 1536 Logan,
Altoona PA 16602 814-944-8571.

STEREO GENERATORS
Want to Sell
Motorola 1300 C-Ouam exciter & Motorola
1310 C-OUAM mod mon, $5500/both. T
DeCapua, WLKK, 18 W 9th, Erie PA 16501.
814-456-7034.
Generators: ea 55 kW 120/208 voft, complete
wlaccessories. Onan 275 hrs, $5000, US Light
&Power 235 hrs, $3500. Kenneth Polly, Polly
Electric Co, 314-443-7054,
Gates M-6146, matches M-6095, gd working
cond, $350/neg. S Neumann, WRPS, POB
5343, Rocky Point NY 11778. 516-744-3704.
Wilkinson SG1E stereo gen, $800/80; Collins 27-M stereo gen, $250. WV'S, POB 487,
Frederiksted, St Croix VI 00840. 809-778-5199.

Want to Buy
American Electronic Lab 2213 operators &
service manual needed. DWilley, Life Bdctg,
POB 96. John Day OR 97845. 503-575-1840.
FM stereo gens any kind reasonable, with
or without exciters. Joe, WJKL. 3342 Perry,
Syracuse NY 13215. 315-673-9049.
Harris audio input control module for model
TEl or TE3 FM exciter; RCA BTS1A stereo gen,
low pass, pre-emphasis filters. CGill, POB 371,
Indianapolis IN 46206. 317-923-2800.

Want to Sell
Large MA construction permit in the West.
located in major market area, great night time
coverage. CHall, KRDA, 2207 SNevada, Provo UT 84606. 801-374-6809.
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SWITCHERS (VIDEO)
Want to Sell
Crosspoint Latch 6139BK 16 input video
switcher wlmodel 7239 automated controller,
$17,000/80. EMarlin, Maxwell Prod, 2208 Terrace View Dr, Louisville TN 37777. 615-9702192.

14" reels, (30) IGM big band music 2T stereo, 7.5 ips, never played, can be split for 10"
reels. $30 ea delivered. FAnderson, KANR,
3801 5Ave So, Freat Falls MT 59405. 406452-2810.
Background music on 10" reels, 3.75 ips. 112
Irk mono, 1960 & 70's, min 6hrs per tape. (12).
$25 pis UPS. E Davison, 135 N Illinois,
Springfield IL 62702. 217-787-0800.
Records, 78 rpm, vintage MOR & Big Band,
also Classic 16" comm transcription discs,
BO. D Kelley, KISZ, POB 740, Cortez CO
81321. 303-565-1212.
U-matic cassettes, like new, one pass only,
mostly 5or 10 min lengths, cassettes include
library cases, some shipping cases. approx
350-500 avail. $2ea pls shpg. JPowley, 1536
Logan, Altoona PA 16602. 814-944-8571.
Betacam tape, 20 min & 30 min, also metal
SP Betacam, 20 min. JWorkman, Mardi, 600
W Lafayette, Detroit MI 48226. 313-963-1200.
Columbia Masterworks etc, classical prerecorded tapes ( 16), 7" reels, 7.5 ips, original
boxes, BO pls shpg. SDelahoyde, Box 33063,
Phoenix AZ 85067. 602-937-9088.

Want to Buy
Beautiful Music/Big Eland/Nostalgia bdct
tape library on 10" reels, mono OK, stereo
preferred. KHill, WHCB, POEI 2061, Bristol
TN 37621. 615-878-6279.
LP records, Easy Listening mostly & others,
hopefully astation changing over to CD can
fullfill our need. Buck, KBUX, P013 1, Quartzsite AZ 85346. 602-927-5111
Top 100/200 of ea yr from 1950-1980 on record, tape. Also copy of History of Rock & Roll,
Drake Chanault & Chum. SStevenson, POB
735, Blaine WA 98230. 604-531-4576.

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP
Marti stereo/dual SIL system, 950 MHz
band, educ station needs 2complete systems
wIcombiners & antennas, prefer recent, Marti STL-10 xmtrs & R-10 roll units, Scala
Paraflector antennas, but will consider any
comparable system. BRathman, KRVM, 200
NMonroe, Eugene OR 97402. 503-687-3370.
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TAX DEDUCT EQUIP
Nonprofit missionary station in El Salvador
needs 8008's in any cond so long as the
bases, pins & plate caps are gd, will pay shipping; also need 892R's for xmtr, will pay shiping. JCounter, YSLE, 5484 San Patricio Dr,
Santa Barbara CA 93111. 805-967-6410.
Non-profit educ sta needs donation of STL
system & cart machines. RMoughton WNLE,
Rt 2Box 705A. Yulee FL 32097. 904-261-7841.
Bauer Mdl 660, FM exciter, for spare parts,
need spare xtal, 89.9415 kHz, power supply,
RF amp & FM exciter modules for the Granger/Bauer mdl 660, working or not; also needed are 1-5/8" flange connectors, 90 degree
elbow, 1-5/8" to 3-1/8" flange adaptor, Nto 1518" flange adaptor EIA 3-1/8" -1-5/8" EIA
reducer. BRathman, KRVM, 200 NMonroe,
Eugene OR 97402. 503-687-3370.
High School FM station is in need of carts
&EBS monitor, will pay shipping. STresseor,
Kearns H.S., 5525 S 4800 W, Kearns UT
84118. 801-964-7500.
Non-profit Radio Reading Service for the
blind & print-handicapped in Connecticut
needs (2) R-R's & (2) cart machines in gd
cond, will pay for shipg or pick-up. Cynthia
Clark. CRIS Radio, 589 Jordan, Wethersfield
CT 06109. 203-246-3579.
Non-profit station w/501C status seeks donations of all equip necessary to start up new
FM. CSRA Public Radio, 1518 Tara Ct, Augusta GA 30906. 404-796-2865.
Christian broadcasting company needs
mod mon, stereo mon, SCA mon, 500 watt
xmtr wlexciter. mono RIP & P/B carts, 718"
transmission line, prefer solid state equip, will
give receipt for tax write off. D Willey, Life
Bdctg, POB 96, John Day OR 97845. 503-5751840.
Computer equipment available. Will donate
for tax deduction Data General Nove System w/2 tape drives. Wang computer w/2 terminals, (2) Hazeltine 1500 terminals. JDavis
or DGreen, KJOI, 6430 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90028. 213-469-9968.
Christian College in Utah is looking for equip
for small NCE FM station. Need 1or 2kW
FM xmtr, antenna, tower. about 100', console,
cart machines, mics. EBS, processing equip,
etc. Also test & office equip along w/easy
listening & Gospel music tapes & LPs. Will
pay shipping or pick up. Salt Lake Baptist College, 3769 W 4700 South, Kearns UT 84118.
Group home working &troubled teenagers
looking for video equipment. RScott. ISOT
Inc. Box 35, Canby CA 96015. 916-233-4601.
Any FM under 1500 W & AM under 250 W
for new school FM station, any equip to get
on the air; also carts, consoles, Us, etc, tax
receipt given. SNeumann, WRPS, POB 534
Rocky Point NY 11778. 516-744-3704.
Christian Bdctrs seek donation of any radio
equip, in working cond. MTD Comm, POB
2083, Ashland KY 41105.
Equipment rack, studio furniture, tone generator, mic arm needed. KHaas, Penna Public
Radio, POB 224, Uwchland PA 19480. 215458-0780.
FM knits needed for charitable organization,
will pay for transportation & give receipt for
fair market value. T Hunt, SOS Radio Network, 702-731-5452.
Eng student desiring donation of old bdct
equip (anything)in repairable cond, will pay
all shipping charges, EE student at Purdue
CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis IN 46206. 317923-2800.
Comm College has CP for new stereo FM,
need: 3kW xmtr, antenna, iso-coupler, mod
mon, compressor limiter, RT machines, IC
machines, U's. JGaboury, Arizona Western
College, 602-344-7695.
Bdct Eng student at New England School
of Bdctg in Bangor ME seeks any & all old
bdc1g equip in working cond or in need or minor repair, will pay shipping & will send tax
receipt. SBrough, POB 159, Skowhegan ME
04976. 207-474-9068 or 5171 (work eves).
Non-profit missionary station in El Salvador
needs 8008's in any cond so long as the
bases, pins & plate caps are gd, will pay shipping; Also need 892R's for xmtr, will pay shipping. JCounter, YSLE, 5484 San Patricio Dr,
Santa Barbara CA 93111. 805-967-6410.
Expressive Comm Inc anon-profit educ corp
seeks new/used bdct equip, tower, xmtr, studin M Scheuerman, WAPN. 904-677-4272

Simpson 458 oscilliscope &manual, old but
works & looks like new, $200180. R Fess,
WLRB, 119 W Carroll, Macomb IL 61455. 309833-5561.
Tek 526 vectorscope, needs HV transformer,
gd CRT, complete, very deal, $250. H Larson, Matrix Mobile TV, POB 536, San Luis
Obispo CA 93406. 805-544-5657.

Potomac Instruments FIM-41 field intensity
meter, less than 1yr old, mint cond. $1950:
PI AT-51 audio test set, gen & analyzer wITC51 case, never used, $2950. TEifert, POB
1576, Eugene OR 97440. 503-345-5193.
ADC patch panels w/jacks (2), ID panel in
arack mount case. Ed, 808-847-4300.
Philips PM3055 oscilloscope, 60 MHz, dual
time base w/probes & manual, never used,
$800; Riser Bond 29018 time domain reflectometer w/soft case & manual, never used,
$500. TEifert, POB 1576, Eugene OR 97440.
503-345-5193.
Air cooled dummy load, 10 kW, like new,
$1200; 15 kW heat exch type water cooled
load, excel cond, self contained, $1500. J
Mitchell, WJKL-TV, 315-673-9049.
B&K, Tektronix, Nicolet FFT, level recorder,
beat freq oscillators, spectrum analyzers,
sound level meters, plus more, call for complete list. GGuarino, Sorcerer Snd, 19 Mercer, NYNY 10013, 212-226-0480.
Leader LSG-231 FM stereo signal & generator, brand new, $400. DAgnew, KKNB, 5601
S271h, Lincoln NE 68512. 402-421-2223.
Potomac Instruments AA-51 & AG-51 test
set in gd cond, $2900 plus UPS. Jose Fernandez, POB 3047, Bayamon PR 00621.
Houston Instruments DMP29 8-pen plotter.
A/B size, DM/PL language compatible
wleverything from 1-2-3 to AutoCad, never
used, $800. JKreines, 5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL 36054. 205-285-6179.

j
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G.V.BELL & ASSOCIATES

San Mateo, California
1-800-366-5240
(Inside 408/415 areal
415-366-5240
FAX 415-369-9698

Tek 529 waveform monitors (9), clean, well
maintained cond, $200 ea. JPerez, WJKL,
3342 Perry. Syracuse NY 13215. 315-673
9049.
HP AN/USM-37A microwave test set &standing wave ind. 4158, slotted lines 8068. H810B.
X810B, 809 carriage, waveguides & metal
case, $500; Narda 25223 microwave coupler
directional, 1.7-4.2 GHz, $100. JCunningham,
KHKC, Rt 2Box 113B, Stonewall OK 74871.
405-265-4496.
Delta 016-3, almost new in-line bridge & RG3. $4000. JBattison, 2684 Slate Rle 60, Londonville OH 44842. 419-994-3849.
RCA MI 11350 B1-11A transmission measuring set, made by Daven, precision attenuators over 100DB in 0.1 dB steps, input & output Zwide range, meter calibration changes
automatically w/output Z, requires external audio source, $250. RCone, FM Unlimited, 6731
N Hermitage, Chicago IL 60626. 312-7435850.
Elco 277 audio generator, gd cond, $50. S
Weber, KGRV, POB 1598, Winston OR 97496.
503-679-8185.
3M 210 SG/CB signal/color bar generator, BO.
RRhodes, POB 1550, NYNY 10101. 212-2455045.
Simpson 379 battery tester or swap Simpson
mdl 377 DC meter for above. JRoper, Imperial
Snd Std, RR31 Box 405, Terre Haute IN'
47803. 812-877-2663
Interstate Electronics F-34 rack mountldesk
mt 3MHz function gen; Fidelipac wow & flutter meter; Harris stereo gain set; Heathkit SM1288 factory wired freq counter; Bird Thruline & 43 slugs, 4275 sampler, 8080 25 & 50
W dry loads, BO. BRoyster, KOM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA 92107. 619-223-3413.

Want to Sell
HP 330B dist analyzer, tube type, gd cond,
$50. TWeeden, WMTV, 6802 Putnam, Madison WI 53711. 608-274-1515.
Techn-Physic Laboratorium ME 102B wow
áflutter meter, made in Germany, serviced
by Gotham Audio of NY, BO. C Kimbrough,
WRX0, POB 1176, Roxboro NC 27573. 919599-0266 aft 6PM.
Delta TCA-5-EX RF ammeter, excel cond, AM
Delta base current meter &toroidal current
transformer, calibrated in Delta Lab on 6/16/87,
includes all documentation & calibration data in original box, $400. PStage. WKVI, POB
10, Knox IN 46534. 219-772-6241.

Distortion analyzer in gd workable cond, late
tube-type unit preferred. FKavenik, WNVR,
POB 187, Vernon Hills IL 60361. 312-680-5066.
B&W H10 dist meter andlor Gates gain set,
will pay up to $150 for ea in gd clean operating cond. JAlexander, 1511 NJackson, Russellville AR 72801. 501-968-7270.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to

Sell

AM xmtr, 25 kW, 1yr old. M Pulley, KY00,
304 EJackson, Bolivar MO 65613. 417-3265257.
Wilkenson 2500 E. EKazmark, KAZZ, P013
1369, Deer Park WA 99006. 509-276-8817.

30 KW VHF

Harris FM 2.5 kW wNersa Count exciter, top
cond, $16500. GMcCoy, KZEN, 1606-1/2 16th
St. Central City NE 68826. 308-946-3816.

RCA TTV 30C

FM TRANSMITTERS

High performance
at affordable prices.
• New front panel programmable
composite STL's.
• New directly programmable FM
composite receivers
• New options for syncronous
boosters and translators
•New FM power levels: 2, 10, 20, 30,
80,100. 200, 250, 500, 800, 1000, 1500,
1800, 2000, 3000. 3500. and 15000 W

Bext, Inc.
739 Fifth Avenue.
San Diego, CA 92101

619-239-8462
[elex 229882

Fax 619-239-8474

FM TRANSMITTERS
2.5 KW 1977 Harris
20 KW 1973 Collins 831-G-1
1 & 5KW RCA- FM
25 KW AM 1986 CSI

1KW Gates FM 1B
1.5KW McMartin BF1K

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
Syracuse, NY (315)488-1269
Open 7Days FAX (315)488-1365

againe (Z1*

3KW CSI 1986
5KW RCA BTF-10D
5KW Gates FM-5B

PCB 1000/S power reduction unit, set to 350
W input, 63.7 W output, tuned to 1150 kHz,
complete &coaxial switch. JSidote, WELC,
POB 949, Welch WV 24801. 304-436-2131.
Harris TE1FM exciter tuned to 97.5 kHz
equipped wlOrban baseband interface card,
$800. MHurst. WICO, POB 909, Salisbury MD
21801. 301-742-2312.
s.

Ron Radio Comm Inc.
P.O. Box 201
Brightwatere, NY 11718
Simply The Best For Less..
Energy Onix Solid State
FM Transmitters
• 100, 300, 500 & 1000
Power Levels
•
• Broadband- Requires NO
TUNING
• Same Solid State Design
Used in Higher Power
Transmittrs
• Leasing thru DACOM
Financial Services

Orban Optimod 8000A
STL's-Moseley & Marti

PMA Marketing
414-482-2638

TEST EQUIPMENT
We Buy and Sell
All hypes of late model Test Equipment
Hewlett-Packard, Tektronix, Wavetek,
Fluke R.F. Ile Microwave aSpecialty

RCA 50 kW AM (
2), spare tubes & parts. 0
Borgen, WMIN, POB 25130, St Paul MN
55125. 612-739-4433.

TUNE CH 30-52

Fluke DMM 8050A, excel cond. $325. J
Claybrook. WMJJ, 530 Beacon Pkwy, Birmingham AL 35209. 205-943-9600.

Want to Buy

TEST EQUIPMENT

Collins 21-E 5kW AM's (4), Gates BC-5E (3).
RCA BTA-5T (1) Choice $8700. 1kW AM's,
Gates BC-1G (2), Gates BC-1F (3), Gates BC1J (2), Collins 20V3 (2), McMartin BA-1K (2),
$2000-$5500. Jerry Kautz, Armstrong Transmitter. 315-488-1269.

September 6, 1989

TRANSMITTERS
1KW Gates BC- 1F
1KW McMartin BA- 1K
1KW Harris BC- 1G
5KW RCA BTA-5H
5KW Collins 21E
5KW Gates BC- 5E
10KW RCA BTA1OH
10KW Collins 21M
50KW Continental 317C
All Tuned, Tested,

-f

ITS 1615 & HMD12 H&V antenna, BO. W Ellis, KOZK, MPO Box 21, Spfld MO 65801. 417865-2100.
30 W digital FM exciter, field selectable, 112
price. JPhillips, WZOM, 408-112 Clinton, Defiance OH 43512. 419-784-1059.
Acrodyne T210MN LPTV xmtr 10 W low
band VHF, low hrs, avail immed: Scala Vagi5element ant, $5000. S Olson, WSSM, 1
Odana C1, Madison WI 53719. 608-276-9454.
Harris 3.5 kW, 3yrs old, excel cond
exciter & Orban 8100A Optimod, must sell for
upgrade. on 96.7, also includes ERI single bay
antenna, BO. RWachter, KNSX, 3418 Douglas, Florissant MO 63031. 314-872-2660.
Trade RCA 20 kW for Harris or Collins 1-10
kW xmtr. JMauk, KMJ, POB 70002, Fresno
CA 93744. 209-266-5800.

10KW RCA BTF-10D
10KW CCA 10,0000
15KW AEL FM 15KD
20KW RCA BTF20E1
27.5KW

McMartin

BF-25K

All Tuned, Tested, Guaranteed
,
ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
Syracuse, NY (3151488-1269
Open 7Days FAX ( 315) 488-1365

NM -PA4A pwr amp w1(2) 4CX2508 32 MHz
plug in, mostly tubes, cond unknown, looks
fair & complete w/all pwr supplies in same 19"
rack mount, you pick-up/ship, 65 lbs, $160/60.
HJeschke, 5820 Overbrook, Philadelphia PA
19131. 215-477-5302.
McMartin BF25K-FM, 1978 25 kW w/Harris
MS 15 exciter, complete spare HV PS & parts
from stripped 2nd unit, in service, avail SeptOct, $32.000. D Solinske, WV/AM, POB
22000, St Petersburg FL 33702. 813-576-1073

T
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; $500

REWARD

To anyone that finds
us agood used
20 25KW

_î

FM Transmitter

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
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Gates BC-5B (
2) 5kW AM, excel cond, one
tuned to 1590 kHz the other to 580 kHz, plenty
of spares, BO. DBarton, KMTI, POB K, Monti
UT 84642. 801-835-7301.

Home built carrier current AM 25 W carrier
current tube type, set to your freq, complete
wlinstructions, $400. JCunningham, KHKC,
At 2Box 113B, Stonewall OK 74871.

Harris TE3FM 10W exciter, w/Orban baseband card, tuned to 104.1, $14001BO; Collins
A825W 10 W, tube type exciter, needs minor
work, tuned to 99.5, $650; Harris MX-15 exciter tuned to 106.1, recently aligned &
calibrated by Harris, $45001130. YVVIS, POB
487, Frederksted, St Croix VI 00840. 809-7785199.

Gates 250-GY 250 W AM on 740 kHz, working order, needs to be retubed & cleaned,
$500/80 pis shpg; Collins 20V2 1kW AM for
parts only, BO. DKelley, KISZ, POB 740, Cortez CO 81321. 303-565-1212.

Dummy Loads
RF Plumming
RF Cable
FM Antennas

I

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
Syracuse, NY (315) 488-1269
Open 7Days
FAX ( 315)488-1365

Sintronics S1-F1.5-2.0 kW FM xmtr, (2) exciters plus spare parts, new IPA & new rebuilt
final, 6mos old, single phase 220 V, now onair, you pick up, w/manuals. $14,500/60. F
Morton, KEYB, POB 1077, Altus OK 73522.
405-482-1555.
Gates M-6095 FM exciter, 10 W, gd cond,
w/manual & 94.1, $350/neg. S Neumann,
WRPS, POB 5343, Rocky Point NY 11778.
516-744-3704.

Gates BC 50C spare parts. 50 kW vacuum
capacitors. xformers, misc. Call 3057432425
or 9215.
Gates BC-10H 10 kW15 kW AM in excel cond,
$15,000. Jim or Richard, 801-637-0863 or 1752
or 3028.
Want to Buy
Low band 2-6 VHF TV xmtr, 100 W to 11 kW;
RCA TTU-1B or TTU-2A UHF TV xmtrs for
parts. J Powley, 1536 Logan, Altoona PA
16602. 814-944-8571.
FM xmtr 4-5 kW. JStromquist, WNCB, 2816
Hagberg, Duluth MN 55811.
AM major manufacturers late 2.5 or 5kW.
with step down; also a35-5kW and a500 to
1000 W. LMaierhofer, WTGC, 101 Armory
Blvd, Lewisburg PA 17837. 717-523-3271.
Collins 20 kW xmtr & 550' guyed tower in gd
cond. D Radke, KWWK, 1220 4th Ave SW,
Rochester MN 55902. 507-288-1971.
FM xmtr, 2-4 kW, will pick up at your site; also a10 kW FM xmtr for EDFM. DVan Zandt,
WJLU, 2596 S.R. 44. New Smyrna FL 32069.
TV xmtr for 432.25 MHz AN operation, any
cond. G Kirby, WMRY, 13613 US 36, Marysville OH 43040, 614-261-8871.

Guaranteed
ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
Syracuse .
Ope488.1269
NY ( 315/

Continental 814-R1 2.5 kW FM wlexciter, ERI
3bay antenna & 250' 1-5/8" coax at sas MHz,
antenna & coax on tower, like new wlextra
tubes, make offer. W McCan, KBHT, 101 S4th,
3rd FI, Crockett TX 75835. 409-544-9694.
Harris FM5H 5kW FM tuned to 89.5 MHz,
9yrs old wIspares & documentation, excel
cond, $14,000. G Gilbreath, 702-454-2085.
Continental Electronics 315R-1 5000 W AM
wised state exciter. $32,000. DJack, Tamarack Comm. 5410 SW Macadam Ste 240,
Portland OR 97201. 503-221-5166.
RCA BTA 1MS, $
3500; Moseley stereo generator, $500 & McMartin B-910 exciter, $850. C
King, KIXZ, 1703-B Avondale, Amarillo TX
79106. 806-335-1954

TUBES
• 5762 4cx5000
3cx 10,000

•Any EIMAC Tube
..› 1*

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
Syracuse. NY (315)488-1269
Open 7Days FAX ( 315) 488-1365

EMCEE HTU-100 UHF-TV LPTV/translator
100 W wlexcitedupconvertor, many extras,
clean, vgc. Sue Jenkins, WKOG, 1100 W 42nd
St, Indianapolis IN 46208. 317-283-5800.
Harris/Gates FM-10H3 10 kW w/TE-3 exciter
w/composite STL interface, 20 yrs old, well
maintained, in service as aux xmtr. AChambers, WAWZ, Box 14, Zarephath NJ 08890.
201-469-0991.
RCA BTA 50F 50 kW AM, fully operational,
in storage for immed removal. Complete w/all
tubes, schematics, floor plans plus many extras. $18,000 plus shpg; RCA BTA 5F 5kW
AM, excel cond, w/all floor layouts, manuals,
tubes, $10,000 plus shpg; RCA mod transformer for BTA 5F xmtr, new in original crate,
$600 plus shpg. GHeidenfeldt, 2880 W Lake,
Wilson NY 14172. 716-751-6187.

FM BROADCASTERS!!
We can meet all your
FM transmitter needs!!
SOLID STATE - LOW POWER
Amplifiers and transmitters are available at the popular levels of 30W, 100W, 300W, 500W, and 1KW. All
units are solid state, broadband, and designed for both
local and remote operation.

ONE AND TWO TUBE HIGH POWER
Medium transmitters with broadband solid state drivers
and one zero bias grounded grid triode in their PA are
available at 1.5KW, 3.5KW, 5.5KW, 7.5KW, and 12KW.
Higher power transmitter utilizing two grounded grid triodes (one as adriver) are available at standard outputs
of 15KW, 22KW, 25KW, 30KW, 40KW, and 50KW.

Energy-Onix
752 Warren Street Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690

FAX ( 518) 828-8476

A Wise Enterprise

BEE
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TRANSMITTERS ... WTB
FM 2.5 to 5kW for class AFM in Washington state, less than 15 yrs old & in gd cond.
R Larson, 509-453-6296.
FM xmtr, 5kW, any age or cond, RCA TTU-2
Seres A, C, Eor D & TTU-44 exciter, working,
any cond or for parts. JKautz, WJKL, 3342 Perry Rd, Camiccus NY 13215. 315-673-9049

FM ANTENNAS
1BAY $ 1.500
2BAY
2,000
3BAY
2,900
4BAY
3,800
MORE BAYS AVAILABLE
AP warranted, tuned and tested
ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
Syracuse. NY (315) 488-1269
Open 7Days FAX ( 315) 488.1365

Any 3.5-5 kW FM or amp, exciter optional, can
repair or retune. JStromquist, WNC13, 2816
Hasberg St, Duluth MN 55811. 218-722-3017.
RCA EfTE 10-C crystal ovens; Gates BC1F AM
xmtr; Raytheon RA1000, parts & info; Gates
25-A AM info. CGill, POB 371, Indianapolis
IN 46206. 317-923-2800.
AM 1kW in gd to excel cond at inexpensive
pice. KHill, WHCB, POB 2061, Bristol TN
37621. 615-878-6279.
Any FM xmtr needed for high school, willing to pay reasonable price or gladly accept
donation. JMangold, KTBD, 100 Champions,
E' Paso TX 79912. 915-594-9441.
UHF & VHF TV translators, 10-100 W, will
consider old UHF band 70-83 equip. JPowley.
1536 Logan, Altoona PA 16602. 814-944-8571.
Low band 2-6 VHF TV xmtr, 100 W to 11 kW,
exper eng can handle removal; RCA TTU-16
or TTU-2A UHF TV xmtrs for parts. JPowley,
1536 Logan, Altoona PA 16602. 814-944-8571.
RCA BTE 15A FM exciter wistereo & SCA
generator. WJON, POB 220. St Cloud MN
56302. 612-251-4422.

TUBES
Want to Sell
Eimac 4CX3000A brand new, $1200. KCarver, Project Light/Snd, 1418 Amber, Killeen TX
76.543. 817-699-1530.

ELECTRON
TUBES
Partial List: 6623, 23791,
THI50, 6425F, 5604,
6696, 6697, 5681,
5682, 5671,
7804,3CX10,
000H3, 3CX20, 000H3,
4C55000A, 4CX35, 000C

Vacuum Tube
Industries,Inc.
1-800-528-5014
508-584-4500

Misc small tubes, all new. BO. JSidote, WELC,
POB 949, Welch WV 24801. 304-436-2131.
Tubes, transmitting, semiconductors, diodes,
rectifiers, transistors, integrated circuits, connectors, wire ácable. Major brands Eimac,
Amperex, RCA/Burle, Motorola, Intel. Thor
Electronics, Call 800-666-THOR (8467).

Tubes, all new orig cartons, warranteed,
quantities limited, 807, $4.95; 6146B. $8.95;
6080, $5.95; 845. $45; 211ANT4C, $29; (4)
65A. $69; (4) 125A, $69; 810, $80; (4) 400A,
$95: 62271E8OL, Ena 5C.30500B, call for price.
Triode Electronics, 2010 W Roscoe, Chicago
IL 60618. 312-871-7459, Fax: 312-871-7938.

Want to Buy
VA651A rebuildable or working cond for use
in RCA TTU-2 xmtr. JKautz, WJKL, 3342 Perry Rd, Camiccus NY 13215. 315-673-9049.
RCA 6181, used as final in RCA TTU-1B UHF
TV xmtr. JPowley, 1536 Logan. Altoona PA
16602. 814-944-8571.

We buy electron tubes.
Contact us if you any for sale.
PATH
507 Superior Ave.
Newport Beach CA 92663
714-722-6733
RCA 6181, used as final in RCA TTU-113 UHF
TV xmtr. JPowley, 1536 Logan, Altoona PA
16602 814-944-8571

TUBE REBUILDING
FREELAND
PRODUCTS
Since 1940

SAVE ABOUT 50%
—We buy dud tubes800- 624-7626

Technics SL1500 MK II, in gd cond, $275. E
Kain, WNOE, 529 Bienville, New Orleans LA
70130. 504-529-1212.
Presto 6N (
2) disc cutting lathes wIseveral
lead screws in console, $1300/both. E
O'Brien, Imperial Snd Std, RR 31 Box 405,
Terre Haute IN 47803. 812-877-2663.

Stanton 210 phono preamp, $100; Micro-Trak
2604 (2), $75 ea. GGilbreath, 702-454-2085.
Astatic X26 crystal recording head, w/instructions, new in box, $50/60. JWorkman, Maritz,
600 W Lafayette, Detroit MI 48226. 313-9631200.
Micro-Trak 303 (
2) tone arms, gd cond, BO;
Audio Technica turntable bases (3), BO; Technics SP-15 (2), gd cond, BO; Audio Technica
ATP-12T tone arms, gd cond, BO. DWolfe,
KRIX, 901 EPike Blvd, Weslaco TX 78596.
512-968-154&
Technics SP-10 12", 33/45 remote start, working cond, BO pis shpg. RNorman, RNP, 11
Glenwood, Toms River NJ 08753. 201-3498569.
Stanton 310 preamp, many new Stanton
881S, 081S, 600/610 cartridges & stylii. Stanton 500 replacement stylii & Shure V-15111, BO
Royster, KQM, 1019 Cordova, San Diego CA
92107. 619-223-3413.
Shure M95 cartridges, various types, $9.95
ea; Stanton 500EE cartridge, $9.95; Pickering NP/AC cartridge, $9.95; numerous styli,
current & obsolete, in stock, generic & brand
name, from $1.95 up. Triode Electronics, 2010
W Roscoe, Chicago IL 60618. 312-871-7459,
Fax: 312-871-7938.

Want to Buy
Rek-O-Kut B-12-H shock mounts, idler wheel,
parts; Rek-O-Kut Micro-poise tone arms &
parts; QRK 12-C parts, espec idler wheel &
shock mounts. M Kuehl, Passage Prod, 1418
NStevens, Rhinelander WI 54501. 715-3694007.

504-893-1243
FAX 504-892-7323

TV FILM EQUIP

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

Want to Sell

Partial List: 6623, 23797,
THI50, 6425F, 5604,
6696, 6697, 5681,
5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,
000H3, 3CX20, 000H3,
4CS5000A, 4CX35, 000C

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
1-800-528-5014
508-584-4500

Numerous pieces of equipment including
Gates/Harris TE201 color film camera, Quanta character gen, RTI film editor & film cleaner, projector, power supply, waveform monitor, videotape recorder & more, to much to list,
call for more details and prices. JFuehrer,
NT'.' Network, POB 220, Kearney NE 68848.
308-743-2494.
B&H JAN 614 EVMS light weight pedestal
mount, 16mm optical & magnetic sound telecine projector, complete w/manuals, excel
cond, $795. GOrmrod, GFO Prod, 432 E. X
St. Tumwater WA 98501. 206-352-8028.

VIDEO PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell
Denon DCD 810 CD players, used 1month
(2). $240. JA Bowab, WDLT, 2402 Wolf Ridge,
Mobile AL 36618. 205-344-3698.
ORK turntables (
2), $50 ea/BO. BBurnham,
WHBT, 1293 Floyd, Jackson MI 49203. 517782-1510.
Russco Studio Pro B (
3), gd cond witone
arms, $1013 ea. M Black, WEOS. Hobart WS
College, Geneva NY 14456. 315-789-8970.

Telechrome 3200 video dist amps, rack of
eight, gd cond, BO. M Cramer, WGBA, 1391
NRoad, Green Bay WI 54307. 414-494-2626.
Hotronic AD51:ITS frame sync/78C, $4000;
Thomson-CSF 7011 chroma insert keyer,
$1250. H.M. Dyer Electronics, 2982 Wixom
Rd, Milford MI 48042. 313-685-2560.
Panasonic editing system, 1/2" VHS, under
warranty until 11/89, less than 100 hrs, (2) AG6500 decks, AG-A750 controller, $6700;
Hitachi 13" color under warranty & (2)
CT1386B. $450/both; Fuji 7-30 VHS w/blk
hard-cover case (450), $3.30 per unit, price
for entire lot $7000. DMurray, Murray Video
0
P4
ro6d
5„ 1918 Sloan, Latrobe PA 15650. 412-539BTX 4500 non-chase synchronizer, $595. G
Freeman, Pranava Prod, 1227 Sierra Alta
Way, Los Angeles CA 90069. 213-457-8390.

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER
TUNED, TESTED, WARRANTED

We are the leading remanufacturer of radio
transmitters with customers worldwide.
Our transmitters are:
'Remanufactured to factory specs.
*Tuned to your frequency
*Guaranteed for 30 days
*48 hours burn- in prior to shipping
See before you buy, visit our showroom
Why settle for less than Armstrong?

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER
Syracuse, NY ( 315) 488-1269
Open 7days
FAX (315) 488-1365

Sony FP-62 video projector. 30" to 200"
w/built-in tuner, includes shipping case, $750.
RNimtz, Uof Notre Dame, POB 1088, Notre
Dame IN 46556. 219-239-6423
BTX 4500 time code synchronizer, BO. R
Rhodes, POB 1550, NYNY 10101. 212-2455045.
Cohu 2614-400 video waveform muttiplexers
(2), parade display, wlmanuals, $50 ea; RCA
MI-557301 module extender, $25; Trompeter
LPL-75 video patch plugs, 1" spacing, new,
$3 ea; Vital VI-500 color proc amp w/cable
equalization, w/manual, $75. BHumpherys,
UMC 8500, Logan UT 84322. 801-750-3133.
IVC/Ouantel TBC-2000 direct-only, wideband
4-line TBC (2), one working well & one for
parts, manual included, $1200/60. GOdell,
TFG, Box 9, Wethersfield CT 06109. 203-5272972.
Complete mobile audio/music video system, JVC, Zenith, Numark, EV, Meteor, (2)
projectors, (2) screens, (4) speakers, 1600 music videos, lights, $10,000. J Whitehead,
WOBE, POB 871, Charleston INV 25323. 304744-9691.
Want to Buy
Sony 5851315800/RM-440 wanted in gd cond.
Have assorted equip to trade, or cash; also
want video sync gen preferably Wrack. R
Lawrence, Moonshadow Video Prod, 4280
Reston Rd, Roseburg OR 97470. 503-6798966.

Radio World

Sony VO6800 portable 3/4" U-matic VTR,
AC- PS, 8-NP1's wIcharger, Kangaroo
case/strap incl, $2950. SChristian, Masterpiece Video Prod, 715 Cornwall, Silver Spring
MD 20901. 301-439-5731.

VIDEO
TAPE RECORDERS
Want to Sell
JVC CR4400U 3/4 port recorders (4) w/access. $800 ea/80; (3) Sony RM -430 edit con trollers. $5001130; JVC BR-6400U VHS
recorder, $1500/60. TQuinn, Monte Vista Std,
208 Cherry, Capitola CA 95010. 408-475-0423

RCA MI-4069B RCP for RCA TA-50 VTR,
$25. 13 Humpherys, UMC 8500, Logan UT
84322. 801-750-3133.

Panasonic NV-9200 3/4", NV-9100 (2), 3/4"
National NV-9200 PAL (2). 1/2" Panasonic
AG-6200's, NV-8200's VHS Nordmende PAL
VHS (4), National NV-8600 (2) PAL VHS, Sony PAL Beta (2), all units need work, call for
details. JGarvey, Video Yesteryear, Box C.
Sandy Hook CT 06482. 203-744-2476.

WORLDWIDE
DIGITAL CONVERSION

Want to Buy

ALL FORMATS
BROADCAST QUALITY

Panasonic NV-9240 or Panasonic NV-9600,
3/4" VTR, must be in gd wrkng cond. AMcPeek,
POB 444, Rogersville IN 37857. 615-272-4827.

Pal Multl-dupe/HI-Band/1"

Sony/Ampex 1", egc, $24.000; Sony VO2600
U-matic ViRs, gd cond, $350; blank 314" Betacam tape. $4 ea. Ugly George, 212-6772200, M-F, 9AM-5PM, Fax: 212-941-0956, MF, 9-5,

TK VIDEO
12300 Coppola Drive
Potomac, MD 20854
301-762-2786

JVC CR6600U 3/4", low hrs. nice shape,
$1650. JKreines, 5330 Kennedy, Millbrook AL
36054. 205-285-6179.

Ampex portable 2" quad VTR; Ampex color mdl 1200, low band color VTR; Ampex, IVC
old format 1" VTR. AWeiner, Britton Road,
Monticello ME 04760. 207-538-9538.
Sony BVH-2000, 1" Type C, Type 2control
panel or Type 3internal TBC, gd wrkng order. JStephens, KFDA, POB 1400, Amarillo
TX 79189. 806-383-2226.

ACTION-GRAM
Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for all broadcast and pro-sound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please
indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address
below. Thank you.
Please print and include all information:

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month. C1 YES
El NO

Contact Name Title

Signature
Date
Please circle only one entry for each category:

Company/Station

I. Type of Firm

Address City

State

D. Combination AM/FM station F.

Zip

Phone Number Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other
organizations who are not legitimate end
users can participate in the Broadcast
Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Listings are available on a $25/25 word basis.
Call 1-800-336-3045 for details and complete display rates
VVTS: E

VVTB: LI

Make:

Recording studio

A. Commercial AM station

G. TV station/teleprod facility

B. Commercial FM station

H. Consultant/1d engineer

C. Educational FM station

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

E. Network/group owner

J.

Other

II. Job Function
A. Ownership

D. Programming/production

B General management

E. News operations

C Engineering

F.

Other

Category:
Model

#

Brief Description:

Price:

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO Box 1214
Falls Church VA 22041

TRANSCOM CORP.
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable,
Shively & Comark antennas.
1980

61

CCA 28,500 FM

1980

Harris FM 20 K

1976

RCA BTF 20E1

1976

Harris MW5A

1980

Harris MW50A

1976

CCA AM 50,000D, 50 kW AM

1985

CSI T- 3-F

201 Old York Rd.
York Plaza Ste 207
Jenkintown PA 19046
215-884-0888
Telex No. 910-240-3856 ( TRANSCOM CORP. UQ)
FAX No. 215-884-0738

Send us your new product info. Be sure to include a black and white photo. Send all submissions to
Radio World Marketplace, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
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Amplifier arrays
With new multiple amplifier arrays by ATI,
four or eight channels of high gain microphone
inputs or lower gain line level inputs are amplified to 600 ohm line level active or transformer balanced outputs.
The units can be used as microphone, line
buffer, interface, distribution and level matching amplifiers.
Multiple amplifier arrays drive headphones
or interface phone lines by changing jumpers.
For information, contact Sam Wenzel at ATI:
215443-0330, or circle Reader Service 81.

Dynamic equalizer
The TailorTm dynamic equalizer is able to automatically control the dynamics of program
material over 10 bands without incurring ar-

RF Amplifiers
Shure Brothers' new SmartAmp'm series of
radio frequency amplifiers are designed to boost
the transmitter output power and range of lowpower two-way vehicular radios used in land
mobile applications.
SmartAmp features include fused supply

tifacts.
The Tailor, produced by Hit Design, uses a
sidechain control circuit's action to simulate
"riding gain" on each frequency whenever the
energy in that band exceeds afront panel controlled threshold.
For information, contact William Shute at
Broadcasters General Store: 904-622-9058, or circle Reader Service 95.

voltage leads, aluminum case and heat sink.
All models are FCC type-accepted and include a one-year limited warranty.
For information, contact Davida Rochman at
Shure Brothers: 312-866-2542, or circle Reader
Service 88.
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Digital audio terminal
Corporate Computer Systems Inc. introduced
the new VSAT digital audio terminal (VDAT).
The VDAT uses digital signal processor technology to provide two full duplex audio paths
and one full duplex data path over asingle 112
KB VSAT data channel.
For information, contact Tim Chase at Corporate Computer Systems: 201-946-3800, or circle Reader Service 92.

Phono connector
The new ProFi phono connectors, by Neutrik
USA, have aground shell which retracts into
the connector body as the signal post is inserted
into the phono jack.
When the connector is removed, the ground
breaks last to prevent static and noise.
For information, contact Bill Dorman at Neutrik USA: 609-327-3113, or circle Reader Service 73.

Tape heads
Ultralife tape heads by Sprague Magnetics are
inorganically bonded for wear resistance and
electrical performance using a patented
manufacturing process.
For information, contact Darrell Sprague at
Sprague Magnetics: 818-994-6602, or circle
Reader Service 98.
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Pat Macsata:

LPB introduces...

Citation II.

The brand new console with aten year track record.
C

tart with one of the longestrunnAg success stories in
the radio console business: the
LPB Citation I. Then add the
combined wisdom of ten years
of user feedback and make that
"wish list" of features standard.
Now you've got the idea behind
LPB's new low profile Citation II
console.

For flexibility, the ten- mixer
Citation II features three inputs
per mixer with lock-out switching,
two stereo output busses, mixminus capability, mono mixdown
with independent VU, two user
configurable four position auxiliary selectors and programmable
monitor and cue muting for the
first five mixers.

call your LPB distributor and
check out our Citation II, the only
brand new console backed by
ten years of proven reliability and
performance.

LPB Citation II
eel
2

LNLIMIlà

For convenience, a digital clock
and a separate event/cumulative
timer are standard, and every
input has a remote start button
which follows the input selected.

Not just a change for change's
sake, Citation Il represents the
"real world" of radio today. For
today's fast- paced air shifts, we
placed all essential controls —
and only the essential controls —
directly in front of the operator.
Lesser- used controls are logically
grouped together on the right.

Circle 25 On Reader Service Card.

For durability, Citation II's low
profile front panel is protected by
a tough Lexan overlay. And the
entire console is built for long life
and easy maintenance, in the LPB
tradition. Plus, it's value priced
in the LPB tradition as well.
Best of all, Citation Il sounds
great, just like our legendary
Citation I.
Before you buy any studio console, talk to a LPB Citation user
(there are hundreds of them, so
finding one won't be hard.) Then

3
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LPB®

LPB, Inc.
28 Bacton Hill Road
Frazer, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 215-644-1123
Fax: 215-644-8651

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0819.
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Dear Cary:

it's 4 years sirece we moved into our new location at Boston's Downtovvn
Crossing. It's been 2i years since we purchased the Wheatstone R-500
satnaculothbe(2,S5F1-554caocinusiotlsr arnhdAirt e'.siabtieuent se h2i1;)esapresakssirectzbvietst:lefc ame the
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WOOS, being a CBS owned and operated station, maintains the best quality
We found the secret of
control available. Our sound is second to none.
Manager, John Cehron.
being loud but clean. Our audio processing, chain is tightly guarded by
our Program Director, Dave Van/Dyke, under the watchfu/ eye of our Genera/

The most versatile and operated equipment in the station are the Wheatstone
boards.
The custom features, pull-out modules (without unp/ugging the
board), easy readouts and reliability make the Wheatstone consoles an every
day pleasure.
When you add the sound quality with its low noise and distortion
factors, it doesn't surprise me as to why we are the best sound in Boston.
Sincerely,
From a technica/ standpoint it is atways nice to have and
c
,-...,
Charies
Engineering

Y) Gi

operate

good

gear.

,a

Supervis
ordano
or

Mr. Cary Snow
Wheatstone
Corp.
6
720
V.I.P. Parkway
July
Syracuse,
/ 2, 1989

SWheotftonC Corporation
6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY. 13211 (TEL 315-455-7740 / FAX 315-454-8104)
Circle 56

On Reader Service Card.

See Us At Radio ' 89, Booth 0305.

